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An artist doesn't really exist unless they're having exhibitions in a gallery. And an exhibition never 
really happened unless it's been covered by an art magazine. Ad space is taken out in magazines to 

advertise the shows. And to keep the general communication system going. The system is based on 
the idea that magazines will cover the shows. It's not a direct financial relationship. where reviews 
are actually paid for. But it is nearly. On the other hand, it's a system that seems to work quite 
well. 

(Collings 1998: 95) 

The bulk of our knowledge of the international art world, and in many cases within the local 
South African art scene, is based largely on what we read in magazines, art books and the art 
press. To most individuals these exhibitions exist mainly in written form and within the 
viewer's personal mental constructions.' It is a different world to that of international 
metropolitan art centres such as Paris, New York and London, with their corps of 
professional critics, curators and above all, internationally recognised artists. 

It is interesting to note the international art world's acceptance of this status quo. However, 
it also functions within its own structures and complexities. Kendell Geers has commented 
that: 

Life in the art loop is very fragile, even for those you think are secure. Not even the cover of an art 
magazine is a guarantee for longer than six months? 

It should also be remembered that this applies mainly to those who have already broken 
through the international art system. Because of a lack of engagement and critical exploration, 
most young South African artists are eaSily satisfied with a mere mention in the popular 
press. Making the cover of the only art magazine in South Africa would be beyond the 
ambitions of most. 

My interest is situated partially within the aspect of how the viewer constructs his/her own 
mental picture of the events of an exhibition. However, I am more interested in how the 
artist is able to manipulate and guide the media. It is for this reason that I have decided not to 
present a physical exhibition with the submission of this dissertation, but rather to include 
aspects of my work as they have been reflected in the popular press. I feel that the 
submission of any physical work (which might have consisted of the documentation of events) 
would cause the body of work to become redundant, as the work itself has relied more 
frequently on its existence within a conceptual sphere. 

My work has constantly referenced media responses, thus the works developed parallel to 
the media interest that has frequently surrounded my production. 

This dissertation operates on two central levels: each individual project should be considered 
in its own right; and more importantly, the work should be read in its entirety. Due to the 
performative aspects of the work, it would be pointless and even impossible to recreate 
these experiences. For the purposes of this document, however, the descriptions of the 
works appearing in these pages, along with the documentation and press archives stand in for 
the works themselves. Also Significant are rumours and gOSSip, and to a large extent the 
public response to the works in general, and the traces of these responses. My work is based 

Artist and educator Andrew Putter mentions his preference for personal anecdotes about exhibitions rather than 

attending these exhibitions himself as he finds these personal constructions or views far more fascinating . He often cites 

~nist Peet Pienaar's anecdotes. noted for their beautifully exaggerated descriptions. 

Personal e-mail correspondence. 3 November 2004. 

J 

CONTEMPORARY 
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largely on professional practice. consisting of several solo exhibitions. local as well as 
international group exhibitions. collaborations. writings and catalogues. 

for comparative purposes, I have referenced work made prior to the MfA degree, with the 
full understanding that these do not constitute part of the examined body of work. 

This study becomes the body of work. 

As my starting point I shall set out to investigate possible constructS that may have occurred 
within the history of conceptualism. In the first chapter I investigate the possibility that some 
of Marcel Duchamp's readymades never existed as actual objects, but rather as concocted 
fabrications. I also examine Duchamp and his circle's use of the media and self-published 
journals to promote what has become the traditional historical view. 

The second chapter deals with 'Britart' and the phenomenon of the young British artists 
(yBas). Here I am particularly interested in the way that art in Britain, predominantly in the 
Nineties, managed to infiltrate the media and construct specific personas for individual artists, 
including that of their main patron. Charles Saatchi. Similarities exist between the way that 
the public responds to the work of young British artists and to the way that many of 
Duchamp's works were perceived. This concern is also evident in my own production. 

Naturally I have excluded key aspects and movements during the 2()th century, as this 
document does not intend to serve as a historical account of the events that built the 
contemporary condition. The Situationists International, the fluxus movement and 
Conceptual Art of the Sixties, spring naturally to mind in this regard. I briefly investigate 
celebrity and pop artist Andy Warhol in order to direct my research on contemporary 
artistic practice of the late Nineties and turn of the century. However, the inclusion of 
Duchamp is due to the fact that he is perhaps the cornerstone of contemporary 
conceptualism and prOVides a relevant starting point. He has been an important influence on 
my work. 

" 
The third chapter investigates some of the conceptual underpinnings that have informed my 
individual projects. I look at issues such as laziness and boredom as two main topiCS, and as a 
response to such accusations in my own work. I relate these issues to contemporary 
examples that I present. 

Amongst other things I have consciously adopted strategies such as not making work. getting 
others to make it for me and adopting co-incidental aspects, such as verbal and printed 
criticism into my subsequent production. 

In the second section of the dissertation I describe my own work chronologically. I have 
adopted a somewhat anecdotal approach, mirroring the process by which each piece was 
shaped by its surrounding context. I hope that the reader will indulge the journalistic language 
and style I adopt, including aspectS of humour. as this is the arena in which my work operates. 
I describe my work on a theoretical basis, linking it to contemporary art discourse, and the 
South African situation in particular. 

My investigation remains subjective. 

4 

5 
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I think art is the most useful of the useless things in the world. 
(Bonami in Lamprecht and Young 2003) 

I think irt i1 dle most useful of the usele1s dlinlls in the world. 
(Bonami in Lamprecht ind Young 2003) 
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The influence of the readymade as a means of contemporary artistic production seems to 
have engaged indifferent minds throughout the past century. It has situated itself primarily 
within the thinking space of an ignorant3 sector of the art world, easily generalised as 
uninformed students, self-made artists and older traditionalists within the arts sector. 

Due to little interest and a small art community, the public's reception of such work seems 
troublesome within a South African context, ~ and proves to be fairly unstable in situations 
such as Britain's Turner Prize. In the afore-mentioned case, it has caused a certain amount of 
unease in terms of a public perspective and has drawn crowds protesting outside the Tate 
Gallery on opening nights of these events. 

The Stuckists,5 of which Tracey Emin's ex-punk-rocker boyfriend Billy Childish was a founding 
member, exists as an 'anti-anti' contemporary art group, one that has grown to roughly 100 
groups and 6 Stuckism International Centres globally.6 In 2000, they released the Turner prize 
song: An or Arse (You Be The Judge), and have denounced the prize as an 'ongoing national 
joke' and 'a state-funded advertiSing agency for Charles Saatchi.' They also refer to key artists 
such as 'the only artist who wouldn't be in danger of winning the Turner Prize is Turner' and 
that the prize 'should be re-named The Duchamp Award for the destruction of artistic 
integrity'.? 

This is a prejudice in the acceptance of a form of art which has a history dating back to 
Marcel Duchamp. It questions an artistic sensibility concerning the past century: a shocking 
and frustrating truth. However, a conclusion still remains to be drawn as to what the 
readymade actually is and what it meant in its original context. 

3 
Meaning that the acceptance and understanding of the readymade relies to an extent on some form of education. It is 

not yet a widespread phenomenon that could easily be accepted by the general public (mainly because of its brief history 

~ating back only as far as the 1910s). 

5 Based on my own assumptions relating to various conversations with friends, colleagues and the media. 

The Stuckists appropriated their name through Tracey Emin's drunken response to Childish's work and refening to it as 

being 'stuck, stuck, stuck'. See 'Stuck on the Turner Prize'. 

shttp://www.hatii.arts.gla.ac.uklMultimediaStudentProjectslOO-OI19704524VMMProjectlHtmVstuckl .htm> 

7 See Stuckism International. <http/lwww.stuckism.com> 

See 'The Turner Prize' in Wikipedia. The Free Encyclopedia. <hltp:llen.wikipedia.orglwikifTumer_Prize> 

HISTORY 
Dada was initiated in Zurich in 1916 at the Cabaret Voltaire. Although short-lived, the 
movement had immense impact on the structures of contemporary practice today. At its 
birth, Dada was primarily a protest against World War I and the prevailing ideas of art and 

conceptions of artistic beauty. 

But by 1921 it was over: its participants had ceased their raucous demands for freedom and 
dispersed, to become career artists (Hans Arp), religiOUS converts (Hugo Ball) and psychoanalysts 
(Richard Huelsenbeck) . How influential was Dada? Can we agree with the philosopher Henri 
Lefebvre, writing in 1975, that 'to the degree that modernity has meaning, it is this: it carries within 
itself from the beginning, a radical negation - Dada, this event that took place in a Zurich cafe'? If 
Dada can be seen as a first wave of Conceptual art, Surrealism, which followed it, had different 

interests and its investigation into the nature of art (begun by Dada) was less radical. 
(Godfrey 1998: 37) 

Marcel Duchamp, a key artist of the 20th century, moved from Paris to New York in 1915 
after he was 'forced to withdraw his painting Nude Descending a Staircase (No.2) from the 
Salon des Independents8 in Paris' in 1912 (Godfrey 1998: 25). 

8 VVhich might have been accepted if Duchamp had changed the tiUe and removed it from the painted surface. It was also 

seen to resemble too many influences of Fu1urism. 

13 12 

http:http/lwww.stuckism.com
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'A nude never descends the staircase,' the hanging committee had pronounced. 'a nude reclines.' 
This was an outrageous piece of academic codswallop: perhaps in the unreal, pallid world of the 
academy. a nude did just recline. but in the real world people when nude do more than that. 

(Godfrey 1998: 25) 

NUDE 1912 

In 1916 in New York. Duchamp joined the Society of Independent Artists. an organisation of 
which both he and Man Ray were directors. One of its aims was to create an exhibition that 
was not prejudiced and conservative in the way that large parts of the art world were in New 
York at the time.9 In 1917. the 'Independents' set out to produce an annual exhibition of 
submitted works without any curatorial judgements. Any artist who paid the six-dollar 
submission fee was allowed to exhibit two works. Duchamp submitted Fountain (Godfrey 
1998: 28). 

The well-known controversial urinal has troubled historians and scholars for decades. We 
have relatively little factual information on which to base the history of this object 
(Betancourt 2(00). It is recorded that Duchamp himself had purchased the urinal from the J.L. 
Mott Ironworks and had signed it R. Mutt (R for Richard which is French slang for 

9 
.. an attempt to circumvent the conservatism of such institutions as tile National Academy of Design' (Godfrey 1998: 

28) . 

14 

• 

'moneybags' [Godfrey 1998: 28] and Mutt possibly referring to J.L. Mott company and the 
Mutt and Jeff comic strip) (Varnedoe 1990: 274) . Unaware of Duchamp's authorship of the 
Richard Mutt pseudonym, the board rejected the work on the basis that it was immoral and 

was seen as an act of plagiarism. 

Instantly the arguments started: Glackens. who of course did not know that R Mutt was a 
pseudonym for Duchamp, was horrified: he believed that it was indecent and could not possibly be 
shown. Arensberg, a supporter of Duchamp who had encouraged him in this venwre, retorted that 
R Mutt had paid his six dollars and therefore the piece must be shown; anyway, he claimed. 'a lovely 
form has been revealed. freed from its functional purpose, therefore a man clearly has made an 
aesthetic contribution. Mr Mutt has taken an ordinary object, placed it so that its useful significance 

disappears, and thus has created a new approach to the subject.' 
(Godfrey 1998: 28) 

A vote was cast by the committee with regard to the acceptance of this work as an object of 

art. It was refused. The directors had flawed their original agenda. They had failed in their 

principles and declared the object as 'by no definition a work of art' (Godfrey 1998: 28). 


Duchamp wrote to his sister Suzanne: 

Tell the family this snippet: the Independents opened here with enormous success. A female friend 
of mine, using a male pseudonym, Richard Mutt, submitted a porcelain urinal as a sculpture. It 
wasn't at all indecent. No reason to refuse it. The committee decided to refuse to exhibit this thing. 
I handed in my resignation and it'll be a juicy piece of gossip in New York. I felt like organizing a 
special exhibition for things refused at the Independents, but that would only be a pleonasm! And 

lo 
the urinal would have been lonely. Bye for now. Affectionately. Marcel. 

(Naumann and Obalk 2000: 47) 

The 'female friend' is possibly a reference to Louise Norton. author of the piece Buddha of the 

Bathroom, which appeared alongside the article by friend and. fellow artist Beatrice Wood in 

the second issue of the journal anonymously published by Duchamp. Norton and Wood: The 


Blind Man. Wood wrote: 

The Richard Mutt Case 


They say any artist paying six dollars may exhibit. 

Mr Richard Mutt sent in a fountain . Without discussion this article disappeared and never was 


exhibited. 

What were the grounds for refusing Mr Mutt's fountain: 

I. Some contended it was immoral, vulgar. 
2. Others, it was plagiarism. a plain piece of plumbing. 
Now Mr Mutt's fountain is not immoral. that is absurd. no more than a bathtub is immoral. It is a 

fixwre that you see every day in plumbers' shop windows. 
Whether Mr Mutt with his own hands made the fountain or not has no importance. He 

CHOSE it. He took an ordinary article from life. placed it so that its useful significance disappeared 
under the new title and point of view - created a new thought for ~hat object. 

As for plumbing. that is absurd. The only' works of art America has given are her plumbing and 

her bridges. (Wood in Godfrey 1998: 30) 

10 Address on admission label attached to urinal suggests the 'female friend' is probably Louise Norton, nee McCutcheon 

(1890-1988). married to Allen Norton and later to many composer Edgar Varese (Naumann and Obalk 2000: 47) . 

,I 
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Godfrey suggests: 'Although this reference to the 'female friend ' was probably a Duchampian 
joke, the faint possibility still remains that the true 'author' of Fountain was not in fact 
Duchamp, but his friend Louise Norton ' (Godfrey 1998: 29). 

Other scholars attempt similar arguments, but with less speCified assumptions. Dieter Daniels 
writes: 

Whilst at the only contemporary public exhibition of Duchamp's Readymades, in 1916. the term 
Readymade appeared in the exhibition catalogue of the Bourgois [sic] Gallery. New York. the 
objects themselves remained unnoticed by both the public and the press, such that to this day 
Duchamp researchers are still wondering which 'Two Ready-mades' they might have been. The only 
Readymade ever to anract public anention was the urinal signed 'R. Mun' which was submitted to 
the first exhibition of the New York Society of Independent Artists as Fountain and was refused. But 
that Duchamp was actually the spirit behind the 'Richard Mun Case' remained a mystery to almost 
all contemporaries, and even today there is still some slight doubt among Duchamp experts as to 
its sole authorship. 

(Daniels 2002: 27-28) 

Historians William Camfield and Kirk Varnedoe also doubt the origin of Fountain. Varnedoe 
writes: 

One of the nicer twists of history's perverSity is that. while the Duchamp Fountain exists in 
numerous replica versions, a surviving example of the original type of urinal has proven impossible 
to locate. If it exists at all, it is now an item of exquisite rarity. 

(Varnedoe 1990: 274) 

Varnedoe suggests that a closer example of Fountain, the porcelain frat-back 'Bedfordshire' 
urinal with lip, is found not in the catalogues of the Mott Company but rather the 
'Bedfordshire' in the A. Y. MacDonald Company catalogue. 

111 

In the early 20 th century, companies like Mott, Crane and various others bought their urinals 
from Trenton Potteries, Trenton NJ (a.k.a. 'the sanitary pottery capital of the U.S:) (Shearer 
2000: 7). The Mott 'Bedfordshire' fails to provide us with the exact number of drain holes of 
Duchamp's Fountain, whilst the MacDonald 'Bedfordshire' bears a stronger resemblance to 
the Duchamp original and also maintains the exact number of drain holes. 

Varnedoe extends his argument to justify Duchamp's claim for the object not having any 
aesthetic appeal whatsoever. He realises that Duchamp might have in fact bought his urinal 
from the MacDonald company purely because the Mott company stocked more appealing sets 
of plumbing for the beautiful American bathroom. The fact that the 'Bedfordshire' appeared 
in the catalogue at all and that it was restricted to its back pages, together with the fact that 
the 'Bedfordshire' would not have been found in the Mott showroom, might have added to a 
game that Duchamp intended to play in the first place. 

Although Duchamp made claims for not wanting aesthetic accessibility, Camfield notes the 
work's popularity amongst Duchamp's circle, and the aesthetic links to the Buddha form in 
the writings of Lou ise Norton (Varnedoe 1990: 276-277). 

THE TRE NTON PO T T . RI &* CO Mf'AN Y 

F lat & ek " Bectrord.hi rt' '' Urinal with Lip 

I'\.AT a U n LN 

"'->_.... l !-o l ' 1101\ 11. 11 
u~.tO ... $M ... 

CRANE TRE NTO N POTIERIES MOTI 

In 2000 Rhonda Roland Shearer, together with Gregory Alvarez. Robert Slawinsky, Vittorio 
March iand and Stephen Jay Gould published an argument supporting Varnedoe's 'Richard 
Mutt Case' titled: 'Why Hatrack is and/or is not Readymade' (Shearer 2000). Shearer's 
interest in Varnedoe's inability to locate Duchamp's original urinal is situated in the possibility 
that Fountain might only have existed in the Alfred Steiglitz photograph, produced for the 
Blind Man journal and also in the edition commissioned by Duchamp, reconstructed by 
Arturo Schwarz in 1964. 11 

Duchamp's original 1917 urinal does not exist today. Historians such as William Camfield and 
Michael Betancourt have documented the contradictions and conflicting stories that leave us with 
effectively no definite evidence about the urinal's existence - including any potential witnesses of the 
object (the few testimonies that exist conflict); who photographed it (Stieglitz himself, who 
supposedly photographed the urinal for the 1917 Blindman publication, only briefly mentions the 
urinal in writing, and no negative or print was ever found in his archive); or how quickly the urinal 
vanished into thin air in 1917. . 

(Shearer 2000: 6) 

11 
I present a detailed summary of Sheare~s observations in this document because of the centrality of them to my own 

operations and the views of dissenting historians. 

17 
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Camfield, however, managed to track 
down a second version of the Stieglitz 
photograph, which was shown for the first 
time in 1'989 after it 'quietly appeared 
within the archive of Duchamp's main 
patrons, the Arensbergs, in the 1950s' 
(Shearer 2000: 6). 

The fact that the urinal was 'lost',12 
together with the fact that the only 
physical Stieglitz photograph appeared with 
a missing bottom section, pointed to 

obvious difficulties surrounding Duchamp's urinal. Shearer produced a timeline of the 
readymade series of urinals, in the order in which the only images known to spectators were 
produced. Shearer attempts to show snapshots in time as many possible versions as Duchamp 
would have wanted us to perceive his work: 'information' in addition to the 'serial 
characteristic of the readymade' (Duchamp in Shearer 2000: I). 

cliclt ••c h iaag. t o anl ar;_ 
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According to Charles Prendergast, Fountain was broken by Glackens as a solution to the problem of exhibiting it. 

However, the piece would have been listed as 'destroyed' and Stieglitz sUPPOSedly only photographed it after ij was 
rejected (Betancourt 2000). 

111 

She believes that 34A and 34C (created from a 1916-17 photograph) are in fact two different 
versions of urinals produced at the time. She argues that her 34C and 34D studio 
photographs present us with 'close, but not exact' (Shearer 2000: 7) versions of the 
Bedfordshire from the Art Science Research Laboratory coliection,I3 as well as the 1917 
Stieglitz photograph. 

~ , 

I .i 
When her 3D model of the Stieglitz image is placed in a similar position to that of the studio 
photographs, the R. Mutt signature is visible, but absent in her analyses of the images taken in 
Duchamp's studio (Shearer 2000: 7). 

She also observes that when the images (below) of the ASRL 'Bedfordshire' are placed in 
similar positions to that of the studio photographs, a vague resemblance can be noted. It fails, 
however. to provide us with exact details such as the size of the ear-like brackets, which 
appear both larger and different to the Mott model. She also notes the difference between 
the pipe connections both at the top and bottom of the urinal (Shearer 2000: 7). 

13 
Digitally reconstructed Mott urinal. 
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Shearer fails to acknowledge the strong resemblance 
between the studio photographs and the Crane catalogue 
entry (as outlined above) . However, this does not resolve 

the problem with linking the studio photograph's pipefittings and brackets to those of the 
Stieglitz photograph in the 3D model (as outlined below). 

She argues that Duchamp's (or should that be Norton's, or Stieglitz's, or Man Ray's!) 
manipulation of the urinal would have been achieved photographically rather than manually 
(which also remains a possibility). She notes the fact that the urinal seems to be in two 
different perspectives in the top and bottom half of the picture and demonstrates her point 
by trying to reconstruct the basic shape of the Stieglitz photograph by re-photographing the 
ASRL urinal in different positions: 

20 

This remains a possibility. Shearer's own attempts to reproduce Fountain's angle with the 
Mott model, fails to provide us with an even remotely similar shape to that of the Stieglitz 
image, but as outlined in the previous illustrations provide us with a similar perspective. She 
produces two different photographic angles that resemble Fountain only when combined. 

She also provides us with an argument that the drain-holes in the Stieglitz model appear much 
closer to us than those of the Mott model (again suggesting photo fakery) and the pipefitting 
appears closer. The possibility is convincing, but she neglects from the start the fact that we 
are not dealing with the Mott model in the first place, as mentioned before, but possibly the 
Crane model. As Varnedoe suggests, 'a surviving example of the original type of urinal has 
proven impossible to locate' (Varnedoe 1990: 274), and we simply cannot assume that the 
Crane model was in fact the model used by Duchamp in the first place. 

This leaves her with a stronger argument. 

21 
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SHEARER'S ATTEMPT TO RECONSTRUCT FOUNTAIN USING THE Mon SEGMENTS DUCHAMP MIGf{f HAVE INCLUDED IN BUNDMAN IMAGE 

She asks the question and suggests reasoning for Duchamp's manipulation 14 in that he 
deliberately altered perspectives in other important works such as The Large Glass./

5 

Shearer goes as far as to illustrate the pOSSibility that the drain holes might also have been 

added to the Stieglitz photograph existing today as the top half of the Blindman photograph,

using a different method to 'cut and paste'. 

The drain holes Could have been added in by using 'dodge' and 'burning in' methods used in 
the printing process of early photo manipulation. This is demonstrated when amplifying the 
brightness and contrast levels of the Stieglitz picture, wherein a brighter border appears
around the edges of the drain holes. 

In the same article. she also provides strong evidence of the similar photo-manipulation in the case of both 'hatrack' 

ygd ·coatrack·. which have similar histOries in that they were also 'Iosf and exist only in photographs and replica versions. 

Because of length restrictions, I am unable to go into the details of Duchamp's reconstructed perspectives in other 
works, SUch as The Large Glass, for example. 

The 'indefinite shadows' and 'discontinuous lines and edges' outlined in the last image may 
also suggest the area where the photographs were fused. 

Shearer's article goes on to provide us with further evidence concerning the manipulated 
Stieglitz image and hints at further research concerning the matter. A pool of urine seems to 
be defying gravity at the top of the urinal, suggesting the partial image might have been taken 
from an existing fitted urinal. 

My own observations lead me to the comparison in this particular area, the Stieglitz 
photograph and the reconstructed Schwarz model, which was presumably reconstructed 
according to Duchamp's own instructions in order to replicate this item which is now 'lost' . 
Note the drain holes in the Schwarz reconstruction which appear to be absent in the Stieglitz 
model below: 

..
.. . 


Shearer's claims seem strong in some areas and slightly obsessive in others. In an article that 
appeared in The New York Times titled: 'Taking Jokes By Duchamp to Another Level of Art', 
Sarah Boxer wrote: 'This has caused a small stir among Duchamp scholars. First is the factual 
question : Could she be right? Second, and perhaps more to the point: Would it matter?' 
(Boxer 1999). It would matter. But to what extent? It might not change the way that we 
perceive the readymade (to a larger degree), but the way that we perceive Duchamp. Arthur 
Danto writes: 

,.., 
Anhur Danto, the art critic for The Nation, is more blunt. 'I guess it's possible that he made a 

I 	 commercial porcelain urinal and a grooming comb. But what would I think of him if his great 
contribution was as a ceramicist or a woodworker! I think it would make him far less important.' Of 
course, 'that wouldn't change the readymade: that's part of the discourse now,' 

'But if she's right,' he adds, 'I have no interest in Duchamp.' 

(Danto in Boxer 1999) 

23 
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Leslie Camhi16 also supports Shearer's arguments in an article titled: Did Duchamp Deceive Us? 
She argues extensively in favour of Shearer, and provides us with cohesive arguments by 
other scholars: 

'If Rhonda Shearer's theories [are] confirmed: says William Camfield, a scholar of Dada and 
Surrealism and the author of a groundbreaking study of the readymade Fountain, 'that would not 
rest easily with all kinds of interpreters of Duchamp's readymades.' 

(Camfield in Camhi 1999) 

It should be possible for us to look further than the basic premise that justifies the 
readymade as a work of art. If the art world is incensed and cannot grasp Duchamp's 
intervention with these works, are we not accepting these works of art with a similar 
conservatism with which his nude was excepted by the Salon des Independents? To feel that 
Duchamp played a joke on us and being disgruntled by it is a mere repetition of the 
controversy of Fountain, which occurred almost a century ago, but of course in a different 
context. These works may once again only fall into Duchamp's categories of 'assisted 
readymades' or even his notions of 'rectified readymades'. Therefore it would be more 
difficult to accuse him of deceiving his aUdience, and maybe the audiences need to take 
responsibility for their lack of understanding the clues that he left behind in the first place. 
Once again the artist has managed to elevate himself above the audience's basic understanding 
of production, and until all the facts are uncovered and all the factual inaccuracies, created by 
the artist himself and those associated with him at the time, have been eliminated, will we not 
have closure on the Duchamp case. 

To The Editor. 

If our friend and supporter Marcel Duchamp were alive today, he would thank Rhonda Roland 
Shearer for her work on his behalf. applaud her audaCity, marvel at her perspicacity - what an eye! 
at last a super-sleuth! - and wink at her for not having him pull the wool over her eyes. In a 
courageous critical act, an Important contemporary artist, but one who has faced down a master. 

Shearer has given Duchamp more nuisance time on this planet. If Duchamp did indeed blend his 
own face (and in another instance, that of his friend Picabia) into the moustachioed Mona lisa 
[L.H.O.O.Q.] and therefore today stares out at us through her soft gaze, Shearer has no choice but 
to expose the dual nature of those eyes; for she is a heroic practitioner of a crisis ethics with no 
tolerance for needless lapses or inaccuracies. 

Duchamp once said to us as we strolled together through Washington Square Park: No use being 
an artist unless you are willing at every moment to risk doing something that most people in the 
world will completely despise. Without such acts, nothing ever happens. 

Madeline Gins and Arakawa17 

(Gins and Arakawa 1999) 

In the next chapter I will investigate similar occurrences within the work of artists in Britain. I 
realise that scholars of Duchamp might disagree with this comparison, as Britart is largely 
seen as a one-liner attempt to reach what is seen as Duchamp's 'genius'. However, I find 
strong similarities in their approach, and I do feel that the context in which their work was 
produced plays a crucial role. It is difficult to apply comparable strategies almost a century 
apart. 

16 

17 leslie Camhi is a cultural Cfi\ic whose worX appears In \he Village Choice, Ihe New Yom 71mes, and other publications. 


Letter in response to Sarah Boxer's article in TIle New Yom TImes, 23 March 1999. Madeline Gins and Arakawa are 

well-known archilecturallheolists and philosophers, and a close I\iend of Duchamp. 

24 

When discussing my own work in the second section, these links also become relevant in 
terms of the manipulation of an artWork. I doing so I will refrain from making direct 
Duchampian links as I see them as obvious. If this is not the case, I feel that a broad overview 
of Duchamp's construction of Fountain (and other works not investigated) will aid the viewer 

in the reading of my work. 

25 
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If Duchamp's work caused discomfort amongst his contemporaries and even some scholars of 
today, it is interesting to note how the public is responding to the contemporary art works 
traced directly to his conceptUaJism. 

A particularly good example of this may be seen in recent art from Britain. This work appears 
to involve and utilise,the general public's response on a greater level than other parts of the 
world. The use of the readymade and similar Duchampian concepwal strategies seem to have 
provoked a response from both the art elite as well as the layperson over the past two 
decades. Even so, different tactics are in place. 

As will be seen, the late Eighties art in Britain has shifted from a sophisticated traditional 
aesthetic to the popularisation of the young British artist, commonly known as the yBa. 
Because of the overall aesthetic accessibility and the sociological nature of the yBa works, the 
art succeeded in being less elitist and therefore accessible to a wider audience. The 
popularisation of this art combined with a wider viewing audience was a cause of celebrity 
status for the artist. and in turn brought a rejection of theoretical notions in the art world 
(Collings 2001). 

The art world was no longer the art world anymore. It integrated a larger proportion of the '" general public who were not necessarily concerned with the general highbrow talk 
surrounding the arts. What the public wanted was to read in the tablOid newspapers what the 
artist was going to do next. and this is what the artists responded to. The platform for artists 
to engage with formal criticism slowly disappeared and, needless to say, so did the voices of 
many of the critics (Stallabrass J999: 259).18 

This brought with it a generation of new art criticsl9 that fitted the same mould as the artists: 
'figures offun'20 (Stallabrass 1999: 259). The work relied on its entertainment value rather 
than its artistic integrity and became more whimSical, ironic, paradoxical; more 'out there'. 
Whoever was more wacky or silly or shocking could get into the media and enhance as well 
as prolong their claims for celebrity statUs.11 The media itself became a vehicle or medium for 
artistic production. 

A reason for the sudden interest in the younger local artists in London has been argued to be 
the recession ofthe British economy between 1989 and 1995 when, 'the stock market 
plunged and the Japanese Bubble Economy burst' (Stallabrass 1999: 5). 

Smaller galleries in the East-End closed down and young local artists were reliant on fewer 
gallery structures. Being unable to sell work caused a revival in performance and 
conceptualism and the making of less permanent work. Artists curated their own exhibitions 
with some success and were taken seriously because of the level of professionalism. Due to 
this economic slump, 'supercollector'll Charles Saatchi was forced to sell off his 'blue-chip' 
collection and started buying seemingly un-saleable local work, building up a collection of 

18 

19 Such as Roger Fry, Herbert Read, Adrian StOkes, John Belger and Peter Fuller (Stallabrass 1999: 259), 


20 Such as Matthew Coifings, Sarah Kent and Brian Sewell (Stallabrass 1999: 259). 

21 Please note that this is a broad generalisation that forms the basis of this chapter. 

Iam referring to the general idea of the yBas as described in my references, and not necessarily to the more well 

~own artists such as Tracey Emin and Damien Hirst. The description is of 'pre-fame' artists - the 'up-and-comings'. 

Taken from the book SupeIOO/IecIor. a criliqU6 ofChades Saatchi: a socialist alllque of the adwrtIsing tycoon and 

patron, written by Hatton and Walker, 2000. 
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work that became popular in these warehouse exhibitions. 

These self-curated warehouse shows gave artists a way of making less saleable work because 
it wasn't governed by the local galleries, but funded by the business sector. Saatchi, with 
recommendation by Goldsmith's College lecturer Michael Craig-Martin, invested in these 
seemingly un-saleable works. Humour became a POwerful tool in questioning the strUctures 
Outside of which these artists now stood. Insider jokes Were the norm. Matthew Collings writes: 

The shows are usually a bit silly or giddy intellectually, with interchangeable titles and a lot ofart 
objects that seem neither here nor there. The art is a secret code. Everyone involved understands it. Nobody else does. That's it. 2l 

(Collings in Stallabrass 1999: S I) 

The combination of the economic recession as a cause of young art becoming popular and 
the rejection of old art traditions

24 
sprouted the quick replacement of the old with the new. 

The art was no longer a juvenile independent structure, but the actual structure within Which 
the British art world existed. (Because of the constant change in economical structures and 
the visual mentality and tolerance of an audience, it is difficult to determine the shelf life of 
such work. The yBa phenomenon is already seen as a thing of the past although similar 
controversial strategies are in place in order to maintain pUblic attention. I will discuss thesestrategies later, with the Turner Prize.) 

DESCRIPTION 

I said art becoming popular in Britain Over the last few years had been a great surprise, since it 
never had been popular in the past. In fact it was hardly thought about at all. But although the main 
type of art the new popular British audience is familiar with _ done by the yBas _ is good and 
amusing, it represents a narrow idea of what art can be: jokey and ironic and not much concerned 
with anything aesthetic. On the other hand, it isn't completely unaesthetic and the main artists are 
good precisely because their art has a bit of an aesthetic Side. But the reason the art is successful is 
not because it's good; it's because it's about iSsues that anyone can get, which touch everyone and 
which are in the media all the time: sex, shocks, social change, social deterioration, social unease. 
So When something aesthetic about this kind of art is ever mentioned in the promo-talk for the art, 
what is said is always transparently rubbish - because there isn't a climate for anyone talking 
seriously about anything aesthetic. Certainly not in the media world, but also not in the.art world 
anymore. No one is used to it:. so It's bound to be crude. No one wants to hear about it because it 
is difficult. Whereas the whole art popularity explOSion is based on non-difficulty, or having shocks 
instead of non-difficulty - the same shocks the media are obsessed by. 

~. (Collings 2001: 8) 

ColHngs ftl(aggerates his point 10 make il slrOlJger. He QenefaI/y acknowledges the accessibility of the MJI'ks to a Wider 
~ce and JlOSSibly refers to an increaSing art WOrld in this particular case. 

As Stanabrass has charaClerised them: 
art is good for you 

art has an ethical content 

art illuminates the human condition 

art reveals deep inner IMhs that cannot be elCJ)1'eSSed in words (Stallabrass 1999: 59) 

When describing the work of the young British artists I will use the term 'media aesthetic'. By 
this I do not refer to the inherent beauty in the work of these artists, but the way that these 
works appear and how they behave in a public environment. 

The work is based on a form of communication systems in much the same way that the media 
is. Conceptually it looks at social issues surrounding the artists in relation to a capitalist 
environment in England. It takes issues that the population of England are concerned with 
such as poverty, which is the cause of related problems in a society including crime, lack of 
education, and moral issues such as prostitution, rape, racism and abuse. The work often 
takes on the form of advertising media as a formal visual language. In the introduction to his 
book, High Art Ute, julian Stallabrass proclaims young British art as 'an art that looks like but is 
not quite art, that acts as a substitute for art' (Stallabrass 1999: 2). He notes the aesthetic 
shift in the popular art of Britain. 

Collings explains that: 

(T]he art of the yBas is profoundly connected to the media. but not necessarily identifiable with the 
media or complicit with media evil. It's often funny and sharp on the subject of the mentality of the 
media. And the same with ads - the art is connected to ads but it isn't the same as ads. It has the 
same power that ads have of getting information over in a quick blast. But unlike ads. the 
information is quirky and has a bit of lasting power; it isn't tied to selling products or indeed to any 
obvious selling point. 

(Collings 200 I: 8) 

THE ARTIST AS AN IDIOT 
These tools extracted from the media, form a user-friendly language for art production. The 
viewing of the work allows simplistic thought and emotion, instead of a conceited reading of 
the work and extensive descriptions by both the artist and the audience. It has initiated a 
form of art which questions 'profound lyrical nature' in an artwork; one that exchanges 
'intelligence' for voluntary idiocy in the attempt at being clever; one that exchanges theory 
for everyday thought as an attempt at 'keeping it real'.25 

In the face of theoretical orthodoxy. an art that deliberately plays dumb may simply be making a 
critique of the conventions and the art that sprang from them. but it may do more than that. At its 
best. it can make the anti-intellecwalism of large parts of British society a theme of the work. To 
play dumb is not just to defend yourself against attack for being high-brow but to take the first 
steps to save your work from being ignored. 

(Stallabrass 1999: 86) 

This echoes the late Delueze's strategy of refusing to engage in debate when academiC 
colleagues or students problematised his ideas and arguments in seminars, preferring to 
simply agree or disagree and then change the subject. 

An example of this is found in the work of artists Colin Lowe and Roddy Thomson, best 
known for their word painting Saatchi n' Motherfuckin Saotchi, 1996. This is a particularly good 
example of art playing dumb. It does so both in the work of the artists and their lifestyles as a 
marketing point of their work. They accept their working class status in order to make 
demands on the capitalist environments surrounding art, the media and the ignorant business 
sector. Their work often consists of letters which adopt the formal visual language of a legal 

25 
~nillon: The Online slang Dictionary: Iceap It AIIII v 1, to stay true to one's self. to resisllhe templlllion 10 be fake. 

('I'm nOi acting like someone else. I'm trying to keep ft real:) 
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document, demanding off-cuts or material subsidies for some or other project that they had 
been working on, or at least have thought about for some time: 26 

26 
Colin was in the street a1Ier the private view. Somebody introduced us. I said I admired his work and asked him if he 

wanted a drink. as everyone was going to the pub now. Then he launched into an insult tirade and I couldn't understand 

why. it just seamed to take him over. My glasses slid down my nose because of the nervous sweat. 'Do your glasses 

always do that?' he asked. Somebody came up and asked him if he was going for a drink now - ·Yeah. otherwise I'll have 

to go with this motherfucker', he said , meaning me. Another time they came to a book launch of mine. Colin put his 

cigarette out on the cover which had a picture of me on it. The fag went right on the face. It seamed a M violent. When I 

left later he called me back for a drink - 'No', I called . After that "d bump into Roddy at openings , and he didn't seem so 

unhinged. He said that Colin wasn't either, in fact . They just both thought of me as a fictional person ... (Collings 2001 : 57) 

P.I1.Coate & Son 113 Beaconsfield Road 
Meare Green Court London 
Stoke $t Gregory N154SH 
NR Taunton 
Somerset 
TA3 6IIY 6.9.00 

Dear Mr Coat 

1 am going to be on the teUy advertising a u'ork of art, eight years in the 
making. Ctilising your thick sticks I have come up with something qujte awe 
inspiring combining cannibalism. tempestuous seas, and issues of personal 
space. The whole tableau fits into an old fashioned marmalade tin and is 
about as much use as an ashtray on a motorbike, ne,ertbeless Channel Four 
have failed to see the Achilles heel and are coming round to film my 
shameless and frankly boorish attempt at a transcnptive analogy which on 
reflection has been watered down further than a bortle of Vimto at a 
diabetic kids party. 

My dilemma, sir, 15 to source a supplier \\·ho u'ouJd be willing and able to 

supply me ctnmcheon' sized charcoal and would be prepared to be 
remunerated in the next Me, 

CouJd you send me a catalogue and pricing details and any literature you 
may have to hand on the charcoal burning as the only ·,tisuil information r 
have is the Jack Daniels adven on the tube. I am sending a postal order to 
CO\7cr you for postage. 

T can get hold of a car with a roof rack. if this is of any usc to you Ul 

planning this transaction, 

Looking forward to working with you closely on this project. t ha\'e decided 
to moYe to Stoke St Gregory, iust down the road' 

Yours in every sense of the word 

Colin Lo\llC & Roddy Thomson 

(Lowe and Thomson in Collings 2000: 62) 
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This, it could be argued belongs in a category of art that merely 'takes the piss', typically 

labelled juvenile. 

Even if this art does exactly this, it sits firmly within a history of the avant-garde and absurdist 
work that takes us back to Dadaists such as Benjamin Peret, during the mid-1920s, insulting 
Catholic priests in the streets whenever the opportunity presented itself (Godfrey 1998: 40). 

Similarities exist between the work of the yBas and Dadaists as a social reaction against what 
the artists found problematic within societal norms. This social reaction is a direct link 
between Dada and the work of the yBas, although one can't be sure that the yBas are 
constructing a deliberate protest as in the case of the Dadaists. Even if the young British 
artists are protesting. there is also the direct link between their work and the money/fame 
game that they play. The reaction becomes obscured. 

David Shrigley reworks the same concept. The work starts off in a childlike letter that 
develops into a perverse tirade, but succeeds in addressing issues of serious social significance 
concerning the 'normal folk' (working class) in context of the history of the royal family in 

England: 
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(Shrigtey in Fresh Cream 2000: 547) 
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Apart from being 'flashy' and the desperation for media attention, the actual cause of 
production is located within the social unease concerning British society as a whole. It could 
well be confirmed as an act of 'social realism',21 

MARKETING POINT 
DRUNK 
SELLING THE ARTIST AS A CELEBRITY 

When Tracey Emin's idiosyncratic grin appeared on billboards at airports advertising Bombay 
Sapphire Gin28 in 1998, one realises the degree of celebrity status of the young British artist. 
It might not be to the extent of movie/pop stars are celebrated, but it is clear that she has at 
least become a popular household name and familiar face. The idea of popularising the artist 
as a selling point for a commercial product is still growing, and therefore does not occur as 

27 
I am aware that this term already has a 'standard meaning' in art historical discourse but I am deliberately subverting 

that usage by claiming it afresh here, In my terminology. 'social realism' twins the idea of socially relevant art within a new 

~~dition of 'real ' representation (with all the concomitant complexities that this term evokes) . 

According to Collings: Blue Sapphire Gin. This kind of mistake is Iypical of Collings' writing and is criticised by his 

peers. Stallabrass notes on this as discussed later in the chapter. although one can presume that this mistake would be 

deliberately left unedited in order to reinforce his character as a self-proclaimed idiot, hereby deJiberately situating himself 

in the same position as the artists he tends to discuss, 
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frequently as using other celebrities as marketing tools. There are, however, other cases such 
as Gary Hume modelling for Hugo Boss, Volkswagen utilising Gillian Wearing's. text 
photographs as a campaign, Go Airlines imitating Damien Hirst's spot paintings (Collings 
1999: 12), and Hirst's sheep subverted in a Young's beer ad (Millard 2001: 35). 

American artist Andy Warhol endorsed Puerto Rico Rum and Pioneer Radios and, according 
to Robert Hughes, 'his image sold little rum and few radios'29 (Hughes 1990: 144). 

What these ads are selling is not the idea of the artist's work specifically, but rather the artist 
and the attitude as a whole. Emin gets associated with Bombay Sapphire Gin. She sells a 
specific attitude. The public is used to Emin's drunken behaviour and because this is what she 
is sold as, it is simply what the audience expects her to be. In response to a question on a live 
Channel Four broadcast in 1997, she said the follOWing before storming off the set 

29 

I'm here. I'm drunk. I've had a good night out with my friends and I'm leaving now. I want to be witl'l 
my friends. I want to be with my mum. There's no fucking way that I want this mike on me. 

(Collings 1999: 83) 

According to Jerry Saltz. Warhol was also represented by the Ford Modelling Agency, endorsed Diet Coke and Braniff 

Airtines , and played himself on Saturday Night L.Ne and The Love Boat. He also criticises Hughes for 'barely [containing] 

his homophobia, branding Warhol "abnonnar, 'homosexuar, and "malevolent" in the same sentence' (Saltz 2000). Saltz'S 

criticisms of Hughes are often valid in the light of such disparaging comments. See Hughes on Julian Schnabel in Nothing 

If Not Critical. 
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It is not really possible to imagine Tracey Emin having a discussion along the lines of 'my latest 
work deals with notions of.. .' and the like. The drink has not only been made the attitude of 
a variety of artists, but in the case of Gilbert & George (who have a longer history of being 
drunk), they claim to make drunkenness the subject of the work: 

We used drinking as the subject and content [of art]. We had artist chums at the time drinking with 
us and then they would get up in the morning and make these appalling. abstract, cool , sober 
pictures. We thought it was unfair and unrealistic and dishonest. Why not use drink as the subject. 
Everyone is drunk, everyone understands drunkenness ... 

(Gilbert & George in Stallabrass 1999: 154) 

Gilbert and George base large parts of their 'sculptures'3o on concepts of drinking as a way of 
claiming realism in their work. To realise that drinking is a large part of British working class 
culture is their means of fitting into that societal class structure. This provides an entry point 
for the viewer to identify with these artists on a personal level rather than their elite 
celebrity status. Their active ingredient is not purely the drink as they claim in the above 
quotation, but rather the concept of annoyance. They want to annoy their audience and they 
realise that this is why their work has lasting power (Collings 1998: 76). Being drunk is part of 
that, because they can be inane when they are drunk. Collings mentions a moment: 

30 

'Normally,' George is saying now, 'we only drink this champagne called Ruinart.' 
'Ruinart? I don't know it,' I say. 
'There is one called Ruinart. ' 
'Cheers!' 

THE SINGING SCULPTURE. & GEORGE. 1970 

(Collings 1999: 78) 

G & G refer to all of their wo", as sculptures - perfonnances, video work and prints . (Collings 1999: 76). 
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MATERIAL 
Contemporary art is formally linked to periodic changes within historical art movements)1 It 
accepts and respects those periodic attempts at originality. It uses the spectrum of visual 
languages and forms, but only to appropriate these to a non-original cause. The art is no 
longer worried about 'it's all been done', but more concerned with 'what do we do with it?' 

Formally, a link exists between contemporary art and Conceptual Art, but again this is 
situated within a different historical context. It is more easily affiliated to the conceptualism 
of Dadaism than Conceptual Art of the Seventies because of its social interest. Lucy lippard, 
Author of Six Years: the dematerialisation of the art object from 1966-1972, wrote in the 
catalogue to the exhibition Reconsidering the object ofart: 1965-1975: 

Conceptual art, for me, means work in which the idea is paramount and the material is secondary, 
lightweight, ephemeral, cheap, unpretentious. and/or dematerialized. 

(Lippard in Godfrey 1998: I S) 

It is largely in terms of material rejection that we can see links between yBa production and 
Conceptual Art. The main concern of Conceptual Art seems to be a protest against notions 
concerning artistic production rather than a socially driven concept. Even if conceptual art 
does indirectly address social issues through the act of questioning artistic structures, it is 
more subtle and maybe unaware of its cause. The current rejection of the material object, as 
well as the rejection of material beauty is, however, under crossfire for merely following 
trends of the time: 

In a lecture given in Oxford, one of the directors of London Electronic Arts, George Barber, 
outlined three rules for 'young British artists' to follow in making fashionable video: 

I Rough it up. 

2 Don't try too hard. 

3 Keep it short. 


I. 
I (Stallabrass 1999: 23 I) 
I 

The rehashing of ideas and the sampling of images and objects becomes an important process 
by which art has been produced from the late Nineties until today. It is different from 
Duchamp and Jeff Koons because the context in which it is produced has changed. The idea 
of sampling cultural objects from the world and inserting them into an artistic process does 

I not deliberately make claims for subverting art disciplines, although it might be implied. 

, I ! Today, it does not necessarily claim to be what Duchamp was saying about the 'artist's gaze 
brought to bear on an object instead of manual skill', and it doe~ not intentionally admit to 
what Koons was arguing for the Western world's .need for the material object as an act of 

;, self-identification (Bourriaud 2002: 19-21). It is different because it is located in a different 
context. It is the same because it looks similar. The sampling of objects in its historical 
context had subversive meaning purely because it was used,32 while today it is removed to be 
an actual process of art making. .. 

:
What we are getting at is a situation for discussing contemporary art where the material is 
not necessarily important. It is the thought process that leads the artistic process and the 

31 
We have to take into account that _ are looking at the WIrt in the context of a partiruar history and not the whole o~. 

~ , ~ work produced at the time. [" . 
Post·Modemism in general. 

t·,. 
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material is a visual strategy that communicates the process)3 

AUDIENCE 
Average Age of Turner Prize nominees 
Year 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
Age 44 46 43 39 45 50 30 37 37 38 36 35 35 33 

(Stallabrass 1999: 172) 

Turner Prize exhibition attendance 
1996 57,000 

1997 85,000 

1998 121,000 
(Stallabrass 1999: 177) 

The decrease in average age of Turner Prize nominees, particularly during the Nineties, is 
directly proportional to the increase of Turner Prize exhibition attendance. The people want 
it. The art world doesn't. 

In 200 I, playwright Tom Stoppard gave a public address at the annual dinner of the Royal 
Academy of the Arts. What he said was that art not being made/handmade was hard for him 
to consider as art, purely because it wasn't what he was used to and it wasn't what he grew 
up with (Stoppard 200 I). The title of critic Janet Street-Porter's conversation severing 
response to this read: 'Over the last five years people of all ages have flocked to see the kind 
of art Tom Stop pard despises'. 

Mancunian songster Morrissey said it best The more you ignore me the doser 1 get. If young art 
in Britain has been ignored for decades, then surely it deserves the audience appreciation it is 
receiving. Street-Porter concluded her article: 

Stoppard's uncharacteristically feeble outburst represented nothing more than a jealous tantrum, a 
big fit of the sulks that this particular command of the centre stage in the arts has been usurped by 
a lot of people under 3S who probably wouldn't sit through Travesties if you paid them. He might 
not like their art, but should not deny that it's a potent comment on our times. 

(Street-Porter 200 I ) 

Keeping in mind that his speech was given shortly after the release of the 200 I Turner Prize 
shortlist, the BBC conducted an online survey to establish the public's prediction of who the 
winner might be. The result was this: 

., 33 
Realising that art can~ escape the meaning that the historical context has imprinted on it. 

39 
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Richard Billingham Martin Creed Isaac Julien Mike Nelson None of the above 

Almost two thirds of the general public felt that none of the nominees were worthy of this 
prestigious award. The Turner Prize is known for this sort of controversy, however, and 
again we are reminded of the history of the prize, such as Emin's bed34 that was short listed a 
couple of years before. The fact is the audience size has escalated and Emin now sells for 
millions. 

I LIKED YOURS BEST35 

Controversial awards such as the Turner Prize have played equally important roles in the 
construction of the public's reception of artists. The Chapman Brothers were nominated for 
the award in 2003. The general consensus amongst the public was that the brothers would 
win the award, since they are well known for their controversial and somewhat over the top 
work. They were also seen to be Charles Saatchi's 'golden boys' at the time (Saatchi 
apparently bought out the entire content of a previous exhibition for £ I 000 000). 

The award went to ceramicist Grayson Perry. Artist and writer Liam Gillick commented: 

[A] transvestite potter. What were those Brits thinking? It's not clever and it's not funny.l6 

35 Tracey Emin. My Bed. 1999. 

36 Text for engraved trophies : Consolation Prizes (2004). Ruth Sacks. The Brett Kebble Art Awards. 2004. 

Informal email oonversation with Gillick. 2003 . 

.. 0 

The Turner Prize operates on very specific levels: it kee l'S its audience on tip-toes and 

constantly guessing. 

Winning it now means instant stature for both the artist an~ his/her gallery. Losing it has caused 

breakdowns. Is this good for art? (Millard 200 1:21) 

As with most things, the shock of Britart has somewhat passed its sell-by date and the prize is 
changing; the interest is changing. In a way, it has become more reliant on its audience and 
therefore its entertainment value. Britart is often criticisc1d on this point, and it is this that 
infuriates international critics. It is a theme that has beco(lle popular in other major 

expositions. 

A recent example is found in Francesco Bonami's curato(ial strategies for the sam Venice 
Bienna/e: The Dictatorship of the Viewer. Theorist Nicolas eourriaud comments: 

41 

34 

http:funny.l6
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I don 't believe for one minute in this idea of the dictatorship of the viewer... acwally. If you say 
that, for example in the TV world, it means that you are going to sell as much crap as you can 
because then you [provide] a kind of consensual situation for advertisers. That is how it goes ... 
actually. You know ... whenever you talk about the majority and reaching the mass, for example, it 
means that you're just trying to please the people who give you money. So it's not the viewer that 
you are talking about, it's just the money world ... the dictatorship of the viewer is just the 
dictatorship of money ... nothing else. 

(Bourriaud in Lamprecht and Young, 2003) 

When accounting for the role of sponsors and advertisers, it is possible to believe that these 
exhibitions and awards are constructed to fit the bill of these sponsors. If this is the case then 
these exhibitions cannot be taken too seriously in terms of the artists that they represent. 

Bourriaud compares the art world with the 'TV world'. This is particularly interesting in 
terms of the Turner prize since Channel 4 has been the main sponsor of the event since 
1992. It was only in 2004 that the Turner established a three year contract with Gordon's 
Gin, which doubled the prize money to £40 000. It is possible to imagine that with the 
interest of Channel 4 at hand, the prize was somehow constructed to enhance television 
ratings. 

If it is predictability that the prize is trying to avoid, then it has succeeded in the case of 
Perry, and took an even more surprising turn in 2004 when it was awarded to artist Jeremy 
Deller. 

Julian Stallabrass has noted that only three black artists are signed with private dealers in 
London: Chris Ofili (Victoria Miro Gallery), Steve McQueen (Anthony Reynolds Gallery) and 
Yinka Shonibare (Stephen Friedman Gallery) (Stallabrass 1999: I 17). Both McQueen and Of,li 
are previous winners of the Turner Prize, while Shonibare was shortlisted in 2004. 
Shonibare's contribution to the art world is respected internationally and he seemed like the 
most obvious candidate to win the award, whereas Deller's international presence until then 
was debatable. The fact that Shonibare did not receive the award might have been linked to 
the possibility that the jurors feared predictability. 

But these systems are radically complex and we can merely speculate about the reasoning 
behind decisions that seem erroneous. One could argue that Deller's work was chosen on 
the basis of being stronger than Shonibare's, but I have always suspected that no art prize is 
ever awarded merely on the merits of the work. I might be running the risk of appearing the 
conspiracy theorist, but I am interested in strategies that might be utilised to enhance the 
public's interest. These strategies are often abused in the television and media world. 

A recent example is an incident in which pop-singer Justin Timberlake 'accidentally' ripped off 
Janet Jackson's breast pad during a live performance of the halftime show at Super Bowl 
XXXVIII. Jackson's breast pad happened to be removable and happened to wear a star shaped 
nipple cap underneath. The media attention was enormous. The live viewing audience was 
estimated at a 140 million, this representing only a fraction of the world population exposed 
to the event. The incident seemed deliberately staged, and even though (I presume) a large 
part of the world knew this, it was ignored to an extent. Timberlake and Jackson went ahead 
and released press statements, claiming the incident as 'a 'wardrobe malfunction'. Apologies 
where extended to the audience, American television channels MTV and CBS, as well as the 
NFL (National Football League). The conservatism of both the audience and television networks 
are clear in this instance, although this does not detract from audience reception. The stock 

". . 	 price of CBS's parent company, Viacom, rose by more than one percent by the following week. 

~2 

It was also seen as an attempt at increase in record sales.
37 

Another example is the 2003 MTV Music awards when, during a live broadcast, pop legends 
Madonna and Britney Spears exchanged a kiss (involving tongues). This example provoked 
less aggravated public responses and no exorbitant fines to major television networks, as did 
the afore-mentioned example. However, the intentions seem similar in the case of global 

38 
press coverage. I briefly recall the below image occupying a full page in a local newspaper. 

Madonna also caused some controversy by using the word "fuck" when hosting the 200 I 
Turner prize. Martin Creed was the winner. for his 1995 piece Work No. 227. The lights going 
on and off. Some contended the incident was mere media spin. 

37 
38 	See CNN.com <http://edition .cnn .coml2004/US/02l02/superbowl.jackson/> 

See CBSNE'NS.com <http://www.cbsnews.comlstoriesl2003l09/05/entertainmenllmain571865.shttnl> 
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http://www.cbsnews.comlstoriesl2003l09/05/entertainmenllmain571865.shttnl
http:CBSNE'NS.com
http://edition.cnn.coml2004/US/02l02/superbowl.jackson
http:sales.37
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IrAARTlNCREED 
WORK NO. Z27 'TliE UOHT!l OOINO 
ON AHD OfF 
200' 
ll£ rAn.BRITAIN. 
London 

Like any industry, the art sector is a business. It operates within similar conventions and 

guidelines as most industries. In order to be successful it must understand its target audience 

and what it is selling in the first place. 


In the case of the art industry, it appears that the artists have become the product primarily, 

while the artworks remain simply what these artists do. But, by incorporating tools such as 

the afore-mentioned media stunts, the audience becomes largely unaware of its careful 

staging. Martin Creed is a good example of this. 


CRUMPLE UP PAPER 

Creed is known as the man that sent a crumpled piece of paper to the Tate (Millard 200 I: 

67). 


When I discuss this example with younger artists I generally find this example especially 

interesting to consider. I deliberately use this case in point as it invokes a reaction of 'feeling 

cheated' from most.. They do not understand why they need to be at an art institution when 

this kind of work is recognised as an important piece of art.. 


What is interesting about this work is it's combination of certain strategies such as 

conceptualism of the late Sixties and concepts of minimalism of hard edge modernism, while 

once again it is situated primarily within Creed's context and his own conceptual dilemmas. 

Creed reckons that 'The only thing, which I. . . that I feel like I know is that I want to make 

things ... and other than that I feel like I don't know' (Creed 2001). 


Creed also explains some methodology concerning this 
particular work. The piece has been cited as his signiture work 
(Creed 2002: 98): 

The crumpled ball of paper came about as an attempt to make 
something from a piece of paper. I made that at the same time when I 
had very little money. and to make a ball' out of the paper seemed like 
the most simple shape that I could make out of it. The sphere is equal 
in all directions and it's a simple shape. But it was just an attempt to 
make something using a piece of paper. One of the things I like about it 
is that it kind of disappears when you put it in the world and it can be 
something quite precious and it's also a piece of rubbish. I like that 
about it. 

(Creed 2002: 98) MARTIN CREED 
WORK NO. II:. A SHEET OF M PAPER 
CRUMPlED'INTO A BALL ,... 

~ 

--_... __.--

lA'RT1N. CREED 
WORK NO . 232: 

T11£ WHOLE. WORLD· n+e WORK · 

THE HiOLE. WORLD 

2000 


Creed's minimalism, often stems from seemingly odd yet simple equations, such as: '+ I-I =0' 

and 'the whole world + the work =the whole world'. 

My interest with Creed in this particular instance is not necessarily with his ideas of 
conceptual minimalism, although this comes into play when discussing my own work in a later 

chapter. 

My concern is that of signature of Creed as an artist. In its simplest form, it is difficult to 
imagine other artists imitating similar strategies, and therefore Creed has set himself up for 
this kind of production which can possibly only be successful wh~n applied by his own hand . 

Creed is a minimalist in persona as much as within his production. 

David Lee, editor of satirical art magazine The Jackdaw, expressed austere concerns: 

A light being switched on and off is not a good work of art. (Lee in BBC News 200 I) 

ALB UM covER 
PULP 
COMMON PECWlE 
, 995 

AlBUM COVER 
BLUR: 'mE 8E.ST OF 
oesaGN.: .JlJI.JAN 0PlE 
2lJOO 

Creed's persona, as definitional device for his minimal work, is also depicted in the lyrics of 

his band Owada: J9 

From none 
Take one 
Add one 
Make none<O 

The combination of the Turner, the television, the tabloid media, and other popular media 

stunts, has secured an advantageous celebrity statuS for some British artists. 


As previously mentioned, this statuS is still limited to a particular audience, but to a similar 
extent that pop music is. It is interesting to note that artists are moving in similar circles to 
other celebrities, and in some cases collaborating. Pulp front man jarvis Cocker references his 
days at St.. Martin's art college in the song Common People. Both Hirst and David Shrigley have 
directed music videos for Brit pop group Blur. julian Opie designed their Best Of album cover. 
Sam Taylor-Wood is married to jay jopling, owner of the White Cube gallery and she is a 
close friend of Elton john and the actor, Robert Downey jr. Shortly after Downey jr.'s last 
major cocaine trial, Taylor-Wood incorporated him lip-synching to the Elton john music 
video I Wont Love. They are also seen together in glam social pictures. 

While artists operate in their own semi-closed celebrity environments, the British publiC has 
somewhat latched onto the yBa circuit, but surprisingly the obvious stands out.. Emin and 
Hirst have become the household faces of new British art.. Rosie Millard: 

OK. let's see if it works. 


Man. walking along road. 

'Excuse me. Can you name a living British artist!' 


Pause. 
Man, suddenly: 'Alright. Tracey Emin. Er... Hirst. Damien Hirst. 


39 40 Named after his bass player and close friend . Keiko Owada. 

Werle No. 208: BloW and Suck, 1996 (Creed 2002: 108). 

.. ~ 
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Those are the first two that spring immediately to mind. Alrightl' 

Two women, one pushing a buggy. 

'Hello. Can you name a living artist?' 

Women One: 'Tracey Emin' 

Woman Two, in shrill voice: 'I was going to say Tracey Emin! You can't say her. Erm.. : 

Pause. Then, triumphantly: 'Oamlen Hirst. Ta-dah!' 


Couple carrying shopping. 

Woman: 'Tracey Ermine: 

Man: 'Oh. Oh no! Not her! Ha ha ha. Hum. A living artist. David Hockney: 


Cosy-looking couple with baby in sling. 

Man: 'Oh. I know. The horrible one with sheep in formaldehyde: 

Woman: 'Is Salvador Dali still alive?' 

Man (witheringly): 'No. He is dead. Totally dead. Is Max Ernst still alive? What is the other guy's 

namer 

Another man joins us. 

Other man: 'An artistl How about the chap who cuts cows in half? Oamien Hirst.' 

First man: 'Hirst! That's it!' 

Other man (continuing on): 'I'm not sure if I regard him as an artist or not. Ha ha ha.' 


(Millard 2001: 7-8) 
SHOOT ALL CRITICS/FICTIONAL PEOPlE 
I am aware that when the general public hear 'yBa' they tend to think of Ernln and Hirst. 
However my concern here is for the broader category. 

I have focused on the writings of Matthew Collings and Julian Stallabrass as two 
contemporary art critics who have Intormed my reading of young British art. Below follows 
criticism that these two writers have of one another as I find their bickering typical of the 
British art scene, and the South African art world for that matter. I will discuss this in a Iatllt 
chapter. Collings accuses Stallabrass of plagiarising the cover design for his book from one of 
Collings's own, apparendy so that the reader will mistake the book for Collings's and 
therefore be tempted to buy it (Callings 200 I: 122). 

STALLABRASS ON COLLINGS 
One of the virtues of Matthew Collings's book. Slimey! [I 997}. is that it offers a consistent pastiche 
of conventional art-world talk. His meandering prose, inabllltJ to suSllllll_ argument and thinking 
in soundbites is an exemplification of that talk. and its cQ" but c~mislaying of all that is 
important. .. Collings's self mockery is also a mockery of art-world SJl4IIk.,g1vagueness, lassitude and 
forgetfulness (drug- and alcohol-induced on occasion), but, and this prevents the book from being 
truly Critical, it does not escape the pervasive feeling that only this attitude is possible. The book is 
an exemplification, and by the fact that It appears in book form - at far too great a length and with 
too much permanence to be a vehicle for the verbal froth vemlssage - a disorientating pastiche of 
the tyranny of received opinion that governs the art world. 

(Stallabrass 1999: 105-106) 

COLLINGS ON STALLABRASS 
Julian Stallabrass's High Art Lite is about the yBas and the new popularity of an:. Stallabrass is a 30
something who lives In Henley and looks a bit winds~ and handsome in his dust-jacket photo ... 
He wants to deconstruct what 'success' means In current art, but he doesn't have a lot of natural 
talent for seeing why something is successful in the first place. He approves of the artistS if there's 
some dearly flagged politically correct content, plus a bit of modern style ... He doesn't have a lot of 
mental jumping about energy. and he has a horror of camp, and both of these seem to go with an 
inability exactly to set the page on fire with his prose. 

(Collings 2001: 124) 

46 

BURN ART 

What started in a warehouse seems to have ended in one. 


With numerous critics and members of the public speculating the yBa phenomenon as a dying 

fad, it appears to have had its last breath during a warehouse fire at the Momart art storage 

facility in East London on 24 May 2004.41 


Over 100 artworks belonging to art patron Charles Saatchi, estimated at £50 million, were 

destroyed in the fire. These included works by Damien Hirst, Tracey Emin and the Chapman 

brothers. 


Opinions over the loss of some of Britam's 1Il0st important contemporary art works varied. 

Some thought it tragic, while most celebrated the damage.42 The general consensus seemed 

to be in favour of the fire. As mentioned before, the public does not really approve of the 

conceptualism of contemporary British art, even as they celebrate the scandal that 

accompanies much of its production. In an online debate, the BBC asked for public responses 

concerning the fire. These were mosdy negative and/or ecstatic about the incident: 


I am outraged. Doesn't Mr Saatchi know it is illegal to bum garba,ge without a permit? 
Reece Walker, london UK 43 

This goes further. Discussions have occurred in Internet chat rooms with the topiC of 
conversation implying that Saatchi's collection was insured when the art works were at a 
peak. It was proposed that because of the decrease in interest in 'Britart' many of the works 
in the collection might have decreased in market value and conspiracy theories have emerged 
that Saatchi had committed arson upon his own collection in an attempted insurance fraud. 
Although this is a possibility, but highly unlikely, this indicates the loss of interest in many of 
the artists that were 'big' during the yBa phenomenon, and the possible end of this trend. 

But, as many art experts are foreseeing an end, it might seem more plausible to anticipate a 
reinvention. 

Amongst the destroyed works were some of Chris Ofili's Captain Shit paintings: a parody on 
early blacksploitation cartoons, stored at the facility by his dealer Victoria Miro. After che 
incident he sent thiS telIIt mess. to art critic Adrian Searle: 

The Superhero Capc:ain Shit has inbuilt protection against the flames of Babylon. HE WILL RETURN._ 
the saga continues. 

(Searle 2005) 

'. 
41 

I have gathered !his infonnation Irom numerous sources on the Internel althe time, many of which I am now unable 10 

~e. 
Tracey Emin sent an ernaillo Guardian reporter James Meek in which she expressed feelings of wanting \0 leave !he 

~ as she was tired of being 'picked on' by the local press, and feH particula!1y upset about !his instance (Meek 2004). 

See article: 'Saatchi art fire: Your readion' <http://news.bbc.co.ukl1/hlltalkingJlOintl3150031.stm> • 

~7 

http://news.bbc.co.ukl1/hlltalkingJlOintl3150031.stm
http:damage.42
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CAPTAIN SHIT AND THE LEGEND OF THE BLACK STARS. CHRIS OFIU. 1996 
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WHEN MASTURBATION'S LOST ITS FUN YOU'RE FUCKING LAZY"" 

Going through some notes pertaining to my work I could find little sense in anything 

whatsoever. jargon splashing ubiquitously with a touch of taste malfunction slipping though 

the cracks. 


Needless to say, I was incensed at my inability to concentrate and find significance in any 

word I had ever written, or uttered for that matter: those poor souls. I had bored myself to 

death. I started convincing myself that it would be possible to raise enough funds to do very 

little. Except maybe Heineken. This itself proved laborious and time consuming. The little I 

had left was running out. I thought about sex. I thought about sex a lot. I had stopped 

masturbating as this proverbial function too had let me down. I was tired and bored. I would 

find myself not completing the adolescent procedure because I got tired. 'It's ok. You don't 

have to cum all the time'. But you did. After all, Prof. Pippa Skotnes"s had told me days earlier 

that 'darling, don't you know that all art is about the erotid' to which I humbly replied: 

'really?' I had turned myself into my own artwork and had not a single ejaculatory 

accomplishment to show for it. Pathetic. 


THE BOREDOM-46 
I once thought I had mono for an entire year. It wmed out I was just really bored. 

(Wayne Campbell in Wayne's World, 1992) 

Art making is not always as exciting as it is made out to be. In fact. most artists I know are at 
best irritable, stressed, highly-strung and overly sensitive and at the worst of times depressed 
at the mere thought of production...7 Artists, these days, seem complete wretches .• Self-pity, 
angst, the seeking of approval from others, the paranoia of one's ideas being usurped by 
others, amongst other challenges, seem to have become more important than the production 
of work itself. 

The idea of the artist seeking fame has yet again become relevant. However, in a 
contemporary art world this is better described as the individual's need for affirmation: the 
need to be loved by the community that lends weight to the artworks surrounding it. The 
fear of abandonment also becomes troublesome for most. A bad review in the popular press 
evokes emotional angst such as ostrasisation by an art community: the fear of terminating 
one's career because no one is interested. 

My work is not concerned with this matter. I find these issues tiresome and unappealing. My 
work would not survive without bad press and, as a result, the work has entertained bad 
press and an even worse public reception. Individuals have remarked that I am lazy and that 
they feel cheated. I am not lazy. I am bored. I find making and speaking about art frightfully 
tedious. In this chapter I wish to oudine the influence of a certain level of boredom on my 

44 

45 Billy Joe AImstrong, Green Day, 1991. 


46 Prof. Sltotnes is currently IIle head of department and lectures a111le Michaelis School of Fine Art. UCT, Cape Town. 

bot8d adj.: feeling tired and irritable, either because of being elq)OSed to something uninteresting or because of having 

wrnngtodo. 

v..1h the exception of (a) Transkei born "Flash" artist Vuyisa Nyamende. who claims to have 'JlSwred [his] ties with 

conventional ma/ity a long time agd ('Bright young lhings', AIt South Africa 1(3). 2003). and whose main aim at present is 

physlcallevitalion and penis enlargement purely by means of meditation. and (b) Jeff Koons who proudly announced 1ha1 

;me ad world is like green paSWIl3S' a1 a Michaelis lunchtime lecture during a visit to Cape Town, 2003. 

An unpublished theory noted by lingUistics expert, filmmaker and writer Elan Gamaker. 
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own art production to date. It is possible to outline the trajectory of my tlse of physical 
objects, becoming jaded, moving away from physical artworks altogether ' and being bored 
with even that at present. However, I feel it is more interesting to look at what effect this 
boredom has on my work. other related topics, and how it forces my research into 
alternative strategies and interests. 

THERE IS AJOKE: Q. 'WHY DID THE CONCEPTUAL ARTIST MAKE A PAINTING?' 
A. 'BECAUSE IT WAS A GOOD IDEA'4~ 

A BAR AT mE FOUES-BERGERE. EDOUARD MANET • ••~ 

In the first chapter I examined the work of Marcel Duchamp, generally co(1sidered the 
initiator of conceptualism in art. Edouard Manet, frequently cited as the first truly modern 
artist,so is of interest to me because his painting may be seen to parallel several of my chief 
concerns. These would include 'hanging out at bars, getting women to take their clothes off 
and transforming stale modes of artistic production,.51 This may seem to be a grand sweeping 
statement but as I hope to demonstrate there is more to the Folies-Berge(e than just female 
trapeze artists in tights .. . 

49 
50 Gillick 2000: 20 

The only real competitor for this title would be Gustave Courbe!. 
~ . r 

Observation by Andrew Lamprecht, close collaborator and Lecturer In Theory and Discourse of Art, The Mlchae IS 

School of Fine Art, UCT. 
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Manet has ignored the rules of perspective, perfected over centuries by 
generations of his predecessors. The hegemonic rule of 'Renaissance 
perspective' is here overthrown and, in a way that Marcel Duchamp 
would perfect in Nude Descending a Staircase, inserts a non-static, 
dynamic element into the work. We see the bar lady in tWO distinct 
poses, one in reflection. On one hand she faces us, bored, over
worked, possibly a bit hungover; on the other hand, in the reflected 
image, she leans slightly anentively towards a dodgy-Iooking 
customer.52 In her reflected image she becomes not just a bar lady but 
also the courtesan.53 Our sense of unease is increased as we realise 
that if indeed the mirror is curved, as some commentators have 
suggested (Godfrey 1998: 19-20), then we are in the exact position of 
the customer. Yet the predominant emotion of this work is that of 
emotionlessness. The bar lady's boredom is blatant to all who see her. 
If she knew the lyrics to Morrissey, she may have been humming. 'I'm 
not happy and I'm not sad'. In any case she stares at us and we stare 

back. 

A Bar at the Folies-Bergere presents us with a new scopic regime. The use of the mirror, the 
much trusted assistant to artists through the ages5~ gives us something of an imperfect 

panopticon of the space around the central figure. 

Yet the lie presented, the obvious 
fact that our visual sense is being 
played with, is also central. The 
figure at midpoint, a significant 
compositional device, is 
deliberately subverted by the 
destruction of conventional 
systems of imaging. Manet 
expresses the essence of 
drunkenness in a busy space. Time 
itself fragments. Refractions are no 
longer true. We as viewers are 
locked into the space of the 

customer but relate most intently with the lot of the bar lady. Andrew Lamprecht has noted 
that this work is perhaps without parallel in the history of painting: 'it is about expressing 

truth through a visual lie'. 

A while ago I got into absinthe drinking. Absinthe is credited for being the drink that created 
impressionism. If you drink lots of it, as close friend and collaborator, Andrew Lamprecht 

52 
53 Possibly representing Mane!. 

It was common knowledge at this time that certain 'legitimate' professions were covers for prostitution. See also Degas 

~this regard . Many ballerinas supplemented their incomes as sex workers (Godfrey 1998: 19-20). 

One need only think of the Arnolfini Mam·age (The Marriage of Giovanni Amolfini and Giovanna Cenami, 1434) and 

Manet's favourite Velazquez (Las Meninas , 1656) in thiS regard . See also the recent researches of David Hockney in his 

Secret Knowledge in this regard . 
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once saw me doing; it is possible to see the world as the impressionists did. Once you realise 
this, you discover that they were not actually being innovative; they were in fact hyperrealists. 

In the afore-mentioned work, Degas shows a bored absinthee. The actress Ellen Andree 
stares at her glass with a mix of abjection, melancholy and tiredness. Here we see the figure 
of a woman who has succumbed to her fate. She is a drinker and her drinking is not going to 
make things better. This is the essence of her boredom. The thing that, in theory at least, 
should stimulate only numbs. It is significant that many of the bored subjects of Manet (and in 
this case Degas) are artists, actors, writers, and prostitutes. It is as if the people generally 
considered by society as living exciting. daring lives, or at the very least presenting such 
experiences to the public through their art, are the ones exposed as living lives less-than
riveting. Ellen Andree remembered long sessions sitting for Degas's I'absinthe: 'I am in front of 
an absinthe, Desboutin has something more innocent, what a reversal! and we look like two 
idiots.' (Cachin 1991: 128) 

Manet was born into a bourgeois system, yet he managed to turn it on its head. 'In dress, 
tastes, type of friends and way of life, even in outlook, he was every bit a part of the well-to
do upper-middle class into which he was born ... In one of their frequent quarrels, Degas 
snapped at his friend: "I have long known how much of a bourgeois you are!'" (Schneider 
1968: 8). Manet's insider class status had lent him endless possibilities. 'An urbane, fastidious 
aristocrat who was seldom seen in public without his carefully brushed top hat, Manet hardly 
looks like the man who would scandalize Paris society, almost single-handedly overthrow the 
art establishment, and revolutionize painting' (Schneider 1968: 7) . I am reminded of my friend, 
artist Cameron Platter.55 

When considering Manet's realism, it is evident that he was painting Paris: Parisian lifestyle 
and life at the time. This not only includes the bourgeoisie, but also those who served the 
upper-middleclass: prostitutes, bar ladies (the working class) and other servants with menial 
jobs and depressing lives. Realism has not changed. The context has changed. 

Cameron Platter is a friend and fellow artist who was bam into the wealthy estate of Erica and John Platter, the famous 

South African wine critic. Until recently. Platter had not worked a single day of his life and yet still manages to throw 

extravagant pool parties at his newly renovated dwelling, conveniently located in upper Gre!ffi Point. Cape Town. I feel it is 

highly unlikely that Platter will 'single-handedly overtl1row the art establishmenf. 

!.tl 

Even today we share similar approaches concerning artists dealing with everyday life. 
Consider a work by the neo-punk band Green Day.56 Their music video for the song titled 
Time of your life (good riddance), deals with similar ideas of realism. The comparison is 
significant. In an interview for VH I 's Top 90 of the Nineties, lead singer Billy Joe Armstrong 
disclosed that for this video (probably one of their only acoustic compositions at the time), 
he wanted the characters to look not only sad and bored, but also hungover. 

COMPARISON BElWEEN A BAR AT THE FOUES-BERGERE. AND snLLS 
FROM. TIME OF YOUR UFE (GOOD RIDDANCE), GREEN DAY 

Billy joe's representation of tired, hungover individuals with menial everyday jobs (including 
himself) might be related to the fact that the song was written during a period in which his 
then girlfriend had left him to join the Peace Corps somewhere in Central America. The song 
was not written within the stereotype of songs dealing with love loss, breaking up and longing 
for love that is lost. Rather it was about a circumstantial break up: the fact that he and his 
girlfriend's lifestyles were incompatible, possibly due to economic circumstances and clashes 

in their respective careers. 

It is an issue that appears to be more real than the fantasyland of pop song love. Prior to this 
incident, Armstrong had suffered serious burnout due to his excessive rock-star lifestyle and 
his major success at a very young age during the early Nineties. These aspects of real life and 
personal issues are included in the video. The artist's persona, which I will discuss at a later 
stage in this chapter, becomes important in conveying aspects of celebrity to which an 

audience can relate. 

56 Green Day Is a prominent pop-punk band formed in the early 90s, fronted by Billy Joe Armstrong . 

&7 
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The construction of persona as marketing tool is 
a fundamental contribution to the artwork itself. 
It is interesting to note how pop stars, like artists, 
are represented today in terms of marketing 
strategies and saleability. The plasticky. 
'bubblegummy' appearances of certain pop idols 
are constructed for a specific target market. 

In the adjacent image, pop singer Britney Spears 
poses semi-naked for the cover of Elle magazine. I 
do not read Elle, but did purchase the magazine 
late one night at a local corner shop (andASUMMIR 

IN !'MIS. 	 admittedly have not yet opened the magazine). 
Britney is lovely. Here she is presented:

I.OA/I5 Of 
FRAGIANCES professionally made up, seductively lit, 

photographed and 'Photoshopped' to the nth 
degree. I was caught. While watching Christina 
Aguilera's music video, Beautiful, I was reminded 
by a concerned friend of mine that 'Baby, I hate 

111 11 to brake it to you, but you know that Christina 
isn't real. She looks nothing like that in real life. 

She's MTV.57 I'm sorry'. I was struck with comparable disappointment and overcome by 
similar emotions to those I felt at the time of being told, by a freckled kid, that Santa Claus 
did not exist, while having a fairly enjoyable time on the playground. aged five. 58 

Yet Aguilera is presented showing concern for serious issues. In this video, she is juxtaposed 
with an anorexic girl, an 'ugly' girl with braces, a transvestite, a punk, and a gay couple kissing 
in public, amongst others. The video quite literally deals with human rights issues, problems 
with adolescence and how the media influences young people to follow the typical construct 
of ideal bodies. looks etcetera. Ironically, Aguilera herself is presented as the attractive. 
gorgeous idol that the anorexic strives to be, while her angelic voice carries the lyriCS: 'We 
are beautiful, no matter what they say'. Once again. I admit, I was sold: a sucker for pop. 

CHRISTINA AGUILERA 

~ MTV is the abbreviation for the Music Television channel. 

The red and white Santa Claus as we know him today is also a capitalist invention, created for Coca-Cola in 1931 by 

Haddon Sundbtom. http://www.fortunecity.comlmillenniumlhibiscusl121/cokesanta .html 
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The misuse of realism. or rather the misrepresentation of issues concerning contemporary 
life becomes highly problematiC as the motives behind this representation are mostly financial: 
a capitalist exploitation of real issues. 

BE LAZY 
Some artists today oppose these strategies. While using the artist's persona as a key aspect 
that informs their production, as well as lending weight to their art 'objects', they reject 
trends and similar marketing tools for the saleability of their work. In the second chapter I 
spoke about these artists dumbing down as a conceptual device in order to strengthen their 
work. They reject theoretical notions. as do some of the contemporary critics,59 but only to 
the extent to which the publiC reads their work. 

It is evident that their art is indeed theoretically informed, but by means of this rejection. the 
work becomes more 'real' and less highbrow. But. this in itself has become a popular form. 

59 
Below follows an example of contemporary art writing that rejects art Wfiting in general: 

Hello. I am Ricardo P. Floodsky. No. that is not my real name. And no, it does not matter that I am using a ridiculous 

pseudonym. I write about contemporary art in a variety of guises. I also edit a website called artrumour.com - a 

gossipy trawl through the murky world of contemporary art. I like art a great deal. In fact, I woultl say it was one of 

the most important things in my life at the moment. Now, I am not the type of person to bandy claims ·Iike that around 

lightly, so I would like to think that you are at least momentarily touched by my moment of sharing. Presumably, you 

are qu~e Interested in art. Or perhaps you think ~ is all a con . Either way: here is the first piece of advice. Stop 

reading. If you have not bought this book and are just leafing through it in a bookstore, do not buy it. Put it down and 

leave the store. If you have bought the book: hard luck. Vllhatever. Put it down. Go and see some art. If you do not 

like the art you see, go and see some different art until you find some stuff you like. Find something written about the 

art you like and read about it. tf you think the stuff you are reading is boring , chuck it away. Find some more 

interesting stuff if there is any around. If there isn't, I would like to apologize on behalf of the community of writers 

and scholars whose job it is to write about art - a community I am proud to be a part of. Unfortunately, quite a few of 

my colleagues are fairly useless at this . I am sorry. Still here? Well, that is your choice. Don't tell me I didn't warn 

you . 

(FloDdsky 2002: 13) 

(,9 

http:artrumour.com
http://www.fortunecity.comlmillenniumlhibiscusl121/cokesanta.html
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Using tools such as celebrity, combined with hints of idiocy, real people and irony or humour, 
they poke fun at an art establishment that seems more elitist. The persona of the artist, as 
well as his/her celebrity status, rejects the constructed celebrity of the pop star and makes 
Britney seem mindless, controlled by the music industry in which she is 'in too deep'. 

Some artists that come to mind are Tracey Emin, Martin Creed (as discussed earlier) and 

Maurizio Cattelan. First I want to look at what these strategies are and what purpose they 

serve in a contemporary environment. liam Gillick argues: 


The notion of refusal has a long precedence. and combined with a degree of insolence, leads to 
work where a desire to undermine accepted levels of gravity embodies certain ideas of extreme 
personal engagement and autobiography. A rejection of gravity leads to adoption of strategies that 
include elements of insolence. laziness, humour and egomania. Many varied concerns can exist. yet 
all of them appear to share an equally questioning status. An injection of contradiction, specificity, 
vagueness and a desire to start again. 

(Gillick 2000: 19) 

Maurizio Cattelan embraces some of Gillick's chief concerns. His work, at best, combines 
many of these strategies. This was demonstrated in a recent interview with Nancy Spector: 

Spector Maurizio, I sense a certain reluctance about being interviewed. 

Cattelan My issue is not with the principle of the interview. Rather, I don't think I have anything 
interesting to say. When I read other interviews, there are always parts that strike me, and I ask 
myself, 'Why don't I just cake this section since it's so interesting? I certainly can't do any better on 
my own.' The idea then is to reorganize something that already exists. I'd be happy to do this now. 
We jUst have to think about which interviews we like and which ones we can use. 

Spector I find it strange that you asked me to interview you for your monograph if it were going 
to be a cut-and-paste operation. I know that the artist's interview is a fundamental component of 
this book series so the editors must have discussed this process with you. What were you thinking 
initially? 

Cattelan Well, they reviewed a list of names with me and I selected yours, since your office is 
closest to my apartment. It's a matter of convenience. 

(Cattelan 2000: 8) 

Untilled. Maurizio Catlelan . 1995 
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Things I'll Never Do Again: The Truth Is Not Out There 

I will not do that thing with my tongue. 

I will not fake seizures. 

I will not eat things for money. 

I will not reincarnate as Sammy Davis, Jr. 

I will not instigate revolution. 

I will not draw naked ladies. 

I will not see Elvis. 

I will not encourage others to fly. 

I will not be a thirty-two year-old woman. 

I will not cut corners. 

I will not sell land in Florida. 

I will not do anything bad ever again. 

I will not show off. 

I will not be a dentist. 

I will not torment the emotionally frail. 

I will not carve gods. 

I will not aim for the head. 

I will not send lard though the mail. 

I will not dissect things unless instructed. 

I will not get very far with this attitude. 

I will finish what I sta 
(Cattelan 2000: 124) 
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Cattelan is renowned for making laziness the key aspect of his work. In Working Is a Bad Job 
(1993), he sold his space in the Arsenale at the Venice Biennale to an advertising agency, so 
that they could promote a new perfume package they had been working on. Cattelan made a 
'quick buck'. It is not as much of a conceptual statement as a way of gaining financially from 
the art event: something for which most artists strive. Several Italian newspapers covered it 
in their news section, while the arts sections of the same papers failed to engage with the 
work. 

62 

There was the 6th Caribbean Biennial of 1999, in collaboration with Jens Hoffman. Famous 
artists were invited to not make any work and to drink cocktails with little umbrellas. The 
project was fictional. There were one or two incidents where Cattelan escaped from the 
exhibition space by tying sheets together, climbing down a tall building through the window 
and was spotted running away from the show.6o 

There is the incident of the fake doctor's certificate, when Cattelan was too lazy to attend 
the preview to his own exhibition,61 There is also the time when he robbed the entire 
contents of an art museum, and exhibited the stolen goods at De Appel in Amsterdam.62 

And, of course, the submission of a police report for a stolen invisible artwork that was 
apparently taken from the back seat of his car when in fact he had nothing to show for an 
exhibition. This work has more weight than that of a similar work produced by South African 
born conceptualist Kendell Geers, Title Withheld (Stolen), 1994, which consisted of an empty 
sculpture podium. 

Untitled, 1992 (a police repon: for a stolen invisible artwork), is another work on the idea of theft. 
which enters into the conceptual world of anists such as Marcel Duchamp or Piero Manzoni. 
Unable to produce a work for an exhibition, Cattelan decided the night before the opening to go to 
the nearest police station and report the theft of the non-existing work. With some persuasion, a 
policeman eventually diligently typed the legal report, asking for details of size and materials. 
Cattelan then framed the report in the gallery. Without didacticism, the anist was addressing one 
of the worst vices of Italian society: his surreal idea was matched by the surreal world of Italian 
bureaucracy. 

(Bonami in Cattelan 2000: 73) 

TITLE WITHHELD (STOLEN) KENDEll GEERS . 1994 

60 
61 Una Domenica a Rivara (A Sunday in Rivara) , 1996 (Catlelan 2000: 107) 

62 Untitled (Certiflcato medico), 1989 (Catlelan 2000: 77) 

Another Fucking Readymade, 1996 (Catlelan 2000: 30) 
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Cattelan's work is echoed in the laziness of Austrian artist Erwiln Wurm with Instructions 
for Idleness, 200 I. 

taa -- ...... '\10\\. mU\t.'f1'U'nh 

n~\ rr r''Spund 

Wurm's underlying approach is based on this specific strategy. Most parts of his work rely on 
ideas of nothing, which is clear in the above example Fantasize about Nihilism. He implements 
absurdity, ideas about nothing and formulating one-minute sculptures. And, what I meant by 
laziness earlier is that things get appropriated. Therefore, the reusing of art strategies or form 
becomes particular. They are invented systems by which artists start communicating to a 
specific world. Wurm's one minute sculptures were the basis of appropriation for the neo
funk band, the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Appropriation is a problem only in small art 
communities: Cape Town being a particular case in point. 

As previously mentioned, people feel cheated (when they think there is nothing there...). 
While doing research on Wurm,63 I found that only a few Capetonian artists were aware of 
his contribution to the international art market. But, to the astute and informed observer, it 
would seem clear that Wurm is worthy of his cover feature in Art in America. 

It is not my aim to point out lack of knowledge amongst contemporary art experts and 
academics in South Africa. Instead I am in the mood to demonstrate 'laziness', an accusation 
commonly affiliated with contemporary production in most parts of the world. The Red Hot 
Chili Peppers: 

63 
My research is often based on conversations about art . 
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Their video also references works such as Chinese artist lin Yilin's The Result of 1000 pieces 
and Lucy Ona's tent, amongst others, although Wurm is the only artist credited in the video. 

LIN YllUN"' 
THE RESULT Of" I DOO PIECES. ,99-4 
PERfORMANCE.. 15 MIN~ GUANGZHOU 
CHI..... 
aRlac.s, BANK NOTES 
lOOX1OOX50CI"I 

lUCY ORTA-
REfUGE WEAR. . HABITENT 
1982-83 

ALUM,,..lM-COATED POL '(AMIDE . 

POt...AR FLEECE. TELESCOPIC AllAllINtUN . 
A~AT~E, WttSTlE . LANTERN, 
TRAMSPORT BAG 
150 X !SOX 1SOCM 

64 
Yillin in Cream 1998: 256 

65 
Pinto, et al. 2003: 42 
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Appropriation and similar art strategiesare seen as major forms within contemporary 
production, as I have discussed in a previous chapter. French theorist Nicholas Bourriaud 
explains that notions of originality are slowly getting blurred and that it has become the 
artist's task to reuse already existing forms or ideas. reinserting them into current cultural 
production. In a recent interview Bourriaud examined contemporary practice during the 
19905 and discussed the 'logical conclusion' (Bourriaud in Lamprecht and Young, 2003) that 
contemporary art has reached. By this he means that the rehashing of goods and materials. 
and the so-called 'messy atmosphere' in contemporary curation, is largely due to a 
Duchampian trend of reusing existing structures and ready-made forms. 

While appropriation still confuses large parts of the South African art world, the international 
art world is already bored with it. My own work has entertained stale responses such as 'but 
where is the art', or the common feeling of being cheated." Not only are these responses 
not noteworthy and quite pathetic, but they also demonstrate a lack of engagement with 
contemporary art globally. If the works I am about to discuss were to be shown 
internationally, they would be less successful. Their strength relies on the context in which 
they are exhibited being, in this particular case, South Africa. Liam Gillick has critiqued similar 
art forms: 

There is a current critical tendency that makes far too much of the quasi-Duchampian habit of 
recent artists to bring temporarily un-art like structUres, rather than just un-art like objects into 
the gallery space. The reliance on this minor shift alone is not enough. It ensures a feeling that we 
remain stuck and forced to deal with a form of baroque conceptualism rather than a fundamental 
shift in approach. 

(Gillick 2002: 26) 

An assessment gleaned Ihrough informal conven;ations or reported speech 
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THE WORK OF ART IS NO LONGER NECESSARY 
When recendy questioned on what I thought the new 'form' in contemporary art was, I 
suggested that there was no more form. 

Although a fairly insignificant need still exists to allocate specific pockets of classification to 
the production of art even today, my understanding of art is different. With the increased 
blurring of boundaries in terms of material. disciplines and job descriptions within the art 
world, the idea of form is also making a crafty escape. Artists are curators. Curators are 
administrators. Artworks need not exist. Exhibitions become theme parks. Art programmers 
are composing and structuring new ideas and perceptions through methods of DJing and 
mixing works and cultural signifiers. There is too much 'stuff' in the world and the whole mix 
fits neatly into a Ziplock bag known as art. 

I have come to believe that the production of art is sometimes less important than the 
'beast,67 itself. It is a machine that operates with interchangeable rules and structures. I find 
the 'actors' of the art world as Bourriaud refers to them. (Bourriaud in Lamprecht and Young 
2003) more interesting than the 'work' as a primary structure. The work exists in a 
conceptual sphere and not in a particular strategy of form. Whether I am writing. making 
work, curating. talking, drinking. performing or just simply being. seems somewhat irrelevant. 
My mere existence and presence within the art world could be enough. and maybe my 
persistence as well. 

This contradiction has confused many. It is not important. The work of art has disappeared 
and has been surpassed by its mere existence within an art structure. I care less for art and 
so does much of the audience. Form is dissolving. While I cannot account for numerous 
contemporary critics, I prefer this current state. 

I have not found any answers. 

[I]t's not fantasy land anymore, it's like real life, and you can do it. too. You just make a slight 
conceptual side-step when you wake up one morning. You decide to get involved. 

(Gillick in Renton and Gillick 1991: II) 

Meaning the extremely complex systems lIlat the art world incorporates. 
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PART II 
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The economic aspea of conceptual art is perhaps the most interesting. From the moment when ownership of the 
work did not give its owner the great advantage of control of the work acquired. this art was implicated in 
turning back on the question of the value of its private appropriation. How can a coHeaor possess an idea! 

(Siegelaub in Alberro 2003: I) 

77 

The economic of conclepl:ual 
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BRUCE GORDON
Bruce Gordon (Found Object [concept]), 2002, consisted of the concept Bruce Gordon, a real 
person. He was put on auction and sold for R52 000 to journalist and media personality Suzy 
Bell before being donated to the South African National Gallery. It was exhibited in March 
2003 and tattooed with a gallery accession number, SANG 03/02. 

Andrew Lamprecht, who was arranging a fund-raising auction for the end-of year graduate 
exhibition, invited me to submit a work for sale. After weighing up some possibilities, 
including putting my immaculate 1971 vintage Mercedes, I hit upon the idea of putting Bruce 
Gordon on the block. Through a process of creative discussion the separate roles of artist, 
artWork and curator/auctioneer were defined. Much speculation has taken place around this 

process and if ever the truth were to be told it would be here. 

Gallery's new acquisition speaks 

(Bamford 2003) 

But it does not. The exhibition was opened by Professor Penny Siopis of the University of the 
Witwatersrand. Some of Cape Town's art world understood the work. Most did not. Many 
thought it was unfair (due to the seeming ease by which the project was realised) and some 

www.sundaytimes.co.za 
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said it had been done before.68 This complaint leaned towards a form of professional distrust. 
It had indeed been done before. The historical precedents are many: Duchamp, Gilbert & 

George, and Maurizio Cattelan. 

Piero Manzoni69 was said to sign living people as works of art as early as 1961, including 
Annina Nosei, who became Jean-Michel Basquiat's dealer. She still owns her certificate of 

authenticity (Collings 1998: 86). 

6869 E.g. See Beezy Bailey's letter to the Gape Argus, 31 March 2003. 

Manzoni was an influential conceptual and performance artist who will also be remembered as the artist that canned 

and sold artist's shit 

http:before.68
http:www.sundaytimes.co.za
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Explaining some basic principles of contemporary production today, Bourriaud has this to say: 

The material [contemporary artists] manipulate is no longer primary ... objects already informed by 
other objects. Notions of originality (being at the origin of) and even of creation (making something 
from nothing) are slowly blurred in this new cultural landscape marked by the twin figures of the OJ 
and the programmer, both of whom have the task of selecting cultural objects and inserting them 
into new contexts. 

(Bourriaud 2002: 7) 

ART,1961 ARTls r s SHIT. PIERO MANZONI. 1961 

Whether the concept of Bruce Gordon is a wholly new idea is irrelevant. It sits firmly within its 
own context, contemporary South Africa. The construct of Bruce Gordon formed an integral 
part of the piece's success. Without any of its constructs, it would have meant much less in 
terms of public perception. These collaborative constructs: who was bidding, who bought, 
who paid, through to who spoke, the pretty bartenders, the Muse string quartet. the wine, 
the nuts and the location, together with the publication by Andrew Lamprecht. formed an 
integral part of the piece. But. does this change the actual found object (concept)? 

The piece as it stands can live without its 
accompanying constructs. However, denying Bruce 
Gordon of this becomes problematic, as the latter 
constructs enhance the piece. Bruce Gordon appears 
more significant in a public interest. This introduces 
another situation. Andrew Lamprecht noted that 
'Bruce Gordon as concept functions in a manner that 
questions all assumptions and preconceptions (to 
those that may by chance know him) and the idea of a 
person as person (those that do not), (Lamprecht 
2003: 19). Although the act of nomination in the 
conception of this readymade is vital, it leaves those 
unfamiliar with the person to some extent at the 
mercy of the artist. Lamprecht's publication covers 
some characteristics of Gordon and the reason for his 

MUCE. BOROONl 

AUCt iON 


MICHAfUS SCHOOl. OF FIfE ART 

nomination. It does to a certain degree, but fails in crucial aspects. He makes Gordon out to 
be a seemingly pleasant person, but shows no knowledge of Bruce Gordon as a high 
maintenance artwork. Gordon is often late and complains about small things. 

As w ith most readymades, there are speCific reasons for inclusion and Gordon's nomination 
was definitely not random. Bruce Gordon is actively involved in the Cape Town art world. He 
is a director of the section 21 arts organisation Public Eye and he is the proud owner of an 
astute contemporary South African art collection. He also owns a bar. I will not declare my 
intentions for the specific qualities that made Bruce Gordon the obvious choice. However, 
some of these personal characteristics are outlined in Lamprecht's publication: 

It was at the age of six that I shared a very special gift with my mother. It happened at the time of 
an annual trek to the coast for the summer holidays. There was much excitement in the house. As 
usual we left at 4 A.M. My father drove the strip roads and my mother took over the wheel JUSt 
across the border in the Northern Transvaal. It was a blisteringly hot day. The Chevy was loaded to 
the roof and the rest of the family were sleeping in the back. My mother took off her tOP and then 
her bra. Her silky, milky breasts were bouncing gently with the rhythm of the Chevy. Startled 
pedestrians waved and shouted and smiled. The telephone poles flew past.. I curled up into my seat 
and watched my mother as she sang beautiful songs with gay abandon. I was overcome by a feeling 
of blissful contentment. Today I am able to recall this moment whenever I feel stress and of course 
I thank her dearly for it. 

(Gordon in Lamprecht 2003: 20) 

The act of choosing becomes important for the work in order to evoke a public response. In 
an earlier chapter, I spoke about young British art and how it has become increasingly 
popular and more accessible to a wider viewing audience including a larger proportion of the 
general public. In a sense, this is an aspect of what Bruce Gordon seems to have done in a 
South African context. It does not necessarily have to be pleasing, but should at least leave its 
audience pondering. And for the artist's sake, be a bit amusing. Following the opening 
speaker, Gordon as person spoke a few words: 

We also heard the artWork (insofar as the artWork comprises him in the flesh) speak for himself 
[itself], welcoming us all to his new home, where 'some changes are going to have to be made.' A 
poker bar in the annex, he proposed, and conceptual ·strip shows in the Lieberman room . .. On the 
other hand, it's interesting to ponder just what the said R52 000 bought. How can it be utilised? Or 
is it just the art-world having a little laugh at itself? Or (oops!) is this fiddling while Rome bums? Go 
figure. 

(Edmunds 2003) 
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TONY KAYE AND THE CASE OF THE MISSING R52 000 

• 	Where's R52 OOO? 
IN 1997 THE LA anist Tony
Kare was the firs! to conceive 
of using a person as an an 
piece. in this case a homeless 
man. 

The collector Charles Saatchi 
bought the concept and the 
homeless man was exhibited 
in the Tate Galler;'. 

So although Ed Young's work 
~ no! original it Is nonetheless 
appropriate for a Fine An 
master'S student to be taking
this fIlnher and an 
~chic\'emen t !O have recelved, 
through choosing an ex 
joumnlist as the art work and 
3 joumall$t as the "buyer", a 
lot of medIa Co\'erage. 

Thl515 th'l best thln8.about 
tho plece; apan from having a 
lot of fun, II has served to an 
E!XtentlO educate people about 
conceplual un. 

Wbat troubles me is the 
question ofpa}'ment of R52 000 
for the piece to Michaelis: 
perhaps ~Ilchaells would like 
to come forward with proofof 
payment? 

Beezy Bailey 
CapeTown 

CAPE ARGUS. LETTER. 31 MARCH 2003. 

Not long after this letter appeared in the Cape Argus newspaper, I was outside the main 
entrance to the Michaelis School of Fine Art, exchanging words with the founding editor of 
the periodical Art South Africa, Sophie Perryer. A man drove into the premises in a flashy 
champagne coloured metallic Bentley waving a police docket in the air. It was Beezy Bailey. 
He had come to arrest Malcolm Payne, who was heading the art school at the time, for 
'fraudulently misleading the public '. Bailey demanded proof of payment for the work Bruce 
Gordon, and threatened that if Michaelis failed to provide it, he would arrest not only the art 
school director, but also the director of the South African National Gallery, Marilyn Martin, 
on the grounds of 'receiving stolen goods'. It was the first time I had met Bailey. 

This act seemed like a puerile attempt at 'getting in on the action'/o as Bruce Gordon had 
enjoyed extensive media coverage by this stage: 

Not since one of Beezy Bailey's escapades, and not even then, actually, has an art project had as 
much publicity as this one. 

(Williamson 2003) 

Bailey is well known, and his collaboration with international icons David Bowie and Brian 
Eno has lent him some airtime. He also has an alter ego that has previously made it into the 
news, namely Joyce Ntobe. In Williamson's quotation above, she refers to the case of Bailey 

As I had told journalist Lin Sampson at the time: Bailey had brought her along to cover the story, which resulted in 
another feature in the Sunday Times: Tug-of-war battle over living work of art', 13 April 2003. 

~ 

creating this alter ego in order to contest racial preferences and inverse racism, as opposed 
to aesthetic selections the he believed were being made by South Africa's leading institutions.;~~~~~~.....--- --"\. ~*~......::~, 
In 1992, for the last Cape Town Triennial, Bailey submitted a triptych of linocuts by Ntobe.a,J 
Rumour. The judging panel accepted these works. Fact: Ntobe was not accepted onto the 
main exhibition but was shown in a 'Salon de Refusees' in the annex of the South African r~ "-I, '. ~ ' ..'~'~ . ·~~i National Gallery. SANG immediately bought the work at R I 00 a piece, the equivalent in value 

_,._- I·.. ' • - . ' 1 11• i
11 of the also submitted Baileys, according to Bailey.7I His personal submission made it into the

:'. 4, ":' 'I 
second round of the Triennial: an artist making a point. He then submitted a small letter in_0<,,-[_; ~. fax form to both the Gallery and fourteen local newspapers stating that he was in fact Joyce 
Ntobe. This 'caused a small stir' and the Ntobes were removed from the SANG walls that 
same morning.n Un/fortunately the Ntobes had already gone to print for a catalogue, written 

JOYCE NTOBE 
COOK SUPPER by Emma Bedford,73 dealing with the work of three black female artists. Thus an artist was 
H'" born. 

Although Bailey seemingly had good intentions in uncovering the biased approach by which 
major art institutions can operate, the piece might have failed in its aims. 

Bailey is known to be from an extremely wealthy background. It is difficult to imagine that he 
could even remotely comprehend Ntobe's background, even if rumours were true that 
Ntobe was based on the domestic worker of Bailey's partner, Nikki Douglas. 

Further, his commentary on Kaye is 
inaccurate: Tony Kaye submitted a 
homeless person to walk through major 
international museums as an attempt to win 
the Turner Prize. Charles Saatchi never 
bought the concept and it was probably 
more of a comment on elite art structure as 
novelty as opposed to real life: Kaye himself 
was once homeless. 

And the South African situation is not 
resolved. At the time when Bailey launched 
his 'clever' attack on over-compensation 
regarding racial prejudice of the 'white 
male' in the cultural industry, South Africa 
had not yet had a moment to breathe from 
its past. Transformation does not happen 
instantaneously. Today, transformation has 
still not happened after over a decade of 
democracy. Ntobe's inclusion was 
important because it was an inclusion of 

BEI;ZY BAILEY ORM'NG HIS CHAMPAGNE COlOURED BENTL£Y something lacking in the art world. Even these 
days we observe sufficient evidence of a 
change in the art society. In cases like this, 
the inclusion of female black artists is more 

71 

72 Based on a telephone conversation with Bailey. 


73 	Based on rumours and reported speech. Also conversations with Kevin Atkinson, 1998. 

A senior curator at the SANG at the time. 

8~ 
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relevant to the South African art cultural industry as it promotes development. 'Artistic 
genius' becomes peripheral in this context, as it has always been acknowledged in the past. 
And I personally find Ntobe's work stronger than that of Bailey. 

But, as the South African condition is largely base on Western thought, or at least recorded 
South African rationale, we are constantly faced with its logic: binary opposites of what goes 
and what does not. The in between is ignored and yet far more relevant. 

Overcompensation is problematic when facing exhaustion. I have been informed that the local 
periodical Art South Africa's aims at maintaining an 80% black contentJ4 This is due to the 
apparent regular criticisms it had received. It is challenging as the majority of this country's 
art industry is criticised for being predominantly white. The black content gets exhausted. If a 
balanced demographic equation cannot be attained, the representation of black artists cannot 
be sustained. 

There are constructive angles to the editorial weighting of black content. The 'black 
explosion' within cultural production during recent years might act as an equaliser for the 
lack of racial representation of the past. Cultural inclusion/exclusion can start to even out. 
However, we are faced with older traditions of thought that might not aid the development 
process and, with subtle deliberation, stifle such progression. 

I will give a more detailed account of this at a later stage when looking at the young artists in 
South Africa, particularly Go/erie Puta. For now I will continue with my own work 
chronologically, and the problems it has caused conceptually. 

MUSE 

The solo exhibition MUSE consisted of four bar ladies, oysters, sushi, expensive sparkling 
wine and one all-girl string quartet. All the elements in the space, including the audience and 
my favourite flowers, St. Joseph's lilies, formed an integral part of a larger work. What was on 

74 
Informal conversation with founding editor Sophie Perryer, 2004. 
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show was in fact not necessarily an installation, but rather an exhibition of an exhibition 
opening itself. People ate and drank well, watched a remarkable performance by the Muse 
string quartet, while many expressed concern at not being able to locate any physical work. 

Well known Cape Town art consultant Rose Korber was 
particularly fascinated by the plethora of Knysna oysters. 
The question of art is easily countered within an over 
catered environment. Enough alcohol can provide an 
answer to seemingly unresolved problems. However, my 
own mother was not convinced and spent the next few 
days weeping before expressing her concern. Apparently 
this had to do with the police arriving to arrest me, as 
described below. 
However excess 'booze' does have negative qualities; 
innocent gallery attendees vomited inside the gallery space 
and later a person was discovered lying outside the space in 
a pool of her own urine. 

An observation I have frequently made is that when the 
alcohol is depleted, the audience almost immediately 
disappears and can then be found in a nearby pub. As the 

sparkling wine ran out (seventy two bottles in under fifty minutes), I made an arrangement 
with Bruce Gordon, owner of Jo'Burg bar, conveniently located around the corner from the 
gallery. We decided to supply harder liquor, not to encourage heavier consumption but 
rather to stifle the intake. This did not work. The audience went savage. Nevertheless, Muse 
played while the viewers watched in awe. 

A portion of those having attended considered the exhibition to be an exhibition of nothing 
(which it was and certainly fits my production). Others contended it as a mere enjoyable 
experience. 

For many in the audience an element of performance art was apparently lacking, given that I, 
the artist, was not personally involved in the performance. This is a fundamental aspect that is 
lost with an uninformed audience when the relation between performance and the 
performance aspect gets blurred. Bourriaud notes similar concerns in the work of artist 
Rirkrit Tiravanija: 

When Tiravanija offers us the experience of a structure in which he prepares food, he is not doing 
a performance: he is using the performance-form. 

(Bourriaud 2002: I I) 

Although the performance in this case seems clear (and to the layperson it might not), Muse's 
performance becomes secondary and even peripheral. The actual work exists with my 
catering for the exhibition and this merely includes the performance by Muse. In a way, like 
Tiravanija, I locate the work to a category of 'performance-form'. In the case of Tiravanija this 
aspect is apparent, but I feel that contemporary production often utilises this generally, even 
if it is not always clear: the 'persona' aspect, discussed earlier. 

Performance is not necessarily reliant on ideas of performance formulated in the Seventies. It 
is embedded in layers at which the work can exist, regardless of its end manifestation, that 
being the form of physical objects, video documentation, material residue or nothing at all. 
The idea of form essentially starts to dissolve. Bourriaud describes this as the 'peripherating 
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of families of form', rather than the dissolving of form (Bourriaud in Lamprecht and Young 
2003). 

What was implied earlier about 'all the elements forming part of the work' should now 
become clearer. I used similar constructions to those employed in Bruce Gordon to aid the 
viewer and in return the viewer became a 'performer'. Ironically though, the viewer also 
became a pawn in my game. Similar constructions appeared in the catalogue text in which I 
asked Andrew Lamprecht to 'do his worst': 

I think Ed is really a bit of an idiot. It seems he can't really come up with any good ideas. All this 
stuff about making people into art is old hat. I am sure I remember someone like Beezy Bailey or 
someone else doing this sort of thing ages ago. Ed's idiocy is not really linked to his art making 
alone. He doesn't seem to understand much of what he does. Ask him for a quote about his work 
and he will stare blankly for a bit and then come up with some phrase that makes absolutely no 
sense. He also drinks too much. Some momings I will see him and he will be reeking of alcohol, one 
hopes from the night before. I have even on one or two occasions seen Ed drunk. He tends to get 
moody, depressed and sit with one hand on the side of his face. At times like this he likes to blink a 
lot. I really don't understand all this behaviour. Maybe he thinks it has something to do with art 
making [sic]. 

(Lamprecht in Young 2003: 19) 

Lamprecht's text provides a framework that portrays me as seemingly 
juvenile and idiotic. I will discuss some works later that serve a similar 
purpose. In this case, however, his text is less of an informative 
device, than a collaborative one, as the author deliberately subverts 
the form of the standard catalogue essay. If the catalogue serves the 
purpose of guiding the audience through certain conceptual 
underpinnings of the artist, then this one functions to confuse even 
more. What seemed simple was lost in this case and rightly so. Most 
of the readers agreed with Lamprecht, while failing to engage with the 
fact that I myself published the catalogue. The success of this subtle 
construction depends on the viewer's engagement on a superficial 
level as such constructions are less successful in the case of the 
viewer getting the 'joke' . 

Again we are faced with another contradiction . When the joke is out we are merely 
confronted with some contending the work obtuse, while others appreciate it at face value. 
Neither of these aspects negates the work as it relies on both support and negative criticism 
in order to be successful. Without this, the piece does not work. Both angles extend the shelf 
life of the work. 'There is no such thing as bad publicity', and in my case, it is the negative 
publicity that fuels the work. 

This aside, it is necessary to provide some contextual information surrounding Muse. 

When I subsequently came across Joachim Koester's Shostokovich's String Quartet in C Minor, Gp. 110 
(1996), with almost exactly the same form as my piece, it is an addition rather than a crisis as far as I 
am concerned. The discovery of this work after much time had past since Muse merely confirmed my 
suspicions: in a world already full of 'things',75 it almost seems presumptuous to believe that one's ideas 
are original. With the amount of artists and art students in an already too full world, most ideas have 

75 

See Martin Creed in this regard. 


M 

been replicated over, while the only knowledge we have of some of these are from the small 
percentage of works reproduced in art journals and art books. 

Originality does not exist today. 

Nicolas Bourriaud argues around this point extensively in his book Postproduaion. Artists today utilise 
this perspective of originality and find ways to make it work, such as appropriation, conscious 
plagiarism and the like. 

In the case of Muse I appropriate Manet's 'Bar' citing in this case what can be seen as my problematic 
area: more commonly known as my boredom. I appointed the same bar ladies that Lamprecht 
employed for Bruce Gordon, but in th is particular case, they were featured in the catalogue as part of 
the work. My intention was for them to re-enact the expression of the Manet's barmaid. Unfortunately 
they were unfamiliar with this work, even though they were third year art school students. I had them 
imitate the pose during the stills shoot and ended up with this result: 

,9 
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Admittedly, some of these elements were a bit of an in-joke, but they were mainly for my 

personal enjoyment. One of these was the exclusion of fellow artist Vuyisa Nyamende. As 

stated in the catalogue: 


Contemporary Flash artist. Vuyisa Nyamende, is not permitted inside the exhibition space. even 
though a personal invitation was extended to him. A bouncer is siwated at the door with only his 
name on the non-guest list to prevent Nyamende from doing any harm to unsuspecting gallery 
goers andfor himself. 

(Young 2003: 63) 

I was concerned that Nyamende might behave somewhat irrationally, as he is known to do so 
when upset, and seeing that I had deliberately scheduled my exhibition to take place on the 
night originally allocated for his first solo show, and at the same gallery, this kind of action 
was likely. Nyamende telephoned the police on the night, claiming that a theft was in 
progress, in an attempt to have me arrested for 'stealing his intellectual property'. This only 
resulted in him almost being arrested for wasting the time of the local authorities. 

HOT BITCHES MEDIOCRE WORK 
As with most of my exhibitions, it is those elements that I have no control over that intrigue 
me the most. At the time of Muse I was also in the process of curating an all girl exhibition: 
Hot Bitches Mediocre Work. The exhibition was to fall under the auspices of Go/erie Puta, a 
collective that I am a member of. The aim was to produce an exposition of art by female 
contributors as Puta had been criticised for being a 'boys club' with no real representation of 
women. The Hot Bitches exhibition was not meant to be derogatory, but rather to showcase 
work of high standard by young as well as up-and-coming female artists. It was just a clever 
title. 

The project's strength was intended to be located within the viewers' conception of such a 
project: a form often utilised in my production. This is, as discussed previously, an attempt to 
confuse the audience by using generalised preconception by which an audience receives a 
work. In the case of Hot Bitches, it is a politically correct exhibition in combination with a 
misogynistic title or curatorial approach, highlighting myself as the 'bad guy'. This should have 
functioned as a comment on the generalisation of male dominance in the art world. The 
device as a whole would have operated as a technique of enhancement of the work on 
display. And although I cannot make presumptions as to the outcome of such a project, I 
predicted that once again the larger part of the audience would not get the 'joke'. It is here 
that the strength of the piece would have lain. If successful, the exhibition would not have 
become a show of curated works, but a singular work by Ed Young under the auspices of 
Go/erie Puta. The exhibition did not take place. 
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As it sometimes happens within small art circles, the word spread through the art school, 
which soon established some confusion surrounding Muse. The outcome of the gossip 
resulted in the hired bartenders of Muse and the fact that they believed they had become the 
Hot Bitches exhibition. Instead of withdrawing, they decided to retaliate by planning a series of 
T -shirts that would introduce me as an arsehole, literally with an image of an anal sphincter 
imprinted on them. At the fear of being humiliated, they did confront me, at which point I 
explained that these were in fact two unrelated exhibitions. 

I will presume that it was the possible termination of Hot Bitches/Muse that they found 
exciting. With this not being the case anymore the group nevertheless went ahead with 
printing a new series of T-shirts reading: ·pissedart'. I was unaware of their intervention prior 
to the exhibition, which was only revealed halfway through the show by removing the black 
sweaters I insisted on them wearing during the performance. 

I deem these interventions valuable, sometimes more so than my own intentions. And similar 

things have happened in other works such as Bruce Gordon 76 and works to be discussed in the 
remainder of this document. Given that I am often interested in events and happenings 
surrounding my works, even more than the work itself (a preference to the notion of social 
pages rather than academic criticism) I include below such contextual images. 'Real life' rather 
than older ideas of what an artwork should be. 

76 
See Seezy Bailey in this regard . 
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ASSHOLE 
The exhibition Asshole formed a logical follow-up from Muse. On the surface, this work was a 
response to my numerous critics (audience and art writers). The press release stated: 

Ed Young's third successive one-night exhibition is titled 'Asshole'. [Nothing coy in the title is there! 
- ed.] The new work has been produced in response to the numerous derogatory comments about 
Young's previous exhibitions, which have included the sale of a local bar-owner and his subsequent 
donation to the National Gallery CBruce Gordon') and the presentation of the all-girl Muse string 
quartet in a commercial gallery space ('Muse'). Through this process, Young acknowledges his status 
as an arsehole and brings together a number of elements in order to create an installation 
environment that stresses this.point. 

Unlike on his previous two outings, Young here presents a range of more traditional artworks, 
including painting. print media, video, as well as performative works. In his own words; 'Some bare 
naked ladies can be expected. Delicious food and excellent drink will be served". A catalogue will 
be available on the night. 

(~1/www.artthrob.co.zal04janllistings_cape.html#bbr) 

Although the press statement implied an exhibition of 'stuff, there was again an exhibition of 
nothing, or at least something disguised as nothing. But as Andrew Lamprecht explained, 
there were more intrinsic details than met the eye: 'The astute observer could see that 
Young had presented one work in each of the codified disciplines of contemporary art 
production' (Lamprecht 2004: 5 I). 

By employing existing art disciplines I was commenting on an aspect of accepted and 
respected 'norms' Within most South African galleries, and because these norms were 
masquerading as an empty exhibition, I feltthat it was successful. And it is this characteristic 
that generates the necessary ambiguity. It is an aspect of contemporary art that creates subtle 
comments on production, rather than a literal one-liner that spoon-feeds its audience, and 
dramatically reduces the strength of an exhibition. aesthetically and conceptually. 

Bruce Gordon set a precedent. With the piece's conceptual underpinnings aside. something 
struck me concerning the high attendance, the exhibition of nothing and the way it was 
perceived. Muse was another sort of experiment. I applied most of the basic elements of 
Bruce Gordon and placed them in a commercial space as a very plain, beautiful yet slighdy 
kitsch performance, but so that Bruce Gordon's significance disappeared. Asshole was another 
performance of conceptual minimalism. The more absurd the exhibitions became. the higher 
the attendance: Asshole saw close to a thousand attendees. 

Due to the marketing strategies embedded in these pieces, the attendance did not only 
consist of a curious art world, but also a large part of the contemporary Cape Town street 
crowd (young individuals within the applied arts: fashion, advertising. street culture etc.). 

The fact that the audience again experienced problems with no art on the walls is interesting. 
I relayed an impression that in today's age of production one could still come up with such a 
contrived argument about art. And, the 'but is it art?' kind of art also has its resting place 
somewhere in the Nineties, where a form of what is known as relational art (an art that 
questions itself and that interprets the art structures surrounding it)77 has become somewhat 
stale, and not necessarily a common form of production. Kendell Geers refers to this as the 
art world's 'circular navel-gazing', which he also observes as being recently unnecessary and 
'frankly uninteresting'. 

n 
See Nicolas Boumaud's Relational Aesthetics 
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On the other hand, such art has a place in South Africa, typically because of our exclusion 
from the international art sector for such an extended period of time. We are confronted 
with options: an informed audience that responds to a conceptual work with ideas such as 
'Duchamp', or 'Kendell Geers did this stuff here about fifteen years ago' and the well cliched 
response: 'but it's been done.' 

On the other hand, the South African situation lends itself to the response from an 
uninformed (as well as a sometimes visually illiterate) audience, who claim to have never 
heard of this kind of art before. 

This particular situation is unique because it opens up a grey area, which I see as a playground 
that some, but not all 'peripheral' countries might retain. 78 It is a playground that has been 
utilised internationally (which seems more exhausted in the international arena). At the same 
time these artists can articulate themselves within international practice today, provided their 
country of origin remains South America, Eastern Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, or the 
like. 

A majority of curatorial platforms existing 
recently appear to cater for this: examples 
that come to mind are Okwui Enwezor's 
Documento I I in Kassel, 2000, and 
Catherine David's Contemporary Arab 
Representations at the Venice Biennale, 
2003. 

This means that if the artists were to 
rehash missing strategies within these 
peripheral contexts, the artworks would 
probably not be as strong; but when he/she 
takes into account his/her own context, 
the context of the international circuit, as 
well as maintaining the vanguard of 
international practice, the art form might 
not yet be stale. As noted from my 
individual experience, this notion of over
exploitation of collective memory and 
cultural identity is well explored within a 
South African context.79 This can allow for 
growth where both the artist and the 
audience are concerned. 

However, these kind of peripheral contexts can (in the eyes of collectors and curators) mean 
sufficient material for investment rather than significance of work. This leads to an obvious 
lack in quality as many of these artist realise that a mere presence in this context can be 
enough. There are exceptions: Santiago Sierra, Miguel Calderon, and others. 

See Emma Bedford's recent seminar at the Museum of Modem Art. New Yorl<, based on an invitation to curators not 

~~Sed in international art centres, 2005. 

See ChurcIVll Madikida and Thando Mama. 

Currently I am not at a stage where I feel I have remotely figured out this particular situation, 
but I do use this as a primary formal strategy to provoke a response from an audience: both 
sides of the fence, pro and con. It is important for me to mention that both sides of this 
spectrum have demonstrated considerable support for my projects. 

In the case of Assho/e, I wanted to push the idea of Muse in order to generate a response. I 
wanted to see if the work would have more appeal if I used different elements within the 
same formula as the previous exhibitions. 

The show was well attended. Almost a thousand people came to see what the fuss was about, 
as opposed to the four hundred seen at Muse. The newspaper headlines read 'One lame 
asshole for sure' (Willoughby 2004) and 'Oh Ed, what were you thinking of (Bell 2004). 

In this work I presented a wall painting consisting of the word Asshole. At first glance it 
appeared to be a piece of sloppy graffiti, although the design was a carefully and painstakingly 
airbrushed enlarged replica of the image printed on the invitation to attend the opening: 

Ac;c;h.>\e 

In fact this defining image was produced in a matter of seconds when I was offered a free 
advert in Art South Africa if I could produce the copy immediately as the issue was going to 
press and there was a last-minute cancellation. I happened to be enjoying a chilled beverage in 
the office at the time. The advert happened to be paid for by another client. This is an 
example of my opportunistic exploitation of the co-incidental and unforeseen. 

I repeated the formula generated for Muse, and to an extent for Bruce Gordon. As Muse was 
interpreted as a pretentious exemplification of what the art world can provide, Assho/e 
contributed something different. 

Although Assho/e played the same game in terms of formula, it was less pretentious. It was an 
exhibition of things that I personally liked. The Pongraz bubbly was replaced by Heineken. 
The sushi and oysters by Kentucky Fried Chicken. 

Strippers from the nearby-located 'Teazers' adult entertainment club replaced the bartenders. 
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The classical musical component was substituted by a recent music video by southern 
American group Outkast. This video was edited within a continuous seamless loop, to the 
extent that members of the audience only realised the repetition after a considerable period 
of time. 

Although the presentation appeared to be relatively random, I did include limited aesthetic 
devices. The green of the Outkast video was a formal link to that of the Heineken sculpture. 
The red of the Heineken logo to that of the KFC logo, and in turn to the red in the wall 
painting. 

The composition was broken by a pale blue and gold, which was incorporated with the 'hot 
pants' worn by the strippers. I designed these with the help of young fashion designer Richard 
de Jager. I based the design on a then recent Benny Benassi music video. 
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The exhibition was continually confronted by numerous individual commentaries and 
questions: 'But what does it mean?' 

[Rirkrit] Tiravanija often cites ludwig Wittgenstein's phrase: 'Don't look for the meaning. look for 
the use .' 

(Bourriaud 2000: II) 

,~,' 

ITS NOT EASY 

This work marked the last of my one night solo exhibitions as an attempt to enter an 
apologetic phase of my production. If Assho/e was an acknowledgement of my status within 
the Cape Town art sector at a given moment, It's Not Easy was meant to generate a different 
response. 

The work consists of re-edited footage from the Superman films portraying the superhero as 
a real person. According to Andrew Lamprecht, the video portrays 'the fall of the Man of 
Steel into a drunken shadow of his former self (Lamprecht 2004: 418). The soundtrack 
(which formed the inspiration for the piece) was produced by the band Five for Fighting, its 
lyrics allowing for similar interpretations. This particular piece had to mimic these lyrics very 
literally in order for it to be successful: 

I can't stand to fly 
I'm not that na·ive 
I'm just out to find 
the better part of me 
I'm more than a bird 
I'm more than a plane 
I'm more than some 
pretty face beside a train 
And it's not easy to be me 

The exhibition consisted of this re-edited footage presented simultaneously on ten plasma 
screens. Because of the music video nature of the work, it was to be presented synchronised 
every ten minutes or so. The space was to be painted chroma key blue, with a single red 
couch to break the colour. At the time I was working on other details, which were never 
realised. 

Both Assho1e and Muse (extremely expensive productions) were funded by a high-profile 
cigarette company. During the preparation stage of this exhibition, I received word that the 
company had strong feelings about me 'getting more mileage' out of the exhibitions than they 
did and were reconsidering their funding of my future projects, starting with It's Not Easy. 
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My liaison in the company had ethical issues with the promotion of cigarettes 
and quit her job, ironically moving on to work for the Heart Foundation. Her 
replacement showed no interest in the arts and focussed his budget 
elsewhere. 

As the show drew closer, I was hard at work with fundraising the event, but as time passed, I 
lost more interest in the show, probably because of the one-liner aspect of such an 
exhibition. I had no money, and felt like my exhibitions were becoming repetitive. I literally 
ignored the exhibition. Its only physical existence took place in magazine adverts, while the 
rest was uncared for. I was not interested in observing the audience arriving at a closed 
exhibition. I ignored the show, while still including it as an exhibition in my Curriculum Vitae. 
It appears as a listed solo exhibition in my entry in 10 Years 100 Artists. This is a logical 
extension of the process that I hinted at in the introduction to this document. 

Waddy Jones 
The Fantastic KI1I 
2 June - 1 9 June 2004 

Edward Young 
It 's Not Easy 
7 JUly 2004 

SAVE THE ED YOUNG KNEECAP FUND 
When Andrew Lamprecht curated his exhibition Cantra Mundi at the Association for Visual Art, 
J presented a contribution in response to my. loss of funding: 

Hili 

The inscription was not entirely untrue. It did represent my lack of funding, and more 
importantly, my lack of enthusiasm to gain such funding. Unable and unwilling to produce an 
artist's statement for the exhibition, Lamprecht merely noted that 'Ed Young is depressed'. This 
grabbed the attention of art patron Brett Kebble, who opened the exhibition. 

The work did not receive much attention, but I had hoped to make some money . .. not 
necessarily for art. The only real contributions came from fellow artist Matthew Hindley's R5
something, In her review, Carine Zaayman's sub-heading read: 'Ed Young's throwaway gesture 
did not deliver the necessary goods' (Zaayman 2004: 80). An anonymous serviette gesture from 
a gallery goer read: 
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The young artists involved in the creation of this exhibition had little attachment with such 
commentary. There was no underlying strategy. Artists were merely applying individual ideas to 
an exhibition, without much concern of what the general public was interested in seeing. Even 
though Lamprecht's exhibition translated as being 'against the world', this was not necessarily 
the intention of any individual artist. The exhibition served as a showcase/platform for young 
individuals expressing their concerns. It had very little to do with a current trend of bandwagon 
social issue based-work, seen at the time in numerous recent international representations, but 
rather individual dilemmas. The critics misconstrued this. As it is difficult for a 'white male' to 
rely on government funding, I wanted to include the public and buyers in raising my riches. 

I AM A POST-COLONIAL, RACIST, HOMOPHOBIC, MISOGYNIST, ANTISEMITE: 
HOW TO TOLERATE OTHER PEOPLE'S SHIT-MARKS ON THE TOILET WALL 
In a recent article by Mario Pissarra titled 'Decolonise the mind',BO Bruce Gordon was labelled 
as one of the most racist works produced during 2003: 

Certainly there is enough anecdotal evidence to support perceptions that art in South Africa 
remains centred on white privilege, and that in the post-apartheid era tile gatekeepers of art often 
act in ways that can at best be described insensitive to the barbarism of our imperial and colonial 
heritage. In my view the most vivid example of this is provided by Ed Young's Bruce Gordon, and the 
generally favourable reception of this 'very clever and very entertaining' worksl received in the art 
media. White South Africans staged a mock auction centred on the notion of selling someone as art 
(the 'work' was later 'donated' to the South African National Gallery). They did this less than a 
decade after the black majority acquired rights not to be treated as the property of whites, They 
did this a short walk from where human beings were sold into slavery. They did this in a context of 
increasing awareness of trafficking of woman and children, Yet we are expected to discuss this 
cheap act of self-publicity within the context of Western art and theory, If one of the premises of 

A clitique of Vuyile Voyiya and Julie McGee's documental)' film: 'The Luggage is Still Labeled: Blackness in South 
~~rican Art', Art South Africa, Vol. 2,. lssue 2, 2003, 

Pissarra cites Ivor Powell's award winning review: 'Ed Young: Bruce Gordon' in Art South Africa, Vol. 1, Issue 4, 2003, 

10a 

'real time' work is to bridge 'art' and 'life' , then Bruce Gordon presents a strong indictment of the 
failure of elements within the white art elite to bridge that gap, 

(Pissarra 2003: 37) 

There is a current critical tendency to indict young artists of this country for issues of the 
past. Although valid, this argument seems easy, un-engaging, self-prophesised and unappealing. 
Its intentions appear justified (in part at least), while it is mostly reliant on a kind of self
promotion through older liberal actions. As mentioned before, progress does not happen 
immediately, but my point here is that some of our older critics fail to see new strategies that 
younger artists are concerned with. Pissarra highlights the 'cheap act of self-publicity' while 
failing to engage with the piece on a more critical level, especially within a South African 
context. He does not mention Bruce's tattoo (which evokes links to slavery, Nazism, 
property, etc.) almost as if he is unaware of this aspect of the work. Nonetheless, he links the 
sale of Bruce Gordon to these critical aspects. 

It is not that the individuals involved accidentally overlooked this point, nor was it intended 
to make a racist statement, but rather to use sensitive elements that enhance the public's 
reception of an artwork. I am not trying to create awareness, and I certainly do not think that 
art can change the world, although I do believe that using sensitive issues concerning society 
does make a work of art more powerful. Although the seriousness of the social issues facing 
South Africa are extremely complex, I feel that space should be opened up to investigate 
other issues, such as the ,state of white privilege in South Africa. Unlike 'priviledged' artists 
who deal with personal and introspective issues in their work, I deliberately set myself up to 

be typecast as the 'nasty white guy' . By this action I aim to spark debate, as opposed to social 
tip-toeing and artificial political correctness. 

I find similar cliched contributions by some individuals that do directly investigate the unease 
of South African society, but their work becomes extremely literal and in my opinion, 
conceptually easy. As a result this leaves very little room for contemplation in the mind of the 
viewer, which could be the overriding factor by which such work becomes popular. Not only 
does the system thrive on this, but it also serves to ease guilt and as a money gatherin! 
strategy for both the viewer and the audience. 

A 'vivid' example of this is found in the recent high-profile exhibitions. Focussing on selling art 
at comfortable prices, a trend has developed to showcase portraits of black people and 
landscapes where bad things have happened, primarily to black populations. Such a capitalist 
venture seems exploitative to my mind, and has not been contested by local critics. 

A reason for this might be located in entrenching the comfort of a predominantly white 
audience when viewing portraits of dying black individuals, 

In order to protest unhealthy strategies within complex art systems, it is easier and more 
effective to do so from inside those systems, rather than rapid firing from the outside. These 
systems are more powerful than the individuals that contest them. 

There exists a current trend in the young white art scene that is not particularly interested in 
treading softly around social issues, as there is a realisation that these issues exist in real life, 
and not the 'fantasy land' of the art world. This is not from a position of ignorance or 
disinterest, but rather a case of exposing the machinery by which the art world operates. It is 
opposing similar power structures that young black artists are challenging. but from a 
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different angle. The so-called 'young white scene,82 would rather poke fun at and ignore the 
transparent insincerities of some of South Africa's leading art practitioners. If it has a cause it 
is probably this: art is about more than issues of social discomfort. They have been labelled 
Eurocentric, racist, rich and not much concerned with local issues, but these are the issues 
that fuel the work. 

By this I specifically refer to a collective known as Galerie Puta. 

In his article 'Dada and development in Cape Town', American 
~ '., ".-c,..,.,. •• ICt i-, .. ,..... 	 scholar Zachary Yorke wrote in respect of the theft of a 

sculpture of mine and the malicious vandalising of a my print at 
Andrew lamprecht's summer exhibition Picnic (Bell-Roberts, 
2003): 

~, ~ .., 
Apparently these occurrences are typical in Cape Town's avant-garde G "{".• (, .._) circles, apparently the thief acted on behalf of an art collaborative 

~" ... MoUf 

known as FlashArt [i.e. Go/erie PUla]. and apparently Cape Town's art"If; ............-. 

'._I(~ world is dangerously incestuous. a self-sustaining playground for rich 

kids posing as artists. 
(Yorke 2003: 13)" ..... 

"'~.,"4W. .......-,.. 	 GALERIE PUT A 
Puta is a delocalised gallery, initiated as a response to the fact 
that many significant young and edgy artists, as well as ourselves 
not being shortlisted in local art competitions. In particular, we 
were looking at the ABSA I'atelier award. Cameron Platter, 
Andrew Lamprecht and myself originally founded Puta. The idea 
was not to formulate a type of 'salon de refusees', but rather to 
provide a platform, both for ourselves as well as other artists in 
need of adequate exposure, 

Puta introduced itself to the Cape Town art circuit in the form of a curated exhibition called 
Meeting: Art in the Water Closet, a title adapted from an editorial title of the show, as we never 
actually got around to discussing a title. The exhibition was held in a bathroom, in the house 
that Bridget Baker had bought at the time. Platter was renting it, sharing the space with 
contemporary Flash artist Vuyisa Nyamende. 

Meeting proved to be a success. We invited a fairly small number of people, including 
significant individuals within the local art world. We showcased the works of a number of 
established artists, alongside fairly young and unknown ones. 

Platter did a performance. He willingly prepared many vodka Martinis. Lamprecht did a 
performance: he managed to clean and polish all the used Martini glasses to a brilliant shine 
(and sold one of his performances as an edition). Other artists included Sue Williamson, 
Abrie Fourie, Peet Pienaar and Bridget Baker. 

I decided not to do anything for the show (in an edition of frve), but insisted on having my 
vinyl cut lettering slightly larger than the other participating artists, as well as demanding red 
instead of the half tone grey that I originally suggested for all the others. 

VVhich ironically includes such members as Vuyisa Nyamende. 

11 

The second in the series was the secret exhibition. The exhibition was held on the night of 
prominent art gallerist Estelle Jacobs' birthday party. This ensured that none of the invited 

. guests would attend this exhibition. It was very secret. Lamprecht organised this one, so 
secret that at the time the other Directors did not know about it. Unaware, all the Directors 
of Puta were at the party, mingling with the A-crowd. 

The most interesting aspect of Puta was its development. The change from being an art 

facilitating company seamlessly morphed into an art collective, mainly responsive for 

negotiated performances. The defining moment in this transition occurred in Johannesburg. 

When invited to participate in Christian Nerfs 24/7 programme at the Johannesburg Art 

Gallery, Puta interfered by hijacking my personal invitation, 


The project was a performance. The requirement was that any given invited artist would 
participate by working in the space for 7 days, making up 24 hours in total. Puta realised a 
work for a consecutive 24 hour run, Le. a 24-hour performance. Starting at 6 pm, we left at 6 
pm the following day. The basic idea was to drink alcohol and play the game of global world 
domination, RiskBJ to kill time. We did this. We bought R 3 000 worth of drink and when we 
ran out of alcohol we phoned the assistant curator to bring some more. She did, 
Unfortunately this consisted of a single bottle of f(Jippies and no Coke Lite. This is a typical 
misunderstanding from one who is not au fait with the Puta way, In contradisctinction, 
Tommy, the Johannesburg-based Administrator of Galerie Puta arrived with a cooler bag 
groaning with iced beverages, We finished the project. Nerf kept an ashtray. 

83 
Introduced to the collective by honorary Pula member and Amsterdam-based contemporary artist. educated by Mieke 

8al. Steve McQueen and Marlene Dumas: Zen Marie. 
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GALERIE PUTA 'S ASHTRA Y FROM ART AS USUAL. 2003. CHRISTIAN NERF. 

STORM 
Stonn proved to be a valuable platform for Puta. The three Directors decided to have three 
simultaneous solo exhibitions at the NSA in Durban. 

The press release stated: 

Galerie Puta, a highly successful. non-venue specific conceptual gallery. launched in Cape Town early 
last year, is proud to colonise the NSA Gallery for the exclusive use of its highly regarded curatorial 
team of head honchos, Cameron 'the Don' Platter, Andrew 'Fluffy' Lamprecht and Ed 'One Eye' Young 
from May 18 to 23. Their three solo shows, all coinCidentally entitled 'Storm', will be held concurrently 
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in the NSA space. These exhibitions will interrogate issues such as idleness, assassination, insider 
trading on the jSE, random beatings, vodka martinis, the historical philosophy of Hegel and dirty livin'. 

Platter's last show at the joao Ferreira in january 2004 received considerable critical acclaim. Young 
has held a series of 'One Night' events, the last also taking place in January at the Bell-RobertS Gallery 
in Cape Town. Lamprecht' s last show was 'Alterier' in AugusrJ September 2003, coinciding with the 
Impact! International Printmaking Conference. 

The curatorial staff of Galerie Puta are known for their fearless challenging of the status quo in, the 
South African art world, their deep commitment to development and outreach projects and for being 
exceedingly pleasant people. 

(http://www.artthrob.co.zalO4may/listings_kzn.html#gputa) 

As this was a very successful exhibition, it marked trouble for Puto. At the time I was getting a 
lot of attention from international curators and local buyers. I was excluded from discussions 
regarding Puta artworks to the extent that I was neglected and left sleeping on the day of 
installation, after a particularly draining all-night executive business meeting. It was at this time 
that Eminem released a single with his band, D 12, relating the fact that no one cares about his 
band but rather focuses on his own accomplishments.84 If truth be told, Cameron Platter is 
frequently unavailable and busy with pressing book club commitments and Andrew Lamprecht 
lacks originality, as demonstrated by his recent exhibitions.as However the show opened with 
enormous success, including walkabouts, question and answer sessions and student talks. 

Puta produced an adequate exhibition as usual. 

84 
85 	See Appendix C. 

Such as Flip , Iziko Michaelis Collection, The Old Townhouse, 2004. 
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MY BEERDRUNK SOUL IS SADDER THAN ALL THE DEAD CHRISTMAS TREES OF THE 
WORLD86 

Upon arrival back in Cape Town I realised that I could not work with the collective anymore. 
At this point Eminem released the song How Come, a follow up from My Band in which the band 
express concerns like 'we don't even talk no more',S7 obviously ironic. I found D 12's songs 
clearly relevant. 

While I was plotting a subtle escape from Puta, I was asked by the Johannesburg Art Gallery to 
do another Ga/erie Puta performance. I replied that Puta would not perform unless paid. The 
curators agreed to relinquish R 3 000, with information that no other artists received funding 
for the project. The money would hardly cover our air tickets to Johannesburg. 

I did not want to participate, having already seen some of the Negotiate projects and Platter 
wanted to go to Brazil. Petulantly, Lamprecht insisted on us participating. He threatened to go 
on his own. 

The exhibition was about reconciliation. Ignoring the fact that the invitation clearly stated that 
we headlined the final phase of the exhibition, we decided not to attend but rather to donate 
the fee to friend and collaborator, Bruce Gordon, in a worthless attempt at reconciling. Gordon 
was not convinced but took the cash. 

In spite of this intervention being acknowledged as the highlight of the entire Negotiate project, 
individual Directors have been confronted with hurtful comments and actions by the 
comparatively inexperienced, depressed and wretched members of the curatorial team. In 
attempts at wheedling free drinks, they have even been known to go so far as to allege that the 
money was not given to Gordon, but spent on alcohol. This is not the Puta way. 

87 Taken from Cha~es Bukowski's Factotum (Bukowski 1981 : 64) , 

See appendix D. 
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Galerl8 Pula 
2A Dysart Road 
Green POIOt 
Cape Town 
BOO 1 

November 3, 2004 

Bruce Gordon 
Jo'Burg Bar 
222 Long Street 
Cape T own 
800t 

Dear Sir 

Re. Attempted Act of Reconciliation 

Pleas!) find enclosed the amount of R3 000. We wish for this to act on behalf of the directors of 
the highly successful Galeria Pula , as an act of reconciliation for the iII·mannered way In which 
we treated your bar in the past five years or so. These include (inler alia): 

Theft of cheap liquCf 
The deliberate damage to furniture in pointless efforts of self~tutr~menl 
Sexually harassing spouses of long term employees 
The endorsement of k>ose woman 
The uncanny exploitDlIon of public lavatories 
Random bea1mgs when deemed necessary 

The occa5lOnal bomb throat 

The general mal treatment of patrons 

The slight abUse of your generosity 

Excessive references to the historical philosophy of Hegel 

And the occasional lnsutting of your wife 


We do realise that this compensation wi ll nol yet mect tho qualitIes of a long-term friendship bul , 
as a respected organisation, we strongly feal lhat this could manifest in the start of a beautiful and 
newly found fru itful relationship. We llnagana thai you are aware of our financially cnpplad 
Situation but. as an lOnovalive organisation, we managed to wangle some cash out of fhe 
Johannesburg Art Gallery. wilh whom we believe to have e.slabllshed a long term professional 
relationship. 

Sincerety yours 

The Directors 

Galene PUla 


h 
, 


\. 
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When invited to submit two video works in a small seaside town in Belgium called Bredene, I 
presented Damn Those Biuhes Represent and Killing Teddy. The exhibition, Grasduinen I, was 
one of the S.M.A.K. (City Museum of Actual Art) in Ghent's satellite projects curated by Cis 
Bierinckx. It was an exhibition that showcased young artists as well as well-known names 
from the S.M.A.K. collection, including Vito Acconci, Wim Delvoye, Philippe Parreno, and 

Marlene Dumas. 
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Damn Those Bttc:hes Represent

Killing Teddy 2002
2001 

Killing Teddy is a work in which I administer a number of beatings and various other forms of 
random acts of sadistic cruelty on fluffy toys. The piece has very little to do with childhood 
trauma, as some have speculated in the past. It was merely produced as a component of an 
installation for my final year in an undergraduate programme. 

Damn Those Bitches Represent presents a situation where the viewer is forced to engage with 
an American cheerleader's buttocks for a considerable length of time. The footage was taken 
from a film called Not Another Teen Movie (200 I). It is a spoof on the film Bring It On (2000). 
which revolves around a white middle class cheerleading squad who have been 'ripping' 
cheers from a black squad in a poverty-stricken area. The white group is caught in a catch-22 
situation when the black squad is invited to participate in the state cheerleading 
championships. My work is a reworked section of the spoof. which I found particularly 
interesting in terms of the South African art situation. The duration of the loop varies from 
one exhibition showing to the next, but the original footage is always presented: 

We are the North Compton Wildcats 
We're black. we know it 
We shake our big booties and show it 
We ain't white 
We ain 't white 
We definitely ain't white 
Break it down niggers 

A few weeks prior to the Bredene exhibition I was invited to 
come up with a performance for the show's opening. I originally 
presented the idea of having a braai. knowing that I would come 
up with something more exciting closer to the time. I was 
unable to come up with a better idea. I made a braai. 

During attempts at conceptual ising a stronger piece, I presented 
the organisers with variations of the performance, none of 

which I was not particularly satisfied with. This caused a great deal of confusion as 
preparations for the show had to be made. It was only a few days before my departure to 

Belgium that I decided to revert to the original idea, in a decision to keep things simple. 

CIS BIERINCKX PAINTING MY 
BANNER 

1 .... ,c;" 

Upon arrival in Bredene, I introduced myself to a number of people 
called Peter,aa 'Hi, I'm Ed', I to which most of them (almost without 
exception) responded: 'Ah, the famous Ed Young' at which point the 
curator embarrassingly scuttled off to attend to more important 
duties. 

MY FRIEND DAN'S CRAPPY 90'S MIX 
I did a performance. The group of Peters, not much involved in the 
arts. were confused as well as organised. As with Killing Teddy and 
Damn Those Bitches Represent, everything was arranged by the 
curator. I only needed to arrive and perform. I had a braai. I was also 
given two substantial marquee tents in the likely event of rain. With 
everything literally being done for me I thought it a good idea to not 
do anything physical at all. other than the braai. I asked the curator 
to paint my banner. which he did. Throughout the discussions, there 
was considerable miscommunication as to what I was supposed to do 
and what was to happen at the opening reception. The curator 
insisted that I did not concern myself too much with these 
technicalities, as he felt my performance more important than what 
the organisers had planned. They had not realised that my 
performance was in fact an opening reception. 

I requested things. They had arranged for 300 pieces of boerewors, 
which would ensure that I would not run out of performance time. 
Considering the amount of people attending. to run out of food 
would be inadvisable. I demanded a lot of beer for the audience; they 
gave me a couple of kegs. A strange conflict developed between my 
'opening function' and that of the Peter who organised the event. He 
had arranged for delicious snacks and elegant wines as well as a 
contemporary brass band to open the proceedings. At the same time I was provided with a 
large PA system through which I pumped an old mix of tracks that my friend Dan and I used 
to play at Jo'burg bar and other venues during 2000-200 I. This consisted of Nineties R&B 
tracks, which (at the time) ensured a couple of lemons and other obscure items being 
launched at our heads. Because there was no official programme I decided to interrupt the 
brass band as soon as they hit their peak. I started off with a very loud version of Montell 
Jordan's This is How We Do It. 

This generated some tension between the audience and myself, but their discomfort was 
soon smoothed over by the provision of boerewors. After a few Belgian beers my interaction 
with some of the audience improved (and I suspect that not all of them were involved in the 
arts, as I was told that my performance was the 'best work on the exhibition'). The guests 
were happy at the thought of a second helping. After approximately two hours I became 
tired, and it was getting cold. I had also consumed vast amounts of beer myself. The sausage
eating attendees would have nothing of my thoughts of retirement, so much so that I told 
them to 'fuck off'. When this did not work I handed over my tongs with the instructions: 'do 
it yourself then'. I was released from my duties by an eager clan of sausage grillers and retired 

88 
See The Four Peter.;: an excerpt of Elan Gamaker's review of the exhibition titled 8redene Habits: Appendix A 
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for drinks with fellow artist Alexandra Zwaal-Kallos, soon to be joined by everyone involved 
in the exhibition.89 

To this day I am not entirely sure why I was the only artist to present three works. I was also 
the only young artist to be written about in the intelY'iew with Cis Bierinckx in the catalogue, 
in which he somehow compares me to Wim Delvoye. Below follows a translation of the 
catalogue entry (my translation): 

je hebl Ed Young uilgenodigd om een performance uille voeren bij de opening van Grasduinen. Waarom 
predes deze jange ZUid-Afrikaan? 

Toen ik verleden jaar in Zuid-Afrika was, ben ik toevallig op Ed Young gestoten. Ik las enkele 

artikels over het soort anarchistiche performances die hij uitvoerde en werd eenvoudigweg door 

hem en zijn acties geboeid. Hij is een rebel, iemand die er van houdt om het publiek op het 

verkeerde been te zetten. Wat hij doet. situeert zich altijd ergens tussen bitterheind, wansmaak, 

cynisme en amusement. Hij valt moeilijk te klasseren; het is zelfs moeilijk uit te maken of hij al dan 

niet een kunstenaar is. Hij heft bijvoorbeeld zijn eigen collectioneur ooit bij Sotheby's te koop 

aangeboden. Young is een gokker die zichzelf afvraagt: 'Wat betekent al die kunsr. die zwendel 

eromheen, die entourage en die hype die soms met kunst gepaard gaat1' Daarnaast stelt hij ook 

zichzelf als kunstenaar in vraag. Volgens mij is hij met boeiende materie bezig en interessant genoeg 

om uit te nodigen. Hij is een anarchist. net als Wim Delvoye, die ondertussen wei de ladder van de 

faam opgeklommen is. Van Ed Young valt af te wachten hoe het publiek reageert op zijn werk en 

zijn performance. 


You invited Ed Young 10 do a performance at the opening of Grasduinen. Why exaaly this young South 
African? 

When I was in South Africa last year, I happened to come across Ed Young. I read a couple of 

articles about his sort of anarchistic performances and became interested in his actions. He is a 

rebel , someone that likes to antagonise the public. What he does is situated somewhere between 

bitterness, bad taste, cynicism and amusement. He is hard to classify; it's even hard to make out if 

he is even an artist. For example, he presented his own collector for sale at Sotheby's. Young asks 

the question: 'What does all this art mean, the buzz around it. the entourage and the hype that is 

often associated with art'. Then he also puts himself as artist in question. According to me he is 

busy with gripping material and interesting enough to invite. He is an anarchist. like Wim Delvoye 

who recendy climbed the ladder of fame. It will be interesting to see how the public respond to Ed 

Young's work and his performance. 


(Bierinckx 2004: 43) 

... 

89 
See Appendix B 
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ST. MOTHERFUCKING MAXIM'S DAY 
I travelled to Paris, France. I enquired about the Palais de Tokyo (a contemporary art 
museum), as I wanted to see one of the directors, Nicolas Bourriaud (co-directed by Jerome 
Sans) . I needed to deliver a copy of a documentary that I made with Andrew Lamprecht on 
occasion of the 50th Venice Biennale, which featured Bourriaud a great deal. 

An associate, Max Raffard, informed me of a shop in the museum that sold vintage Nike shoes 
for no apparent reason which I found interesting for a museum that deals with serious issues 
of globalisation. We joked about stealing the shoes. I was serious. I thought it could be a nice 
piece. We gathered a team of five people and investigated the security system, realising that 
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the guard spent most of his time in his office between 7 pm and 9 pm. I found a pair of 
vintage Adidas which happened to be in my size. 

We went back the following night and I stole the shoes while Max was filming me from inside 
the gallery. This is another piece where chance played a crucial role and (possibly) saved the 
piece. Originally, the idea was to create a three-channel video: Raffard filming from the inside, 
me carrying a rolling camera as if I was just carrying it, and aCtress Melody Abad filming the 
entrance of the space, capturing my entrance and exit. 

Apart from this team, we had a driver of a car who would take everybody home, and a 
SCOoter waiting for me at the entrance as an escape vehicle. 

While filming, the outside camera ran into problems and we were left with two channels. 

Max Raffard bumped into an acquaintance from the Ecole des Beaux Arts, whom he 
interviewed; I suspect partly because he was nervous and because he was attempting to 

12~ 

disgu ise himself as a tourist filming sl>meone else. This, for me, saved 
the video. The dialogue between M~x and Fabrice formed the banal 
tension , which provides the piece With the necessary content. 

I escaped on the back of a scooter. 

BIG IN GHENT 
In the beginning there was nothing. And the Lord said ' let there be light' 
and there was still noth ing, but no .... you could see it. 90 

I have always intended to master th t! art of doing as little as absolutely 
BRtoGET BNCERpossible. I even aimed at convincing a group of swdents that for me the ultimate performance me BLUE COUAR GIRL,...

would be to be flown out to a forei~n exhibition and do exactly what the audience comes GHENT 
BELGIUM

there for: drink the wine and talk a bit of art nonsense and not be much concerned with the 

I was invited to Ghent to do absolutely nothing. Kendell Geers, who proposed Sophie ~' ~l~' 

work on display. 

It is not that I think that art should be ignored on purpose; I find that most art bores 
me. This has left some questioning illy involvement in the arts. The fact is that I don't 
like 'art' . I don 't like the industry. I li ke the bickering, the backstabbing and constant 
references to: 'but I did it first' and 'she stole my idea'. Basically I like the bullshit. And it 
is not that I really dislike all the art. I just think that my work is better. 

.~-

. 

.. 
.
"'%.4.~ » ~ "7
. tr'J ,4 ,. . '~. ,q .. 
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Perryer as curator, originally initiattld the exhibition . Perryer excused herself from the , ," .. 


project well in advance as she probi\.bly realised that this kind of project was almost J '~,~. ' 

impossible to pull off given the timeframe. Geers, who initially demanded of me to come ~" if~,r,L 

up with a good concept because he 'didn't want to shit in his own backyard',91 also lost 

interest as he was involved in a 'fuC~ing intense'92 workshop with Marina Abramovich . 


Only a handful of artists were invited as opposed to an initial larger group: Hentie van 

der Merwe, Carol-Anne Gainer, Bridget Baker, Teboho Mahlatsi and myself. We were 

hosted by Vooruit, programmed by Eiarbara Raes and Eva de Groote, in conjunction with 

the Flanders International Film Festival. Unfortunately, we were abandoned by our own 


CAROL-AHJriIE GAaNEA 
PERfOlUlAllC"curators and administrators. ,... 

GHENT 
BELGIUM 

Do not let a couple of young South Africans loose to do as they please: 
absolute chaos will ensure. I spent Ihost of my time in the bar, Baker managed 

'a beautiful extension of her Blue Collar Girl, while Gainer stuck to her original 
proposal. Hentie made some placen-.ats for the restaurant where we ate soup 
on a daily basis. We barely saw him, 

The South African debate came up a couple of times. A memorable moment I / .:..tIIIII 
was after the Brasse Vannie Kaap peiiormance when I was sitting backstage 
taking advantage of the free Belgian beer. Four journalists were interviewing '-l~

Mr. Fat, one of the main MCs from 'Brasse'. I was listening to his input about 

MR.FAT 
90 

VOORUIT
Gillick cit ing Terry Pratchett in Impossibility: The Limits of Science and the Science of Limits, John D. Barrow, Oxford GHEl>IT 

BEl.GlUM 
~riversity Press, 1998 (Gillick 2000: 45). 

92 Informal email conversation with Kendell Gllers, 19 June 2004. 

Informal email conversation wilh Kendell ~rs , 28 October 2004. 
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South Africa and its young artists, when Fat got increasi-ngly angry and spouted little sense 
about the bad situation as to why the young white artists are so very racist and why it is so 
hard to be coloured in a developing South Africa. 

Given that what Fat was saying is true to a large extent, he neglected to note similar 
strategies emanating from the very people he was attacking. Many young South Africans 
address a similar cause within the arts. He became more aggressive. I find this kind of 
dishonesty, excluding the facts alarming. especially when fed to a confused first-world society. 
It took me about fifteen minutes of impatience to interrupt the interviews with: 'You're 
talking absolute kak'. Mr. Fat, alarmed at realising he was sitting next to an Afrikaans speaking 
South African in the first place, went red with anger and proclaimed: 'Kom hier, ek sa' jou 
klap!' This sent our assistant Valerie into a complete frenzy at the thought of me - skinny Ed 
being beaten up by an extremely large Mr. Fat. 

I was surprised that Geers managed to attend a seminar of ours as he refused to host it in 
the first place. He contributed some commentary about uniformed young South African 
artists, but the conversation was carefully steered back into position by Bierinckx, who was 
hosting the forum and somehow understood the current funding issue in South Africa. Some 
members from Brosse (with the obvious exception of Mr. Fat) attended the seminar: mainly 
the B-boys as well as drummer, Sean Ou Tim, from Godesso, who also performed at the 
festival. It was interesting to get these performers involved in the conversation and to find 
that the performers had as bad, if not worse of a struggle than visual artists. 

My piece, Do Nothing, somehow marked an end to a specific mode of production that I was 
dealing with during the past few years. Although I wanted to leave my production open ended 
in this dissertation, stopping mid-sentence so to speak, I realised that my production wi" take 
on a different role in the future . What wi" be is unclear at present, but the seminar that I 
presented in Ghent seemed to package everything together. Combined with my doing nothing 
project, the whole MFA project seemed to come to a logical conclusion, and this was evident 
in my presentation in Ghent. 

Geers left early but left with a statement 'Let me just tell you all this: This is the first time 
that Ed has done what a curator has told him ... and I am very disappointed.' 

Apparently he really was. 

DO NOTHING. 2004_VOORUrT. GHENT. BELGIUM 
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APPENDIX A 
THE FOUR PETERS 
Ed Young's audacious performance piece - a braai - soon tumed allegorical. Somewhere in the skewed (skewered!) 
logic of reheo!lllf food above charcoal (our hosts had provided pre-cooked chipolatas that resembled dildo casts gone 
horribly wrong) came a disquiet highly uncharacteristic of the 8e1gians. 

As if the show itself were collapsing under the weight of counter-colonialism (Young has always wanted a Weber), an 
unlikely approbation with regard to the braai's stupidity melted into appreciation with regard to its gustatory integrity. 

But this soon conflagrated into a rage at what were undersubscribed portions. Tall chino-wearers came to the rescue 
with freshly reconstituted pork replenishments. 

And their names were Peter. Peter to a man, a parental act of democracy designed to keep even nomenclature as even
keeled as the weather-beaten barks bobbing against the jetties. 

Culture Peter was in charge of administration, devoting himself to red tape with the aplomb of an Indian gentleman set 
to profit directly from partition. 

Soccer Peter had something do with the organisation of the reception, but it seems not even the footballers of the 
illustrious 8e1gian leagues are immune to a 8redonian destiny. He spent most of his time lamenting his distant days as a 
professional soccer player. 

Creepy Peter's involvement was largely unclear, but his mere presence provoked discomfort among women and a 
gender identity crisis in just about every man. 

And Unnamed Peter, a SMAK employee, gets the nod here not merely because of his name but for the distinctively 
Flemish alacrity with which he set about the task of becoming invisible. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE LOVE SQUARE 
Awash with liquor in a late-night tavern like bow-legged scabbies ashore for replenishments, we soon found ourselves 
caught up in a love square - a love triangle with an extra participant. 

In the red comer was Ed. in another a nameless ingenue dubbed Tinkerbell (polka dot dress and matching Dorothy 
slippers). along with her hapless boyfriend Steven (an absentee landlord in the house of love) and Plum Girl (an expert 
in the combination of fantasy and defamation designed to drag Steven's name through the mud). 

Conflict soon ensued. scarcely helped by Ed's manipulative and mendacious disclosure about his homosexuality, leaving 
Tinkerbell in a crisis, Steven (potentially) in a quandary and Plum Girl in tears (her claims that her first sexual 
experience had been with a woman were met with a dear acknowledgement by Ed: 'Fuck ofI'). 

By the time the locals of the Helvetia had gone home to prepare for their hangovers, we were left with the elegy of a 
sartorially challenged local artist who was, after decades in the game, still confused with his twin brother: 'I've spent half 
my life being someone I'm not.' 

Therewith we retreated, past the empty family homes and garden gnomes waiting patiently for season, through farms 
unpredictably set in the middle of the road, and along the flat pale sandy beach to our anny camp-style lodgings. 

Sleep was fitful, haunted by broad-cheeked people who showed us blueprints for 2004 mediaeval architecture. 
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APPENDIX C 
012 I MYBANO 
[Eminem] 
I don't know dude, I think everyone's all jealous and shit, 
Coz I'm like the lead sincer of the band dude, 
And I think everybody's got a fucken problem with me dude, 
And they need to take it up with me after the show, because 

[Chorus - Eminem] 
These chicks don't even know the name of my band 
But they're all on me like they wanna hold hands 
Coz once I blow they know that I'll be the man 
All because I'm the lead sincer of my band 

[Eminem] 
So I get offstage right, drop the mic 
Walk up to these hot chicks and I'm all like 
'Sup ladies, my names Slim Shady, I'm the lead singer of D-12 baby' 
They're all like 'Oh my God it's him!, Becky oh my fucking God it's Eminem!, I swear to fucking God that you fucking 
rock, please Marshall please let me suck your cock' 
Now by now, the rest of the fellas get jealous 
Especially when I drop the beat and do my acapellas 
All the chicks start yellin' all the hot babes 
Throw their bras and their shirts and their panties on Stage 
So like every single night they pick a fight with me 
But when we fight it's kinda like sibling rivalry 
Coz they're back on stage the next night with me 
"Dude I just think your tr'ylng to steal the light from me" 
Yesterday Kuniva tried to pull a knife on me 
Coz I told him Jessica Alba is my wife-to-be 
This rockstar shit is the life for me 
And all the other guys just despise me B cox 

[Chorus - Eminem] 
These chicks don't even know the name of my band 
But they're all on me like they wanna hold hands 
Cox once I blow they know that I'll be the man 
All because I'm the lead singer of my band 

[Bridge - Eminem] 
My band, my band, my band, my band, my band, my band, my band, my band. my baaaaaaaaand, my band baby 

[Swift] 
You just wanna see a niga backwards don't youl 
Ain't that how come we don't rap pro tours 
Smash these vocals an d do a perlonnance 
But we in a van and he in a tour bus 
You don't want my autetgraph youse a liar 
And nah I'm Swift 
(Oh I thought you were Kuniva) 
What the hell is wrong with our dressing room! 
Cause our shit is smaller then like a decimal 
See I know how to rap, it's simple but 
All I did is read a Russell Simmons book 
So I'm all in tact tryinc to get on the map 
Ooinc jumpinciacks while getting whipped on my back 

[!] 
look at Em little punk-ass thinkinc he the shit 
*Yea I know man by himself taking all the clicks 
Ay I thought we had an interview with OJ Clue 
[Eminem] No I had an interview, not you two 
You gon be late for sound-check 
*Man I ain't going 2 sound-check 
Our mics is screwed up 
*And his always sound best 
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*You no what man, imma say something. aiyo Em 
[Eminem] You got something to sayl 
*Man no 
I thought you was about to tell him off man, whats upl 
*Man imma tell him when I feel like man shutup 
*And you alnt even back me up we supposed to be crew 
Man I was about to talk right after you 
*Oh man whatever 
I swear, I swear man 

[Chorus - Emlnem] 
These chicks don't even know the name of my band 
But they're all on me like they wanna hold hands 
Coz once I blow they know that I'll be the man 
All because I'm the lead singer of my band 

(proof] 
They say the lead singers rock but the group is not 
Once we sold out arenas to amusement parks 
I'm gonna let the world know that Proof is hot 
I should cut his mic oft" when the music starts (Aiyo wh-) 
Ready to snap on a dumb-ass fan 
Every time I hear "Hey dude I loye your band!" 
We ain't a band bitch, we don't play instruments 
So why he getting 90 and we only get 10 percent 
And these guys acting funny every area code 
"Proof carry my bag" bitch carry your own 
Can't make it to the stage, security in the way 
Who the fuck are you! 

[Bizarre] 
Godammit I'm sick of this group 
Time for me to go solo and make some loot 
I told you I made the beats and wrote all the raps 
Till Kon Artist. slipped me some crack 
"Lose Yourselr video - I was in the back 
"Superman" video - I was in the back 
For the media, I got some suggestions 
Fuck Marshall, ask us the questions 
like who are 0-12, how we get started 
(But what about Eminem!) 
Bitch are you retarded! 
Anyway I'm the popularest guy in the group 
Big ass stomach, bitches think I'm cute 
Diddy told me to do sit-ups to get buff 
Did 2 and a half and couldn't get up 
Fuck [)"12, I'm outta this band 
I'm bout to start a group with the real Roxanne 

[Eminem] 

Girl why can't you see you're the only one for me 

And it just tears my ass apart to know that you don't know my name 

You don't know my name 

[Bizarre] 

These chicks don't even know the name of my band (Haha) 

But they're all on me like they wanna hold hands (Fuck Marshall) 

Coz once I blow they know that I'll be the man (Yea) 

All because I'm the new...... (Hahahah) 


[Eminem " Bizarre] 

My band, my band. our band. your band, our band , Roxanne, Shauntan 


- Mexican Accent] 
the lead singer of my band I get all the girts to take off their underpants 

I'm the lead singer of my band my salsa makes all the pretty girts want to dance 
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My salsa 

Look out for my next single it's called "My Salsa" 


My salsa salsa salsa salsa 

My salsa makes all the pretty girls want to dance and take off their underpants 

My salsa makes all the pretty girls want to dance and take off their underpants 

My salsa 

Where did everybody go! 
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APPENDIX D 
DI2 I HOW COME 
Eminem:] So I changed huh! You got a phone. pick it up. call me 

[Chorus: Eminem1 
How come we dont even talk nO more 

And you dont even call no more 
We dont barely keep in touch at all 
And I dont even feel the same love when we hug no more 
And I heard it through the grape vine we even beefin now 
After all the years we been down 
Aint no way no how. this bullshit can be trUe 
We family and aint a damn thing changed, unless it's you 

(Verse I: Eminem] 
So young, so full of life in vibrant side by side wherever you 
weres ridin i went 
So close. almost on some bonnie and clyde shit 
When ronnie died you weres right by my side with a sholder to 
cry on 
Tissue to wipe my eyes, and a bucket to catch every tear i cried 
inside it 
You even had the same type of childhood i did 
Sometimes i just want to know why is it that you surcame to 
yours 
And mine i survived it. you ran the streets, i 9 to S'd it 
We grew up. grew apart, as time went by us, then i blew up 
To both yours and mine surprises 
Now i feel the vibe i just cant describe it 
As much as your pride tries to hide it 
Your cold, you touch its like ice 
In your eyes is the look of resenment 
I can sense it, and i dont like it 

[Chorus] 

(Verse 2: Kon Artis] 

It was my dream at first to be on spittin a verse 
On my own album with. deal but shit got burst 
So i came out i woulda killed a nigga first 
Before i let him disrespect me and check me over some worste 
Some bitch that i wasnt with i would hit her then quit 
BUt you wou Id pull a mlk with her and tell her she was the 
shit 
I told you dont get involved in it. you was smokin the chron 
with her 
Comin out of the bar with her stumblin half drunk 
Uke yall was husband and wife or somethin 
But me catchin her f'*kin other niggers musm hurt you pride or 
somethin 
Cuz you wont f'*k at the mouth with people like you wanted with 
me 
When all i tried to do was show your bitch was shifty 
And ever since the fans and all the shit that i produced 
You actin like i aint you man and lyin like she can't be loose 
But i am really you friend, i'm jus trying to tell you the 
truth 
But dont hate the game or the player 
Cuz the one that is changing is you 

[Chorus1 

(Verse 3: Proof] 

You're only at the top cuz my homie had to stOp 
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Eminem:] So I changed huh! You got a phone. pick it tall me 

come we even talk nO more 
dont eYen all no more 

We barely In tooch at all 
And I dont even same love when we no more 
And I heard it through the vine we even now 
Aft. all the we been 
AInt no way no this bullshit can be tnJe 
We family and alnt a damn thing changed. unless It's you 

life in vibrant side by side wherev. you 
WUe$ went 
So dose, almost on .ome bonnie and clyde shit 
When ronnie died you were. right by my side with II sholder to 

Oil 

to wipe my eyes, and a bucket to catch every tear cried 
Inside it 
You eYen had the same of childhood i did 
Sometimes i just want to why is it that you .urame to 

mine I survived it, you I"1lll the streets, I ') to S'd it 
We up, grew as time went by U', then blew up 
To and surprises 

the vlbe I cant desalbe it 
A. much a. your tries to hide it 
Your cold, touch its like ice 

your eyes the look of resenment 
can sense it, and i dont like it 

[Chorus] 

[Verse 2: Kon Artis] 

It was my dream at first to be on 
On my own album with a deal but 
So tame out woolda killed a 
Before i let him disrespect me me over some worste 
Some bitch that wunt with I would hit h. then quit 
BUt you woo Id pull a mlk with her and tell her she wa the 
shit 
I told dont get involved in ie, you was smokin the ehron 
with 
Com!n out of the bar with her stumblin half drunk 
Uke yall was husband and wife or somethln 
But me catchin her f'*kin other niggers musca hurt you pride or 
somethin 
CUll you wont f'*k at the mouth with people like yoo 'MInted with 
me 
When all i tried to do was show 
And ever since the fans and all shit that i 
You actin like aint man and lyin like can't be loose 
But i am really you j'm jus trying to tell you the 
truth 
But done hate the 
ell" the one that is is yoo 

[Chorus] 

[Verse 3: Proof] 

You're only at the top (ll" my homie had to stOp 

!iw'pri1ie!i 
ta'" de.cribe it 

as your tri". to hide it 
you toueh its like ice 

eyes i. the jook of .""""m,,'" 
it, and j daM like it 

Koo Artl,] 

It W'I_~ my dream 
On my own 
$oi (:Wtme 
Ilo1",~ i let 
$<:'11"11 bitch that 
IlJiIJllt ya~ woold 
~hit 
I told 
wkh 

'&O§lfllethl n 
ewe yOIl woot fO"k 

I;k~ i aim 
really you 

hate the game or the playe, 
afle thu is changing is yoo 

Proof] 

with 
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Now we actin like i gotta live only for the block 
Homies in the hood only she be on the wbe 
Only gossip on the porch get to speakin on who 
Fools i used to rap with all expect magic 
like my finger get to snappin and *pooI* it jus happen 
But PROOF is jus actin out the party was stoned 
Shady made it so my babys aint starvin at home 
See the devil in you grin since the ghetto we been friends 
Whenever real intelligence chats forever till the end 
I be the hatred in your eyes and the satan in your lives 
And wastln my times with these snakes in disguise 
(how come) when you talk its with bitter is fight 
And (hOW come) it's my fault for what you did with your life 
And everytime i go to hear you and play you look away 
We barely embrace, you can't even look me in my face. 

[Chorus} 
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[Chorus} 
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[Chorus} 
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Cultuufscl1epen Steve Vindenb.,[ghe brachf lNoensdag .1 
een bezoek aan de Kroatl~the kunrtenares Mltlana Sabl" die 
\/Olop aan de slag was met hoa r In de Dulnenschoo! gecrel!er
de kunstweri(. (foto MM) 

Met Grasdulnen 1, het eerste lulk van een 
hoogstaande tentoonstelting die vanaf 3 april 
op diverse lokatles in Bredefle wordt georganl
see rd. werpt de samenwerklng tussen het ge
meentebestilur en het SMAK voor het eerst 
zlJn vruchten af. Het Stede fijk Museum voor 
Actuele Kunst uit Gent zorgt nameHJk voor de 
Invu ll ing van hat project, dat de kamende we
ken en~;ele befaamde exponenten van de he
dendaagse kunst voorstelt 

tatIll\lD 7llllc kt.J.ru;t.. 

(8\ zijli ~k\\lckkeode vidco-instaUatie •.De iws" cip~\el-
len.

Grasdwncn bleiIl jOngo kunstcnnuro odk de knos cen week 
tr.o pllllltsc te creiire~ , ,,Dc keUlC is "Oar dezl' cet:Stc editic 
jlC)'allen op de Kroatische klln, \tl\:lre& Mlljana Babic. die 
eeninstallatic ~ neerpoten in hel QPvanglol:aal ,.all de ba
Jis~hool1)u1ncn, l~gellQverncl gcmeenlehuis'· . aJdus n"g de 
cultuurscb~pt:Il. i:kt ' ce, AnIO Diez (Ryckewaertsnof) zo\! 
'plaals biooen drul vroeg .....erk van Panam=!!ko. MarJ~t 
DUllllU (Zuid-Afl'ika), Btl Young, Robert Gober lVS) tin de 
Zwil~erse ltUnstenaars Josef Felix Millier en Sil;veD Blum en 
in htt Locrismeboreau la!, nls pubJieksloJdt.er. hilt week Pro
pagu D l VllIl Wiro Delvoye gee~scerd word.:n. 

Braa! met boetellwors 

AJs cultuurschepen kiln Vanden~ghl) na:lr eigen zeggeD 
ni~t.S and.m; dan gelulddg zijn met een initiatief als Grasdul
DW ..Het is een ~xponcn! van d~ mooerrusrring die we de 
voorbije jaren doarvoenlen in het t)ultuurbeleid, Elina twee 
amblsierinij nen lang hehben we Seplaveid aan de weg naor 
ecn volwaardige plaa~ voar hedeodllagse kunsl in eigen. ge
m::tl1!e, Het is ondertussen meet. ved mee<l' gewordeo . 
OtInkzlj OllZe snml!Dwerkiog met hal S,M,A,K, is Bredcnc 
8IIIl h " t ui1grotitn tOt eCll internationaal forum voor beden
d31l.gse J..-unst. Ret iutemationllle Jmralcter von de teoloonstcl
ling Grasduincn lilI! om a!s gcmeente !>Ok. toe o\'cr de ([e
glOllale) gremell Ie Idjken. GrilSd uinen word! danrom Diet 
enk.el cen ar1lstiek JI1lI:Jr alJicbt ook ecll toerisLisch l1eJllllgrU
1.1: :Iltrllctie", is de 5chepen boopvol 

Hrt pU~llrt 
• ,1._ • i.. t' :,.... -:..- .•: ,~.. ' 

Het centrale PIInt VIII ~ \eI\IOOIUIl!\ling wordl de \\ 
!Ol"en. W3lIl coke]!! ini$'Jitiopale)~s~nilJln I'.'p",' 
~thull SlellC. Vand::Db.:rSb.~;" N~, !!c ~a. 
:-V6ndeling do bewtkJm;·!eldl!.ll nlI.'Il ·hel gemccntehlUs, wliiu' 
btt publiek ~ \Ug1l\1 wonleD up eeD 1"t)rb: \'idcoco~iti,e 
,.~ de " FI'~mc kumlenriar PhIlippe PareDO, lD de l.l;QUW7ulll 
\\lIaht: wC(k ,,'an Lawrence W~inC1 (VS). In de bibliO\hec~ 
De Lecsruin :z31 wc:rk tentoOOgeslcld worden VlUt de gerc-' 
DllmmeWle Ameril:lIll1lsC vidcokunsltmareSData Bimbam 
In de lege op!lagnUmtc von de bibliOlheek W Frank Thy 

http:bewtkJm;�!eldl!.ll
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unst aangepast 

KUlTslwark op maat 
In.de L:lli~chool Dulnen 

I\.....fr d. ' ro,-,isr.h. Ilunru· 
."".., Mllj::na BAhIc een <I,.. 
Jpec lrtek w~l'k gemukc Ze. 
~f~~g hipn'Oor uijscJnd ':.10 
Annk v.anllt't. uti Bredeut. 

Terua ~t dt: bibl iDrh cc\.: ~n 
d, .~j!" ~unt u dri~ d .. ·d·li \. lI n Dlr.. 
iHrnbaunl i: ~O, ma..1[ \"ooml de 
~:.n~TOpn&mCS "'An DdKIll vrt n 
Fr"n~ The)" en z.ijn vrir.ndm lo· 
n.en e[ de mOl:!i t;t. 
Ii~t CUllOfec-\ Ct nc rum ,6,nlo OU~1 

IIc: rbt1Jl ",,,,,1s,'hlldetwer1c on 
Fdtm \'.In P.mamDff:nko. 

It?ns1ouebn mtl1 HDJt\'cn bin· 
l...e"lop-:I\ by de dlmm toeris:1lr! 
'.'ftQf" tict bmn.dblrt \\"tr~ ','Ifl Wlm 
~h"a.~ 

Collectie uit SMAK aan zee 

Ioea' 
o 
~ 
~ 
~ ...... 
~ , 

Woros Karen Rutter 

hI· hoJ :I.:hrl.·~' '''ll·J J.Jn,- n'. fri" l' t~'('r J.nJ hJ rrt:i , t If Kl: n tu(k~' 

fun! I. hi.k,'n h."e I'rol>.1[,h- hdpl·d, BI ,1 lh<l'/' ill u,lhcr 
n . . I... nll L.lp"IOni I.lT ! b.1 ' ''' ,un~'~ .~rt l':( h lh i tion ~ .lur,h,'1 trp h I 

.. I hnu ~.trHj rct1p l\.· ~l. liln l ', Th4.;' , Ird :~t\ n J 1l1t' h.i" hl.' ~"Ill "" 
"noll,." ""I, \\ ilh .1I1hJI i'l'<lf."\', in""I"lI.lIld C( ,nlf<l\'l'r,iJI 

it)to"km ~'ur.lr~· \.' uJtur.,1ci rl... lc'i. ,m,t th ...,C(m, li, .,rt'" t\l};l"r 10 

l.lh'h Ihl· lH.::\ll'ri"tt)d~ in J I'ol.."'r it.'" of (()ol .UI ("'cont ... . 

Th" 1,111, '\;inn) ~;; ,-,,"r-, .kl ·.I'it" Ihc' lhrl·" d" ,'-old 
,Iubl>!.' .IIIJ lh~ l'n :!,Jf:i nf:l), sOil '."e- h", .llr....Il!v t.:1"11C rJkd 
mp(t:. ml"dhl <,un'r.l!:!..:· lhan nl_n~ .Ir " pr ...:1iti,')nt r" 1\\ iu' 

I", '!!",And. . 1> j, INI.1i whcn p,'Opk rush un,omlonJhl~ 
hou",L,r,,,. lht I'rl'" 1"" H.lI," 1><-1\ ,<,<:11 1.1r.,'I!II1!l h,m ., 
dlolrl J.l.tn .111.1 I' r\JdJ.imi1'~ him .1 !1cni " ~, 

'1\'( .11 ..., "lTn t.l lI ~d IM'' ,'nJ J r M'" .II, in l., I. S"re, I'm 
hJ"ill!! run, ilU I I ,I'DII-." l! ro be LIken ,cri"" ,II': he "'Y<, 

In J "> t1(i l· ty \.,hc..'!T Ihe .\\' C.·rJ~t.: r'- r\un J ...;-.Ol...·idh..·\ .Irt 

lI'ilh " 'lllClhinl! "OU hung on J \\'JIi. Yl)un!< OJ'Cml l'' oUlside 01 
{·.\f'ld,,'d . l~ut . ,b hl'point.;, utll •• h.... rt.'\ Il vthing lkh ~th ullt ":{llh: l" plll~\ 1 

.if!. \-\ h"t are rrc<h .He hi<~"~culinn, , 

It ,JII ,1"rll'<1 with lht, .Illl li, ·n "r h.tr'''" '1lcr JIIlI ftH!l1"r in urn.d· 
i,1 IITU<c (,.,rO(ll1, II'h " II." ",id orf " .1 work " I .IT! Il) \lieh.ldi, 
·\r l ","L.h" I ~ .1 ~1., "' It.· r ....... tuJt lll Yn ung. (tl1rt.hm '\,h lhl.'l l d"1"l .1IeJ tu the 

~lIuth ·\Irl l.'" n ' ,UiVThlt C.dh.:r ~~) \dH~n... hI..' i... r.1rT t )t" ,hc.~ p~nnJnC"n t 

l <llIL-cli on, Or ralh<,r, lil l' "'I1C~r'1 " I' GIJrJ on helling' I" II", ~,~"(j; 

hI> hod\' r.1I1 , rlil 1->" lrouno hehind 1m hJf in I onll Slr~C I. 

Ilui w,l it. it t.1,.· h n)prl' u ll11rliLHI!.iJ. Ynu ll g rl .!ln\h'd up thi:- mu \.·h
),uhlki",d CI'Cn! \\'ilh [hl' liT-'I " rhl' 1" 'l' -n lg"II'\hihili"n, .lllh t B<: II
Roller " Calle r}' in C.lI'C rU\\'11 , c.,lbl .\ 111;)' , -I hl' Ill.>piG11i"n f", Ihl' 
pr(lje'l \I a.' d r.III 'n frum In ~1I -\\ \lI11l'11 Mril1!\ Iluartct I,h" pcr!''' rtJll'd 

<111 tht "iShl. 'parkli ng "inl' .lMU , r~l i 'h ,.n1.l".-, \\t'r<' ,en",L It II .IS 

lhe c'Pi h)lllC 01' " l11" cbh ., rt ('penin", ,\nd th", mll-il, h li n (>1'cnin~ 
\\',. ' ,1)'Ll the: _' rI\\"ori. it ...dr. 

'The ,ll lI.lil'lh .l.' (MlI.i pcrh1rnl l.' r:. hl''': PTllt''o thl.." ,I rt: ,I '" Yuun s,l"'lIh 
it. Many "I' till' punl cr, wer,' l...n, ., h·dl. b,'mtl,~J, And Y"un~'" ",Pill 

,,',-,., '~pparcl11ly \ l'f~ . \\', "Til'd ~l><'UI hN'lU Il. 
\[1 l~dUIH ,\l1d,,'" I,;)mphn:, hl >um, it ur in the ,\111 " ,\n,,

lo"uc: ' II" prOd llt:tlQll f11Jk~, nw,j pC,)rk " hit f li!;c\, ': ,,,II .tn' nui 

l)uilt "' LJ r~" wh,\! it i~ ~t)" .1r~ ~l1ppc)<C'tl to he" I jl illirt~ II' J5 .1rt : 
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ni!:hl , \.In" Ij ll~ , b lrr'/" Ag~in. l he l',ent L>t'C.l 11<' the ,1 <1 ""'rk. ,d ill 
,..-mi· n~k~ ' Irippe-.--.. " I'i l<- " I , tL-adil) dimini,hlllS 1-Ii'im'kl'l1 ""l'r< 

I1no ,,It><.ll'l.'d OU1~t hip -hoI' ,idclll'rul'idll1/lJesthct ic Jl'pr.'.: i.:l io l1 
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LISTINGS REVIEWS NEWS 

Feedback is an open forum for readers to share any comments and insights relevant to art practice in 
South Africa. We reserve the right to edit all submissions. 

From: Jeanette Gilks 
Subject: Hot Topic Q&A Session 
Date received: June 15 

Dear Andrew Lamprecht, 

I read your long letter on ArtThrob and am pleased that you enjoyed your Durban stay. I'm sorry you didn't 
like my questions at the Hot Topic Q&A session at the NSA gallery. Annoying to be sure, considering your 
otherwise arcadian Durban visit. 

And then a small, insignificant blight in Paradise: 

"...a very irritating person who asked endlessly irritating questions ..." 

Yes, I'm the worm; fun-spoiling and critical. Critical of the Critical. 

But it was, after all, a "Hot Topic Q&A session ...at the gallery." Consequently I DID imagine that there 
would be Questions! And Answers! possibly Answers-Framed-As-Questions! 

Verbal exchange/ interaction with the audience was, however, mostly avoided. Dialogue was replaced 
by long interruptions of loud music and on one occasion there was a tape recording of some fellow 
swearing loudly in Afrikaans. And I mean LOUD! I was not provoked by this, I just found it irritating like the 
relentless ads on TV where I can, fortunately, zap the mute button. Was this an intended response, 
perhaps? (Another endlessly irritating question, no doubt.). Since I found this antic silly, I was not 
tempted to giggle as some people did. Not even once. Not my sense of humour. Sorry. But then I called 
you Red Cap and Ed Young White Cap and I thought THIS quite amusing (considering that both of you 
were wearing caps- one Red One and One White One,) but you got a bit cross, I think. Not YOUR sense 
of humour! 

Seriously though, I had imagined SOME kind of discourse. Something entertaining, and tongue-and
cheek certainly, but nevertheless mentally stimulating and provoking sharp and whitty responses and 
repartee, given the nature of the Puta event and your clear enjoyment of piss-take and puns. 
ABSOLUTELY my sense of humour! That's why I came. 

I expected more of a storm from the" ... highly regarded curatorial team of head honchos." I had expected 
a more ironic, possibly sardonic look at the Puta performance in the " ... trendy, hot and relevant space for 
Contemporary art." Instead we got, on the whole, fairly immature and on occasions quite petulant 
responses to the questions asked by the audience. The development of the evening put me off attending 
the walkabouts by Carol Brown, Peter Machen and Andrew Verster. 

I must confess that I had hoped for a dialogue that reflected, even fleetingly, some community standards 
of rational debate. 

~ SUl:l M IT F-llUUA'''''; 

ARTBIO WEBSITES PROJECT EXCHANGE FEEDBACK DIARY GALLERY CHOICE 
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RE VIEW/ARTS FEATU RE 3 

The gospel according 

to Mr ex-Max Normal 


Suzy Bell hits the Bell-Roberts Gallery for an unusual, soft and cuddly fluffy toy experience courtesy of rhe 

Daliesque Watkin Tudor Jones, a man who takes animal fetish into a new design dimension 


Fri: •., .1 d 

1~1I ·.jtt. .... ~"1 'n, If. ,111" "II' .. 1 " · ld~ ,,,,!.1 

"l{;lllls l ~n i Hg . 1I1'II~S 

,In ' i llll'lug. Till' hip-hllil 
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is 111011' h'll ilt ....• 

~"~ oILr.~ 

lOY STORY/'SAHI"' 
PO~N.CHI(: 
., ~ ~ 

Obskure 
kuns bly 

nie staande 
teen wereId 

C08US VAN 80SCtf 

TENTOO:-'STELLU,G: Contra Mundi 
- 'n gro~LCnl()()n~l('llInM van .... 1·I·k" 
In I;eml'ngdl' ml'dlultls IlDdcT kura· 
lur<;knp von Andrew Lampl·I'cllI.ln 
cUI' .:alpl,), \'an die \'~IIIRlng vir ,'I· 
suel\.' Kunst!!. Kcriutrnal 35. Kaap· 
..lad . Tot 19 .Junlf'. 
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Letter from Durban 
by Andrew Lamprecht 

When Zen Marie picked me up at Durban International Airport , looking like a lead 
character from Starsky and Hutch in his bright floral shirt and straw hat, I should have 
known I was in for an interesting time. I had arrived to take part in a weeklong 
exhibition and series of events at the NSA Gallery as part of the work of Galerie Puta. 

Zen was "missioning" for the Puta, (an activity he usually does with consummate ease 
and skill for his grandmother, parents and other members of his family) while 
preparing for his participation in a major group show to be curated by Zayd Minty at the 
NSA in June. 

The Galerie Puta event was received well by the seemingly small but incredibly loyal 
Durban art crowd. I decided to write this letter to convey some of my sense of 
amazement and positivity towards the way things seem to happen in Durban, as 
opposed to Cape Town, and also to send out a thank you to all who made the events 
work so well. 

Exhibition views 

The NSA, for those of you who have never been there, is a truly beautiful building, 
completed less than a decade ago. I had the good fortune to meet the architect, 
usually resident in London , who came to the opening of the show and I gushed to her 
about the wonders of the space. 

On one side, the gallery is separated from an adjoining small park and outdoors area 
by a restaurant. Incredibly there is no solid wall between this outdoor area and the 
restaurant , but rather an open wooden lattice-like structure. The large gate and grill 
that demarcate the gallery space are also open to the elements , meaning that air flows 

HOi tOPIC 	 freely from the outside to the inside of the gallery at all times, day and night. Only in 
Durban with its wonderful winter weather! 

Storm Janse van Rensburg is the director of the NSA and all with whom I spoke 
agreed that he has managed to make it a truly cutting-edge space for art in a relatively 
short space of time. Next year the NSA will celebrate its centenary and he and his 
committee have seen to it that it will turn one hundred not as a doddering fossil but as 
a trendy, hot and relevant place for Contemporary art to be seen and appreciated. 

Cameron Platter, Ed Young and myself decided to make our intervention in the form of 
three simultaneous solo shows, all titled 'StormO. Andrew Verster later commented 
that he thought that this was in reference to, and in recognition of what Storm had 
done. Unfortunately, Andrew did not realise that we at Galerie Puta would never do 
something so selfless and perceptive. 

Andrew Verster made his observation while doing a "walkabout" of our exhibition . We 
had planned on asking leading members of DurbanOs art community to do this and he 
and Carol Brown (assisted by the Pleasure Correspondent [I kid you not] from the 
Saturday Independent newspaper, Peter Machen) gave two such presentations. They 
were all incredibly good sports , agreeing immediately in spite of pressing schedules in 

both cases, and doing so with humour and wit as befits a Puta event. 

CarolOs walkabout involved hours of work by her and Peter (as well as various family 
members it would seem) where they essentially destroyed our exhibition, writing 
scurrilous graffiti on the walls (which we had to paint over later!) , painting over several 
works (including one on reserve [the lawyerOs letter is in the postE]) , "improving" 
others and generally out-Putaing the Putas. 

The name Puta, as you know, is Spanish for "prostitute" and there were a couple of 
references in the local papers to "whores of Babylon" and the like. I cannot express 
how amazed I was that Carol Brown, the director of the Durban Art Gallery , and 
Andrew Verster, one of South AfricaOs most esteemed artists, would put this much 
effort into people they hardly knew and to whom they owed nothing. 

This amazement continued throughout the trip when I found that in almost every 
sphere Durbanites are friendly, helpful, generous to a fault and openhearted. When 
Carol invited us for a guided tour of her gallery we left in amazement at how this 
human dynamo had built up a superb collection . 

The DAGOs collection can rival any other institutional collection as far as the last ten 
years goes, which is quite an achievement on its impossibly small budget. Aside from 
the collection Carol offered a good hour of informed and intelligent discussion on art; 
gave us a new understanding of the Red Eye events, which have brought art to a 
sector of DurbanOs citizenry that would never look inside a gallery. Most exciting of all , 
though, was the armful of catalogues she gave each of us - and even a set for my 
institutionOs library to boot. 

This is typical of the sort of response I got, and I could nOt help but draw unfavourable 
comparisons with my home, Cape Town, with its often mean-spirited, social-rank
obsessed and generally unwelcoming fa?ade that seems to be visible more and more 
often these days. 

While Galerie Puta is clearly about having fun with art, everyone still took it seriously 
(even a very irritating person who asked endlessly irritating questions during an 
evening HotTopic Q&A session that was held at the gallery). Even as they destroyed 
our work, Carol and Peter were doing so with understanding of what it was that we 
were about. Durbanites seem to engage with art in a way that few of my townspeople 
do. 

The HotTopic series is organised by Hillary Graham, who also teaches Theory and 
Practice of Art at the DIT, and was another example of the hospitality I have spoken of. 
After we did an early morning seminar with one of his classes , Graham invited all of us 
over to his house for a braai on the weekend. 

This letter has gone on too long , but I wish to conclude by noting that everything 
seems to be just dandy in Durban's art world as far as I can see. I understand that it is 
quite small but that smallness may in part have caused it to engage with the worlds of 
dance, theatre, fashion and music in ways that I have never seen anywhere else in 
insular South Africa. 

During my time there I encountered almost no bitchiness, so universal in my town , but 
only true, genuine support for any sincere worker in the arts field . This was beautifully 
illustrated by the "coffee room" in gallerist Karen BradtkeOs spacious and inviting new 
gallery , artSPACE Durban , where not only are all the flyers of all the shows (and not 
just art but also theatre , fashion , dance, etc.) to be found , but also proudly pinned up 
are positive reviews from rival galleries. 
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I look forward to witnessing such a spirit in Cape Town. And maybe we will still get that 
spirit. One person who seemed ever-present although physically absent during the 
entire period of the excursion was Virginia MacKenny. Her name came up constantly, 
invariably accompanied by a sigh and not infrequently with a touch of moisture 
appearing in the eyes of the speaker. 

Virginia was DurbanOs top art critic, an artist and a teacher who left generations of 
students with nothing but love and respect for her (not to mention superb training). She 
has clearly made an astonishing contribution to DurbanOs art structure. She has now 
moved from the DIT to teach at Michaelis in Cape Town. 

Now I have gone on and on about how nice Durbanites are and how beastly 
Capetonians are as if I were not a part of the latter bunch . So, lOll sign off with on 
typically ungenerous, thankless Cape Town note and say sorry Durban, your loss is 
our gain! But seriously, I think Durban has a great deal to teach me about how to 
conduct myself in the sphere of art and I am sincerely grateful for this, first, lesson. 

Love, 

Andrew 
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Art South Afric·a recognised with two prestigious awards 
by Kresta Tyler Johnson 

The magazine Art South Africa was the recipient of two awards out of a possible 15 at 
the recent 14th annual Mondi Paper Magazine Awards . The Mondi awards are for 
"magazine journalism, photography, design and iliustrationE (and) seek to recognise 
and reward groundbreaking and provocative work published in South African 
magazines" . 

Ivor Powell edged out writers from House and Leisure and Fair Lady to win for his 
review entitled 'Ed Young's Bruce Gordon', while Sophie Perryer, Abbey Volks and 
Brendon Bell-Roberts were recognised for the design and illustration of the cover of 
the magazine's third issue featuring Kendell Geers' work . 

I 
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Gallery of whores visits Durban 
HEAD ON down to Glenwood 

today and tomorrow for me 
lOS! hours of Gaief1e Puto's 

irMlOOn of the NSA GcJjery In 
BuIwef Rood. GoIeOe Pula (offer 
me Portuguese Y.Ord for 
~),~ a collective at ttree 
(e~led 0t1isIs, NtdIf1W 
Lamprecht. eomeron Platter and 
Ed Vcu1g. who td<e !he pcss oul 
the gcjery system and lhe South 
African or! scsne. Begmng ,-mil 
the pcerrise 1t1a1 virtualty oil Soolh 
AfriCan orIls ccxnplete rubbist). 
1hey ~Mad the \P9IY with 
WOII<s l/lot 'NIn mmedioteIy evoke 
he CXXII1eP;espons "but, urn. 

you're also 1\Jbbish" - ne Ut1Ie 
01 the work corresponds to what 
is generoI!y accepted os art. 
~ Is 01 port 01 the garre. 

The coIacllve and fhei' exhibition 
ruerrogate the notions of me 
saoctf1y of the go;lefy !pOCe. 
expkxe wOOl It Is Ihcrt sepaotes 
at from everything else. and 
cors.rne. 0 far omount of 
oloo'lol oIong the \Yoy os 1hey 
woIk the nne Irle between 
sacrament and excrement. 

Gderie Puto is on at Ifle NSA 
Gallery 1X1t1lomooow afternoon 
Enfrr:rX:e ~ free. 

ionI i 
WHOMS OF IMYLCIIt GIIIane Puta 1119 

a coIectIwe of arbIts from Cape TOWI'I wt10 
redIaIlhat modem ., 15 ntilieh. lhar 
name means "pIQstitUIe's gaIIay" and they 
have taIu!n fNfJIlhe NSA GIIery for this 
week ~ See Pag& 3 for more details. 
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Engaging with notions of fun and play. the wor'~ ot Cape Tov!(l's 'Flash' 8rtl~tS - Ed 'Young 
Iv' J\ c:;a NY31'ler ·jf ar d Can1er0l1 P'aner - IS h:gf-J,v vlSll)lo !:'I'1d frequently confounding 
Andrew Lamprecht oFlcla ' theu: st to trs group. exp,<l.ns 

':'B a rt aD\J't1'lIt'tl"'oC8 

http:exp,<l.ns
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Fast cars, women, cash and cockta ils: in Cape Town, w here a 
sense of humour can be a seriously rare commodity, a small 
group of artists is doggedly working at bringing a light touch to 
the process of art product ion. Loosely grouped around the 
r.ame "Flash- they seek \0 embrace a hedonistic IIfestvle 
while sti ll being prrmarily committed to making an. Ce!ebfl!r. 
media manipulation and a we ll-deve loped sense 01 their own 
Importance all combine in a heady cocktail of work, p~easure. 
vio lence and an Irreverent vie'N of life . 

The Flash "group· made a considerable splash In January 
2004 wilh a trto of exhibitions, opening 011. consecuUve 
WedneSDay nIghts. which on the surface seem ed iO be very 
different . Cameron Planer"s The Love ,5 ApproachmglJoao 
Ferreira Galleryl. Ed Young's Asshole IBel~Roberts Golleryl Bno 
VUYlsa Nyamende's Japan IBell.f!ollens Gallery' each presem· 
ed 'a view of contemporary an. pract ~ce, media comrnenta 
aM engagem ent with popular culture. 

Planer's exhibition cons~$:ed of a series of five tafge-sca;e 
drawings. accompanied by an animated VIdeo and a sen-es 01 
prints, drawn from stOts of the ",deo. Platter's techn.iove s m 
make cartoon-like draWings using a crude d'giIa! draw1nIJ Of~ 

Abov.I.tr. YI~ Q"n"",'1y soci.I'se . EssantialV You fIij'S tormula Is lO Cleotd. Hemeken and Camelsl and new m ea'. Ith. olasm;; sCleensi. 
w ell pub/lelsed evenl dod supple'nen! .t With • small bUI ele· NeedJes:.> to say the w hole WOf~ served as /!Sn Instatlation. 

.... ~Ii ... glint C818100ue , IDustratea w >!h photographs of conte.tea) Nyamende's Japan saw the artlSl use hrs lechruque of cot

material and 1ICC0mpanled by an over-lhe·top l exl wfluen by 3n lage In a tVpically zany ~nd humorous way. ConsiSting of prims - ert theonsl. The size 800 format of each CBIlIIogue (with the and works made dlfectly onto the WII!:S of the gallery, 
title always pnnted in transparent varnIsh on the coverl reler Nyamande presented hiS quirky, m adcap If,ew 0; Ihe w orld by 

onee. the shape and size of the Enghsh transl<o~on of eans o f Iuxtapasing Images sourced tram magcM~ .nd 
PosrproducuOrl by the Influonual French an theOI S! N,cho!es newspapers tred together w ,th sm at' handwn11so slrps 0; paps, 

I"i~-'" 

__10,_ 
BOlJfhaud. that ~g a narratN9 structure to the gram and then to precisely :ranslate these compUlerijiinerciied " ,AssllolJo consisted oj a sma' w ork. For Japan Nyamende also PH"_lIDJ_·Images OntO Vast sheets of paper by means of thIck ly layered 
group of elements top'ess bar r... -...... sented a video m8de In " s"nilar 
laches hired from Teazers. ~he way: In thIS case vaHOUS televrslon 

oeneil crayon_ In the ants!,! own 'NOrds he is InspIred and tnflu~ tori ............ 


r-,enced Dy -desert isiand9. oaim trees. Shlr'ks. fast cars. 
TlIis~I·; ....... , 
 stflP-bar ow to B.l~Rol>arts prc~val1ll1'HtS w ere ed ,<ed together ,n ,-,..o-nan. caSh. polittCiins , cocktails dark aoo stormy Ol~hts . Y' .

Gallery 50 cas~ of Ha<ne<an a rough, see[1'llflQ'Y haphazard Fr~.,k Sl rt!~.ra, leopards. Jarras Bonti. zebras rn spaceshIps. 
2D'JoI.~- ....., , beer; galvantSed tubs Med ,·"th sequenoe. The resuh.lng video \·.."aslandscapes At"can WDOdcJt !"lS~$. frIends. suanger' in --...--.. 

ice and beer. trestle tables I&den ~~~ olayecl on a small monllo<, the "",stthe mgh:. and apprOOlch.ng loll... all ttremes cantral to life In _WI>< ' 
Vll\h bucket$ of Kantuclcy Fried m.~'l\g no altempl to clean up tha cont-emporaIY Soum A'r.ea ". . .: /.~ 
Chtd:.an; some open packs of snow, bad (ecephon and other Th e- \ '..0=0 tl1at accompanied the exn.bnion on tWQ giant 
Camel e'QaflnBS In iI Demarcated • > ;I "flaws · In the reeordings.wan pfOl-e~jOn!. prtt5en~ed 1we nafl 'uve stOfl-es lOll t\
·VIP" smokmll ""11. Ihree pl3S By USIOQ Ihe land of the risoog 

ing. lhell encapSUiat&1J all the fundamen:al elements of Flash. 
" exJ)iaJncd" the draw,ngs Funny. IIlolent and sl·ghU\, !<!II.moc!;

me screens s.imultaneousJy play ". sun 8S :h€ title of hLs !i hO\l\'.. I 

Ye>mg s As.!/lole. l<lee moSl of <he a",.1's exh,billOns. has 
 Nyamende evokes the ,mage of the 

b.een ,h~ S'Jb,sct 01 mu;: n dtSCuSSI()i\ and speculation. The thJrd 
ing Outkltsl s VIdeo Hey y". SUI>' ~ 
posedIy stolen from MTV Q( the at\lSt ascendant HiS S81f-confJdence 

If a senes of " one n,shi · an exh!t), ~ .on.s . Io-....nicn began with ,nternll. iJ fnrmeo print mal cam- In h IS ab.·'ltJes aod his assurance of 

Bruce Gordon March 2003 at 121ko South A(nCllfl N.tIQM pr ..... d the word · a.shole .......lIen in very smaJl,eners Ir1th~ '\LIII} o-.vn rnmU1et!1 ' "an e can be seen 10 the analogy Inchcateo' 

Gale", IreVl8Wed In A.ft Sourh Alflca Vol I NO 4) ""d ·.vas !ol
e 

bottom left~a"d corne, of tl>. cr.herw,se b1a~k shee: of paper by '~1! WOfd • Japi!n" Japan . 1.0 evokes notlonS of technologi

10\'.'eJ by Muse ian ."nll>tloo 01 an aU-female string quanel of and a wlI'l palm'ng that lookeD IIl:e a graffi to 01 the title of the cal invent 'an and deep spirrtIJal'ty Nyamencie is profoundly 
~ he same naffg, later tn ~! yElar, presented the public wuh s ho'N Whale CritiCS compial"led that thll!tf8 was no " 88 ' Nor,~ lnlereSted In Asr." systems 01 thought. yoga m editation and 
allOt he r o~untty ~o Qrlnt.:. coptO JS quantlttes oi alcoho~ and on show. tile CfO'wd had • fabulous pOlly {esumated ane'" the concept 01 phys,cal bod"V trans'ormatlOn by means of 

dance was 800. almost \IIIhQa,d of 10< • Cape To",,.. commar mind control Part of h.s larger prOject IS to transform hIS s;lght 
Clal galiety showl aM th~ asrute observe' could ..,., that YC\.Ing frame by g"''',ng sewral mehes , enlarging hIS penlS and learn· 
hed presented one worl< .n each 01 the coothed clJsclP!lnes of Ing to lellitate••11 by means of deep sel( understanding. 
contemporary an production: painting (the wall~) perform The int8fconnSCledneS! 011he 8"15t5' w orK was oemoo
ilnce tthe slnpporsl; print mediC Ithe prlOt). sculpture {lhe KfC, stra ted Il l' Ny.menda makng a large collage around Young's in a.t"1; .aum.f-rce .q D 

50 ar;; t;;nut.hotr-ICD 
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S,lu "Asshole" p"n!l~g. I" which he moc.ed all fils I""nds, 
speculallng which one w as lhe biggest asshole 01 the 101. Dan 
Halter, a SWiss-Zimbabwean anlS1 toosety 8ssocia:ed w;th the 

lasn crowd, \~/Ot'l In the end. dille' tumour has 11 that one wall
-.ne w n arhS\ was fUHOlJS al oEtlng menuoned 10 the text IS an 
asstlO!e The FlasMCi ew work hard aT uyln9 to it'lCtJlcate a 
sense of humour jq a frequanlty recalcitrant and complacent 
art crowd. 

In essence aU three exhibitions 
sharod this: they engaged wnh the 
notions of fun and play The seo 
lng - easmess · of the work, fre
quently invoked by cntlCS, bel les 
the artisTs ' deep commnmem to a 
phenomenal productivity. Plmer's 
"simple Rdfi!v.llngs take enormous 
time to produ:::e. Pencil craYOII is 
lu.conously applied, laver a11er layer, 
with e >:3C: fe fe rence to a proJected 
Image drawn from \11& OI'g nal ctlgt 

ta l source . Plans( also fre~uentJy 
rejects wm1rc ' '' a; does nm convey 
the feeling he '"",shes to !!'1oks. He 
will remake a \Vor~ over and over 
aglJin. even though ihe 11TlCI98 on 
me peper ilself seems IndstJfllju<Shable vISual!\! from \he pre 
ous. retecled vers-on. f','yo<r<>nde'S oo"ageJJ. sUpPOsedl', q,Joe,1y 
made an<> simply a/fixed OftC"!1y te the wall. are tne r.sult of 
hundreds of hou,," 01 sourcing end comblnlfllj tOJnd '''$Jel 
material For Japan ha handmaCle 1 000 In\lllatronS, each one 
beaflng • sma~ ,","ge cut ou! oj • magsz,ne. For Young's 
l1Vents, so seemingly mrl'li~l. the artist becomes ail e-vent 
planner, med,. company and logist'cs e><pen. Each svent Js 
complex and, in the case of the hYO most reeent 9)(I'IIOItlon5, 

The astute 
observer could 
see that Young 
had presented 
one work In 
each of the 
codified disci
plines of con
temporary art 
production 

ex~"'" T~e s.eeJThl\lliy careless spf"Y-paim graffito on Ihe 
waU was in fact an exact re-pliea or en imega created for the J. 
Sourh AirlC4 8dven,sement tor lhe snow. palnstak",giy pe,nlild 
usl/lg an •• rbnusn by an expen spec.t.cally hired 10 produce n. 

A~ E' '' ' 

As a phenomenor Flash goss bid 10 an event concocted 
by Nvamende and Plmar wh,le stl students 5t the MoCMeit. 
School 01 FIne An, Un,verSlIY of Cape Town. Thev took one of 
theIr collaborative paJntings and sent Oui press SiatemenlS and 

"'.mbuted Ilyers staling that Ihe 
work had been stolen, offering a 
large cas~ reward fOl 115 ~~ 
rSlUm . To Ih[S day they marn'atn 
that the worKW8.9 Mldeed stoten 
and rw one Ilas seon tlH! patOtlng 
s,ncs. As . r"sult mey gol some 
ns.Yo.'SPape r coverage and genera! 
oosc",,~·on going . boUI tile fTUS<Ofllj 
"",stelpiece. The bug br! end 
celeb",y and meo<a !lype for 11.0 
0'0'." w e became a majo' fealure 
ollhe an,sls' PlocNctlOll 

Young InSists mat tie IS no, • 
member 01 Flash. desP'te aD 
appearances 10 me oontrary tnis IS 

,ypocaf 01 hIS d· ttic\Jll an1 contrary 
nat"". N\amenda has been reported as ackl'Owledglfllj lhal 
he "se...ered hcs nes ·••.. ,m corwentiOll8ll8altty. Iofllj time 800" , 
so.""th,r;g If\i!1 those who kflOW him WIll not dJspute hlr 8 

mom""t Few ",,",0 were .round al the t ime would lorge: 
Nyamenda's Fir3sh stunt thaI saw him palt'ilU'lO a 50nQ contInu
ous red Stripe along the Ieogth 01 the frontage on Long Sirell 
an aMlle 100e""'nlion thai landed ,,"" In lall fo. the nil/hi 
Piatter carr;es. 8 carefullv euttivated Vl'fleer of ! !BMe OVer hLS 
nalural cn.arm and urbane maoner. 

, ",,
:... _-
IlINt l.~'" 
, --"~..;;.!pr~ 

~OOM!.f 

A~l*c....,. 

1It........If,7lIttM. 

""",.......
~'*1ID fJI'OtIIICIft JoIO 
f...... GIo1oty 

AJKw. ril m: c.-. 
fJI:a n.tNIlt_1001 
~ ...... G!*, 
ctO"lp':!IdrJ"~. 

...,.."...,.GllIIIr, 
A~CWI, Mrin: 

C-,........ ".. 
.!lftt!.IltL"'"-IftMt ~fI"cnIr"""lRlfd __ 

;lie AfTalANJM ,..__ 
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Planer and Nyamende began collaborating regu larly wh ile 
still al art school ana' lived in the same oouse (owneo by artist 
Bridgel Baker) tor a while. Vlsnors 10 t)'oe duo's abode recall 
knife l igh ts. dea1h threals and debauched loving. It w as al Ihis 
time thet Galena PUla was launched With 8 curatorial and 
managemenTs,atl comprising Platte r, Young and mysell, Ihe 
gallery was eSTablished as a non' 
space-specil ic commerOta I gallery 
that provided an 0PPOf1UOltv for 
established as vie ll as em erging 
artists 10 exhib iT together. Baker 
unintentionalty gave the preferred 
moniker for the loose accumula· 
tion of friends and hangers-on that 
emerged out 01 the vveekly prepa
ration meeti ~gs prior iO the f Irst 

PUla event. "Ihe cronies - . The 
name Galene Puta Igallery Of m e 
prostJtLlte) w as a reference to the 
perceived status of younger, non· 
established antsts as well as the 
profession of many who walk the 
streets of Green Point, where Platter and Nyamende were I ~ v
ing at the time 

The l irsl e<hibillon, Meetmg: Art in the Water Closer. was 
held on May 172003. The tnle IS an example 01 ttle deliberate 
toying with th.e art ......... orld and- medIa th!J t charactertses so much 
of Flash production. Originally the ex)'oibinOn had no name and 
none was indlCat ed 011 the f iyers advenising It. Sean O'Toole, 

sa tire 5OUt".l"l.-tl"lCe 

editor of ArtThrob.co.za. headed his listing for the exhibition 
'" Meeting: Art in the Water Closel"' . The curatorial team Simply 
accep'led it and used the name in further pubhcfty. The event 
was characterised by a fabulous party, martiniS made by 
Platter, and original work firmly located in Int~rnauonal eontem· 
porary practice. Nyamende made a small sculpture of a man in 

soap, Young's work was to make no work 
lor the show tin an edition at live). and 
artists as varied as Sue Williamson. 
Kathryn Smith, Bridget Baker. James 
Webb and Abrle Foune exhibited. 

Puta 's next major event was partici· 
patlng In Christian Nerf's Arr 8S Usual res
Idency programme at Johannesburg Art 
Gallery. Platter and myself muscled in on 
an InVitat ion extended to Young. and set 
out to playa game at Risk for 24 hours 
non-slap wnlle drinking excessive quanti· 
ties 01 alcoho!. Well-wishers dropped in 
and played along during the period which 
saw the walls of the space i'lttered w ilh 
obscene and scurrilous graffili. Aller 

exactly 24 hoUfS the trio retreated Wi thout another word. leav
Ing behind dozens of empty liquor bott les. ashtrays 1IIIed to 
overflOWing w ith cigarette stompies. at least one broken chair, 
consjde(ab~e mess and a rather unpleasant sme:! in the air. 

The strange. almosl unclassll iable nature of the work ema
nating Irom the group may also be seen in Galerie PUla's 
Seerer Exhibition. ThiS was the second formal exhibition ollhe 
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gaaery aM conS!sted of an eJ4'1lOltiOn tn81 no one was invlt 
to. held al3 SfJCre: local on on me nighl of Ihe bJf1hday pBf1Y 
of Es:eHe Jaoob.. ,<VA drl8CIC( .or. a lead,,,,, 11Qn! ,n Cape 
To",'~ '" af1 setmG By 'lOs t"'llaudll show on Iho one nlgrn 
",·hen \II<! an eltte would all be SOIr.l>'vnere olso 1M Ill' 
att8f"1id '1g the b1n'1da;; partv memsetves. the curators couid' be 
seen to be commeni 'n,g on l rte slgnlhcal'ce o. lOO ~I)~~ e e-
mem in tile construcl,c.n of af1lstic Ider,t'IV In SoUlh AJr·:;a 

Nya maod. , Planer end Young .11 unabashedly seek "",ell 
ane'lllCo and f ~!. rt with Il Thev all mal<e sere thai they .r9 woO 
rapresemed on radio and television. AsSfloie m&de pn"""~nl. 
news las did Bruce G",dorJ !>elora j aod Nyamende ",," 0. 
sub;"'" of a recent prJl'!1el.mtl lelOVlSJOn InsBI'llo • maQa1in' 
p<ogr<lrnme. Tne ~asn ""011'85 werB also ""sr" awed 101 'I':, 
0'81''''11 cards 81 ,he fas~.on&b,e lJB's above J O'burg bel or 
Loog S:roet, drtnlcl"ll .p"khrll W In. With wadi 01 caSh on me 
table "Th s is wt1at we do II o~r meellnqs • Plat:sr declared 
as he quaffed hIS WII'Ie 

fha 'r 'apld lame ,rrevere1ce. 'a,~ of re.pe<:tIOi me ho~, 
COV'n of Ihe art establishment end seemmo!Y "eaay" an have 
earned them no~ a few enem'es and Cr fl..l CS. \Vlth work thll IS 
somBtlTleS d;lficu" lor cons8",aWBIY tll,oed art oonno:$
seu<s \0 understand aod eog~lI" \V,In. they unapOlogsllcaUy 
locato the'r an as specrflcally Soulh A irican while referen<:ong 
I1\lornollOnal "..ellCOt Ctllr<;lsrm thill ·'1 h"" all !;Ieen done 
belo'e " lusually appl!e-J 10 Young and a chalge he does not 
denyl or ",t's sloppy simply ml.s Ihe po,m ane InOlcate • 
raJusal to engage Wllh a mucn larger projsct : Ih& young . ·;,5t 
makIng hiS own wify tnfouQn. tough and str51rl,ed art C'fCJ,t , 

Their rapid fame , irreverence, lack of 
respect for the holy cows of the art 
establishment and seemingly 'easy' art 
have earned them not a few enemies 
and Crit iCS 

w"iie MVlng a whale of e "me clomo II 
J U" ""'o,e complet ing this p,oor;e I mS 81 • Iree CMC8fl ,n 

Gr. _.al S"'.1Or6 Planar, Haller and Nyam9lldo were 
standing w':h me IYoung had »,umpdy gone of! to find some 
"Fe Imta''''9everyone) The magnetIC SIage presence 01 
Brend. Fa.sie n.d uS an 'Nsted She was !Oklng abo<;l 
rumours aOOUl hr ',fe. defvo~i1111 rules by publicly 1tOO00..ng 
he- I""tlcal perty of dlorce and generally behl"jog '" • "'bu· 
lou,,!\, AII5II me"""r "Th,' is Ihe kind of wornan ""0 need 10 
coIlabofale w lf1 for Flash. " NI/llmonde observed "Slte's lar 
Flash", the" JIll of ~ put logether 8ne the~ some ' I rephed. 
Nyamend.. r.added hi' _oreemen' thln~ mv obseNll1r()r w as 
a=tile tk" Irme Itself Will n.Vb to loll how long Jllnl:e, 10< 
Irem to alC~ up wl tl, the Pnf'C8" of Pop 

Andrew l...aI.onptectn a • ~-dirloCto , 01 Get. ne Pu tl! and offi cii ' thtlorist t o t he 

Flash QtOlolp 

~ ""'o....,. .~.. rA :.D!iJII<...«- -'1 .. _ ",-'5 ,,1.::;'~..,1II~l """'~~ 

a...a..... " 0 . ,:.-· !'om ',,',"'8 to:oJ 

ar-t> sO,JO'laf .... c II e:.a 

A R TT H ROB JEE DB A C K 5IS'() S 3:37 AM 

LISTINGS REVIEWS NEWS ARTBIO WEBSITES PROJECT EXCHANGE FEEDBACK DIARY GALLERY CHOICE 

E EDITIONS FOR ARTIHROB Cu,,· .. d SuD...."! -i)CJ..kL.." 
Feedback is an open forum for readers to share any comments and insights relevant to art practice in 
South Africa . We reserve the right to edit all submissions. 

From: Zayd Minty 
Subject: Mario Pissarro's article on Iziko 
Date received: February 18 

In response to Mario Pissarro's recent column on the Iziko CEO position , readers should note that, in fact, 
the current CEO is not a actually a Professor - despite Mr Bredekamp's inSistence on using the title before 
his name. 

From : Loki Sparks 
Subject: Zachary Yorke's review of Edward Young 's 'Asshole' 
Date received: February 18 

Yawn. Blah blah blah/. 'Mly do academics take so long to say simple things? 'Asshole' worked for one 
brief moment when I received the invitation. I thought it was for rea l, that some idiot had sent me an 
insulting postcard. Then I realised that although Ed Young! Bell-Roberts had just called me an asshole , 
in an indirect way, it wasn't personal. .. because it was art. 

And that's all there is to it. We were the assholes for turning up at the exhibition. Ed is the asshole for 
thinking that he can get away with merely being clever. Young Ed's enfant terrible role-playing is 
indulged because nobody wants to mention the obvious: there's no substance to the art because there's 
no substance to the artist. 

From: Brenden Gray 
Subject: Ed Young's event 
Date received :February 18 

I've been to many exhibition openings, art events etc. And so much of the work attempts to encourage 
criticality . And yet the devices that frame the show often tend to negate the very intentions of the artists. 
The work finds itself being endorsed through opening speeches , eats , invited guests, invitations , 
monographs etc. This encourages a kind of consent that effectively prevents people at the show from 
saying what they really think. There are no opportunities at exhibition openings! events! happenings! 
galleries etc. for rea l-time engagement other than the hidden monologue that takes place in the mind of 
the viewer (usually the fashionable art in-crowd). 

'Mly aren't artists building rea l engagement strategies into their work so that people can dialogue 
through art, using art as the departure point to learn? 

The problem with so much art produced in this country today is that it is turning into a kind of lifestyle 
branding! consumer item! fashion! dZ.cor etc that is creating passivity on the part of the viewer. 'Mlen will 
artists give us viewers the opportunity to become active social partiCipants in the construction of 
meaning? 

hnpJI\\ ww ..!IIlt h rob .oo..lA/04 mar/ lCc.dback. hIm 1 Puge t or2 
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I think your broad strokes take in a number of issues. Firstly though, I would be reluctant to make such a 
generalisation about a diverse range of artistic practices - I don't think I could honestly say that things are 
as fraught with problems as you suggest. Secondly, I think the responsibility for the problems you see as 
ubiquitous lies as much with the viewers. When will they spend less time reading the blurb on the wall 
and more time looking at the work? I've got to be honest though, the kind of audience 'partiCipation ' you 
seem to desire sounds a bit shaky to me. Paul Edmunds. 

From: Bonita Alice 
Subject: [Complexity] 
Date received:February 23 

The participation of South Africa's art-makers and thinkers in the global visual arts field is something that 
has happened inevitably , organically and compulsively for some time now, and must surely be seen to 
have been hugely beneficial both to our own and the larger field . There have been criticisms within the 
context of the Euro/Afrocentric debate with accusations of South Africans aspiring to something other 
than the nurturing of the South African visual arts, or the general enrichment of a contemporary South 
African experience Or the suggestion that aspirant players' in the global contemporary art field look 
outside of South Africa and Africa for direction because they deem a "developed world" model to be the 
starting point for art production of any significance, For a number of reasons, I am one of those who 
believe this to be a dangerously narrow view of the situation . 

I have a number of year's experience as a lecturer in tertiary arts education, mostly in the context of a 
Technikon department. For most of the students I encountered , the visual arts were not a familiar realm 
when they first registered. However, year after year, by their second and third years in the department, 
these students were independently and very successfully producing work within a contemporary (global) 
idiom I don't believe that in assisting them in doing this they were being strong-armed or denied anything 
at aiL They were not dictated to regarding either approach or content and, in most cases, despite a lack of 
prior exposure to global art making, they engaged with and became compelled by the products of 
contemporary art practice (SA and otherwise) 

I' can't remember a student working with content that was NOT directly related to his or her own 
experience. In fact , for many, their encounter with contemporary art making and discourse sent them 
searching for the first time for the art traditions of their own heritage, whether it were African or 
Taiwanese. Many of those students left the institution to continue making and exhibiting work 
independently here and abroad. 

My point is that, within contemporary South African life , the arts represent a "COMPLEXIFICATION" of 
thinking and experience at a time when so much is oversimplified and reduced in the name of 
development and redress. Nor do I think that contemporary art practice alienates aspirant art students or 
artists from any community. I support the position that it is never necessary to dumb anything down in 
order to make it accessible. That's a sure fire way to guarantee that, in the longer term , everyone loses. 
Creativity and energy is required' in the development of methods to facilitate access , and I reject the idea 
that this amounts to forcing engagement with an alien animal. 

~E , 
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One lame Asshole, for sure 
Guy Willoughby reviews 'artist' Ed Young's latest stunt 

ARTY 
PARTY: 
Seen., fro 
• P.'lf with, 
,,~~ arty 
prete:ulons. 

FO RTN IGHT ago, st'lf·ann oullccd Mtis[ Ed 
Young launched his exhibitio n, Asshole. at the 
lldi-kobons Gallor) .' Iho tn-ndy " nd u r C"pe 
Town .... ltmg SUcl'l. 

l1u' (,".'t..1iwnon ,,'a5 :ihon-th'l'"d. but the mam
mftric- l/tar, 11,,~I'f<m. 

lIw ... l«.alourtul".'f'Ilt lhtow wt'Jcb~bwr·brc01s l~d. 
lap ,lnurt:f", Jrom th '.~ ncarh:- least'rs 'Re\'\U! Bar. s('f\'lng 
Jtl!ltH~l..tn b(:er an.d f\FC ,,-hick('1l \\'in~". nn tntt' rt:.,\ling. 
srnaWd·up boll' In a \\-a11 a t ent ranc~. r:. cordoned-off 
\'Tl' lounge nnd Iced o"thrub, ffiled with mUle O.er, 

EnouHh oftt ir..." partr. ...."rre \\-a3 the an? .\h, but that's 
y OUl I!:: .... p.ut"" YTlU .. ...:...: people are really Cfn!y after ~~ 
~ood tlm(:. ~I ... "ctnl \\ h)TI. "n" tt ll~ ~ rtt"(ach on display 
..", tllC'Te:ly dw pTe'U'~1 ror Ih.- IiOr'rioll Sbll~incS" of gf'mng 

o'\n!u buuW~· 
1hio:; O"nt" ,\~~unt'd lrum til t:: s tH."pr lack of lU.."'1ual Jr1 un 

d.Gpla~· - fill, ....tl~· t,nl !! UO! ent ifel~ fair. Thrre was a 
kind of b;tdn:.>C1·mk i:~afttro of - w!'l! .• sphlncttr muscle 
(pM<:#' Rl« ~;O), ,~" III ""dl"" 10"1' on Ill",. screen.' of 

gal l\h mu\lc \,t!It;"IJo. IIf'Ptm;'ntly L'u UI"'"~t frtlm ~rn~ 
And. or eutlfSt, -:;1III ~ouW h.lok at the otlwr ptoOplt. to 

utcb an> IX""bh' 1I.'sU"'1':tma>, ("On. <hould ,i,h.r be 
• awmi. Clr.nar ....ara \\·oritotlir. ... -O' C"3T\ \lldcl. 

nw", w", abo Young" lime r.d ,,,,uk -. p,"od,' of 
Chnlrmnn 'ian's primt'f nn cultural n·\'OLuUOll or liw 
same "arne perhaps? 

Jhi~ L~:-:penl:;"jvely-pmc.1ured atfa!r hO Ol;"led \'i1CIIOU$ 
",hot.. nr mfTft;: ha.n'·hrr.\f~ WOIUl!O, U C'funlplcJ packet 
of &fJ\o1,;,;C'!I, n rruVt~ beer c.an :lnd. a sef'Jllln~,· erudJte 
1:!S~lon "Assh.oIU.m and E\"ll1uon~by Andre\\' Lanlprectn, 
i\ l i ("h~eUs An School lecturer, 

li t're, slJH:-ly, \', ill be thl· .OJ n~\\l·r, (\\'p are continUi ng to 
pl~y·Yolln~ \. ga.m~ . Okl)'1) 

Irthts un:lb~she.d lr.lshfcs[ sE'emed m:ndl es~ d uil and 
- v.'ilh rf'p..«rd to \\'nml!ll. say - pre~ tad.~', ~urely th is 

• e legant:;, gOI-uJlllnl. l.....y. repltlc with respeclable· 
l""kinS footnotes. ,dllhrlnRgm; tas 10 the affalr. 

After alI, \ '·;C\'C become quite used to high·fl o\,·n 
m anifesfos m.tk.ing sens~ of concepl"Ual oddiry in an 
~leSe da)'>. 

Lamprecht a charming. ')elr-effacing fell(r.\ , h.a.s \\TlOl"n 
a drol! texl \\ilh lOngue firmly in cheek at Ifto ICOlld irHel
JeclUaJ credence, or at leas1 some hUIl"lOur, to Young's 
Oimsy fme. 

l here-'s an ingenlou:. pWl o n J.m Smuts' august philo
sophic lIeatise -HoUsm IlIld Evolution" (1 929) In Ihe title 
to assure u S [hat someth ll1g more de-flating is going on 
here. But t"he:e wit begins and ends.. 

\\110 1.5 - the assh(Jl""~ l....ampn"cht assu res u.s he is rht' 
perenn ial irrit ant in hislUry, the loud. i.n5eo)jrh'lP oaJ",ho 
,umd. oj;. YOUJ'com" ilIugh••t ),ou. ,en<lbilltit$ and 50 

infuriate.s you thaI )'1)\1 "11 do :tn)'1hlng ttl bl rid of hlnl 
- and so he prompts nt1w action 

-}hpor'lginsnfan cuilUTr. agnewllf' l Indc{'d CI\'! lisa 
tion it~f'lrm4\" he IInb-d to thr;l~~hD1. he S4ui 

Young, no doubt. is.1n a.)sholl1 ~ tb 6 drrin~ li on. 
~ ,I-le is. the one who dot's Ih~ apjXhu£' of what b (oll')t>{1t'd 

for no reason than it rOCUS('s nlll"otton upon him.
A fairly Kood l"xplanaurlll oI hh moth·!:!> In th:rowmg 

th iS exhibition, perh3ps!" 
Is thiS - lhl.: CQ'"nl and lht f~Ca~ - flUlnY'{ h it d t'\"t!! ( 

noes it prump: lre:,h lhou~ll(. bllll~r al bou"M.bri~ incul
Ciltr emotion or social rt."n!"oJori Or ~ fl'\ II:\\" v( l xi"Hng 
St"urt"s, c.o.des, ~ocjnl n1cm:~? ~p,l: didllO Il.L' oflhr \~ min~ 
Yuung tim'( t."\·en lhrO\\ • sood party. An hOi!: lifter tht" 
launch began most people h ..,d ROrlr onc~ Itl(~" rt"i1jlscd 
tht' art, or [ht' game, wa.s up, 

So \\b~lt. .rt'i!1.I~ . W~lS ,hl' pOi.ntorlh~ l·\t'U.~'~ 0,,1 Yr","S 
and his in:ell!'crnal frOll t-off1e(> I ,Rmpr~r!ll u·1'1h III rt1'I'Iil'\d 
dS that an I-,! in (hI:' f'\"t': 01 the- beholdN tlno 11l [J1 rllt' lm1. 
lowed !-.pati!"of the 13 <l~1 'c:1) an t-nnfc:rnumino~ll)·"n "tUll. 
DlHsidc ofrh;u 5p;"t((' . would mtrel~ ~t' nutbf"n... e-'~ 

1\11\. ~ I.rrel Duchamp did prC'cisd., ~ Ir ,,,moll,ltll4\\uh 
farmore- \\; t and im'enlion ilt 1 9t~i Whl'11.l-w DtOunU'd tu .. 
larl1aUSul'ina l{ .... n iJ pcde~ti.lland ....sP"IL'd 'I ~H 'Iun- -til 
mockery ofrhosc \'.'ho might bu" it.p~rhGP:' " 

:\"(), \·.1t ;Ind in ....t1nnon '::t rP mfi"rl'lrIJ.ng~1 ~~J.p.t.Jbf.n ~ 

tJ1a< n ight8nd Lamprecht', dmil t!l<t~csisonA>'hoi"n 
mer.ly p"'pcmalc> Iho dull Ink 

U}..f: It or nut this rC'\'IL~', d "'''hb tn hrlns b~r.k. tnt" 
play thtt"\\1der sQtSio·o.t.Llun.tla.numlhIO \\'hkh Young'$. 
doodle!\ s'edt roaJ ln~antn8 

In th.H I;.Onlext. this limp tlftlb·anct· hl.'.crexru rsJlm 
tooks Hkl~ thE' rire.$omt' futlllfng ofI hurmtm:llr u.ddh·t1 
.spoilt wltltt! boy, 

II also ('2,n·, do Rnrthi l1~ forme rl~pat;) tlOn oflhe Bell 
Roberts rhm lhey gi\'e space to"",", ~ent \\"hlrh bth.mg) In 
the It~ ~:\p(>rimenrnl cQnllr.t'( of th~ ~1Id"I("!i :!o ~c.nlM)' 
offine :'m down lhe road 

Last ye;\T. Young earned pl3\10US for annol.lIlctn~ bar· 
owner and nigh tlife ph ihnopher Bruc.e GordrJJ1 (lS his 
nn~l· \ car im work 
lhi~ promp[(!d Cl I'--go~ rt · c\"aIuutions (and caust:d 

Bruce to bU\' sman nt'w shirts). 
But there's an iron lawor dimullshlOg return, in this 

kind of jol.:.~' sruff. Unless YDtmg .... IDrb mwng!lOmethlnl 
engaging and artfu l, rn~ hltdn.l:n to ga!Ie!!)' :!.p;JC~ must 
be den ied next lime., 

\\nv? Because no one 's lilclv ttl come. -nlf'll the bt!N' 
and·chicl en spOns.o~i \\-ill object. 

Let IS fac t' il, a great pany is u. g~.at art sratf'rrhmt in 
iT ~c l f: on rh i"!' COUlU, as 6" all oth Eir~ , Young hu :.- quit(· 
fI, \ \.,"3Y' to go. 

http:fwww.:lrtthrob.(;\).7A1;04mnr/foedba.ck
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who is the asshole by yo ur momma 

0,.. Ye~ he s • clever dude. GoIIo gtve ~ 10 him. Aller I YO worKeQ 
tIVOuOfI ""'Innlal emo~onaJ reaJ;llon ana ~ssed all the innuendoes 
of Ed'Young's abr~e . controversIal sel,·rTUlrkeling. What's ltoe point 
ne<e1 Soaal COrM>tll1tary? 0, ,,,,,,.' Or IS he only beir.g mare honA!~t 
abOut flo", selfISh Brlls. how evory afllSI (every h~man l WIshes 10 
be glorified for aH hl,.ther ,mpertearons ana id,osyncra5les  as Is1 
tWlmpmveme<11 ro:Qwed 

Everyone IS so excTled Ie be there because ., also \'laona 00 part of 
somethtng cool," There IS an ehtis~ red carpel. There are camera&: to 
record Who' s who In Ih<: zoo and which face s made 1110 the parade. 
I had to RSVP 10 be a VIP - inIIamad with a sense olsell'lmportance 

So Whalis the artwork? An experiment In social behaviour? The 

audIence and all our soaallr>lInaaions arid reacbOns IS the a_. 
And 118, "'msell Is lhe anwork. ~ h<15 also managed 10 brand hlrnse.ll 
BonUll; He hils mari<ot4!d hIS persona Ho has embraid""'" his 118mB on 
the hoq>;Inl5 of slnppers. tlo 1$. ~ celE:bIll)I He IS long 04 na~ 
And proUd of II II does iii''': a ilIl Of genIus ID get so many people's curiosity 
evol<e,1. But VlIlaI are a" the "'ewers rewarded wlttl? T",ly? Besides the 
conslJrnabr~s 

Surface value SeductIOn try 'Mlilca ~ an ad\ll!.r1 A alITIpiate 8nll-<:lIm. 
a black hoie. a 'glotif,ad drain' A dIsplay and celebration of no\hlngness, 
An i ntel~ual, we!l, sub$lanIJaled e"ruse far a bralnt ... COl rnal, PIss-up. 
An abSOlUle absence of lhe innate O,v,n" 

I muSI admit· Inside !he smoke-salurated swarm of beer-<lnnk.ing , c/licken, 
ealing """rtfs 01 confused socIal bunerllles, , coukln) sIlake tire desore to 
bomb the bUIlding. Worsh>pped Is Ihe cuh of !he apparent IndNlduaJ. It 
seems thai popular culture In the west loves 1911OfllOC8. aTTOGance. and 
mental wanklng. Or are we really SO easIly appeased and amused? Are we 
really \Il!I1 predldahle? Thai K glven 10 us freely, we WIll dnnl<. ea~ and 
srrol<e? And if lhere are cameras around we WIUwa11l 10 be seen? Uke 
poppets or lab rats Are v..., really INI susceptible 7 

So ','iho IS the assltole1 
Tne ana making the $OCIa! commamary on everyone's stupidity'? 
Those Im'ol\Ied In lhe olitlsm of one persco's vanIty? 
Or those who don1 ~re bill are curIOUS enough to have gone anyway? 

Ed Young has set such. fr>< ed definitIOn for homse~ of wnat tie represents. 
\/\at surely he has hmlted hImself. His bnlilance has a roof because he 
caMOI slep CUI of Ius box: Mr HungOvet. So many poople arc \a!klng about 
nlm . so I SUPPOS& II's missIOn oocomp/lshed He's!/Ol tDs recognition and 
oomroversy, JU'O\ how he lIkes il. Bur ram conVInced he IS a tad •. 
Unless he surprtses us. 
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Conceptual art brings up the rear 

• • Asshole" was the title otthe third 
in a ~ries of one night 
exhibitions by contemporary artist Ed 
Young. Young. perhaps most well 
known for his previous 
exhibition which Included the sale of 
Joburg bar owner Bruce 
Gordon to the South African National 
Gallery. has had some vitriolic 
responses to hiS often-bizarre 
exhibitions. 
The concept of Asshole is based on 
some of these derogatory responses. 
Young acknowledges his status as an 
asshole. and through a range of more 
traditional pieces, he has created an 
installation environment to stress this 
point. 
These traditional elements include 
painting, print media, video, as well 
as performative works. 
The one night exhibition took place 
at the Bell-Roberts Gallery in loop 
Street last night. 
For more information, contact the 
gallery at 422 1100. 
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unstenaar stal in Kaap uit - om sy naam 'Krater te 
bfl~ 

art denizellS elljoyed good 
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2 REvIEw 
Irs a better thing to fall in love 

Hlln<ls-up all lhose 
melre-muid." wh 

sCl:relly want to be 
George Bu)'h' 

'-' -'I t. ,' \,. ... 

art 
GI..AM: 

IIlfl w I In»lead of 
I!Ym co l'iIl'tS. 

2 An e.tlloIIIOT!s . 
Tonl&hI16pm! Nlco lsas 
Mi>IIt1.Y.lrmaSleril . 

3 Costume pa'tles wtth 
~ glum cause: MCQP at 
t I1e C01Ml111Iort Centro, 

~ . TAC 's ZacWieAclvnal 
nomlnatetl fo r a Nobe l 
Peace Prize. 

so NOT CLAM: 

1 Chatrlstore Chnsmas 
preSents. 

2 Dfcary oIllee ilft thal 
Is pusto. ... 1. 

3 Buying I.nlll:l '·ol1 toy 
gUfl5 for Christ"""" 

-\. Barney Pltyana 
enl. Iii'" tf1tl 1A" ,Aglt I ., 

I:s dltfcu lr ro argue Wit h Gar, h Erasmus 
when he says that 'unforn.nately the art 
vvorld is st ill a w hite w o-Id as far as med ia, 
ga lleries and institut ions go' 
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We need to undertake a comprehensive, 
historical analysis of the visual arts sector 
that does not only ref lect on the post-1994 
situation 

.,. 
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Perhaps the answer is partialiy articulated 
by Tyrone Appollis wh en he says 'Don 't 
cal! me coloured, I' m African' 

fob,io Piu-."" no .lin .afU write, .. nd lorm. ' d.,,,,C10f of the Communl1y Arn 

PrO!. ct in ~ Town 
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E Cv ~I I SubaaJoo St-'AACH
EDITIONS FOR ARTIHROB 

Feedback is an open forum for readers to share any comments and insights relevant to art practice in 
South Africa. We reserve the right to edit all submissions. 

From: Gert-Jan 
Subject: Babic takes on Europe 
Date received: November 11 

In Babic takes on Europe by Virginia MacKenny it says that Cis Bierici<x is Dutch and a "she". Mr Cis 
Bierinckx is Belgian and a "he". 

Thank you for poinhng out Ihe error. 

From: Linda Stu part 
Subject: Student artwork stolen 
Date received: November 8 

I took the image in a case of mistaken identity. You see it looked and seemed exactly like a cheesy nude 
photograph that I had taken and , apparently, left a trace of in the Michaelis network. I assumed , 
incorrectly, that it was mine. The matter has since been resolved, with the artist supplying a fitting reward 
for the return of his (?) image. 

From: Lize van Robbroeck 
Date received: November 5 

Bravo to Veronique for pointing out that the emperor's 'new' clothes are worn somewhat thin! I have been 
feeling for some time now that conceptual art is rapidly becoming restrictive orthodoxy, somewhat in the 
line of Abstract Expressionism in the late 50s, and that artists feel compelled to turn to installations and 
conceptual exhibitions to warrant notice from the (international and national) art establishment. Don't get 
me wrong - I am well aware that we have some absolutely first class conceptualists here , 

Alan Alborough's clean, lucid mind-mazes and Willem Boshoff's intelligent exploration of the subtle 
textures of textuality beat the pants off any international conceptualists that I can think of. What rankle are 
the endless installations that tickle the mind momentarily but leave the viewer feeling empty, drained and 

impoverished. 

I want to weep when really good artists forfeit their mZtier for yet another fleeting , clever installation . 
miss the earthiness, sensuality and tactility of Jeremy Wafer's earlier sculptures. I miss Penny Siopis' 
nauseous excess and glut. I miss diversity, I miss humour and poetry, and above all , I miss visual 
stimulation . I am also horrified at the glib and arrogant disregard for the majority of our population, who 
cannot possibly feel anything but baffled and diminished by the blatant and unapologetic elitism of most 
contemporary shows. Let them eat mindgames l 

From: Mya Lion 
Subject: Women artists 
Date received: October 29 

As a young professional artist I always stand back in aghast amazement when I see white and black 
males in the art world receive a great deal of support and trips overseas when I know that a lot of women 
are far, far better artists . It seems to me that some male artists are showing audacity not artistry and are 
often breastfed by adoring art critics still held in an unconscious ideal that men's art is better than 
women's art. I know I'm making a blanket statement but it makes me mad when I see male artists boozed 
up and playing the cockerel, even though their talents are moderate, thus seducing others with their egos 
and really, really talented women with powerful art sit back and say, 'Oh , my stuff isn't important' . When 
are we as women going to grow brass breasts and start expecting the same recognition that our fellow 
brothers have been receiving? While I'm up here on the soapbox, don't you all think it's time we as artists 
made really good money and stopped scrounging for scraps? If anyone out there knows how to make 
lots of money please let me know. 

While I wouldn't claim thai art-making will maKe many 01 us rich, irs certainly more VIable to make some kind of a hVing 
out of it than It was even five years ago. On your first POint, are you suggesting that women artists should be 'plaYing 

the cockerel' instead of men? I can'l agree with you there, but I do agree Ihat art-making in South Africa is to some 
extent dominated by men, bull Will add that It probably is a r.eld With more gender equity than most. 

From: Ann-Marie Tully 
Subject: Another exhibition of bad photographs 
Date received: October 30 

At the risk of being burnt at the stake of political correctness, I would like to ask the question: why is 
Nontsikelelo 'Lolo' Veleko having an exhibition at the JAG? Veleko was recently a nominee for the MTN 
New Contemporaries award . Without getting into the politics of inclusion Ua right) let me just say that 
Veleko's work stood out as un accomplished and unrefined in the presence of the other artist's work on 
the show (Thando Mama, Alison Kearney, Matthew Hindley and Hannes Olivier) . 

The fact that she is now being feted at the Johannesburg Art Gallery with an exhibition of what appears to 
be the same unremarkable work is nothing short of astounding . Her photographs of graffiti , which she 
poetically muses, "paints a more secretive portrait of society" are unoriginal to say the least. How many 
more contemporary artists are going to jump on the graffiti wagon (or should I say skate board) of 
American artist Barry Mcgee (who can at least claim having been a bonifide anarchist and vandal) . Last 
thought: how alluring is the promise of hip hop music, breakdancing , real graffiti performances, drinks 
and snacks on the opening night? Well. I think it's another case of 'what a lovely frame' . 

From: Zayd Minty 
Subject: October 15 editorial 
Date received : October 30 

Regarding the editorial on ArtThrob of October 2003. I had no idea Ed Young's piece was a "hoax" - or 
rather its the first time anyone in the arts sector has called it such in writing. I wonder what the responses 
of the artist or the curator are to this revelation . 

I would stand by my chOice of word, as on one level Ed Young's piece was an elaborately orchestrated hoax. 
RealiSing thiS by no means dilutes its impact As Ivor Powell carefully pointed out In his review In Art South Afnca, 
'What IS Important to understand here IS that the "acquisition" [his emphaSIS) Is merely one layer of possible 
significance Within the work, and If the work Is to continue to operate in the space of posslbilrty and VIrtuality (which 
surely It must In order to conbnue to reverberate) then fact is the enemy" As Ed himself disclosed to me, his Bruce 
Gordon work shares something with Vuylsa Nyamende continuous red line (palnled across the building facades of a 
couple of hundred metres of Long Street) and 
Nyamende's collaborahon with Cameron Platter entitled S/olen Painting. "The idea was to use the media as a vehicle 
for artlsllc produc:tton and a platform for bnnging art of an uncomfortable conceptual nalure to the attenbon of Ihe 
general public." he said. "These works aim at getting large amounts of press coverage as the main medium of the 
work." One cannot argue that he hasn't achieved this With consummate skill. Sean 

From: Rupert England 
Subject: Missed the show. missed the point 
Date received: October 24 

The following lengthy comment was received from Rupert England in PDF format. The document has 
been secured and its contents cannot be transferred. Download the PDF to read Rupert England's letter. 
It is a response to Sean O'Toole's review of the show 'art as 
usual', published in our October issue at lNWW.artthrob.co.zalO3octIrevlewsJ)ag html 

What follows is Sean OToole response. 

Facts first 

I. ArtThrob establtshed a template for an Informal, bi-weekly update of,he 
24.7 residency, which you can view at wwwartthrob.cozalO3julyllistings-1j8uteng,Jag h1m!. It was left 10 the curator 
to supply further text updates, which he did not. 
2. Margot Saffer, a participant on the 24 7 residency, provided a comprehensive revteW of the project's process
onentated workings In the September issue of ArtThrob. under the title 'Work In progress', www.ar\throb_co..zal030ctl 
reviewsljag html 
3. My review. 'Monkeys masquerading as guerrillas' was a review of the closing exhibition, which was tiUed 'art as 
usual', 

To linger any longer on Ihis show would be to merit it with far more than it deserves. As 10 the tenor and scope of your 
lengthy diatribe, your elaborate unmasking of thiS Johnny-come-lately proved faSCinating reading In fact I 
Immediately set about dIsgUISing my feet of clay Your angry letler has however left me wondering about a few things. 
partlcularly the ImpreCision of words, ThiS prompted me to ascertaIn the meaning of a few of these words, the 
definItions of Which I quote for your edification. 

artiste: a skilled public performer, espeCially a mUSical or theatrical entertainer - like a CirCUS clown; gorilla: an 
anthropoid ape of western equalonel Afnca that IS relaled to the chimpanzee but less upnght and much larger 
guerrilla: a member of a smell Independent flQhtlng force which engages In sabotage, unexpected assaults, etc 

www.ar\throb_co
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LISTINGS REVIEWS NEWS, 

usually wIth a politlcsl objec:tive; proxy: a deputy autnorlsed to act as a substitute for another, r.neg_de: a person 
who deserts and betrays an organisation, country, or set of principles 

Sean 

From: Gillian Anstey 
Subject: Brett Kebble Art Awards 
Date received: October 15 

Please note that an ArtThrob article incorrectly states that I wrote the piece in the Sunday Times about the 
Brett Kebble awards. It was in fact, and this was stated in the article, written by Bonny Schoonakker from 
our Cape Town office. Could you please correct this? 

Your article is: wwwactthrob.coza/03oct/newsibreUkebble3.html 

Ours is the second piece in: WWW.5undaylimes.co.zaI2003/10105Iartslane03.asp 

"JUST as well no one was taking any bets at the inaugural Brett Kebble Art Awards this week - shrewd 
punters knew in advance that sculptor Doreen Southwood would be the night's big winner, says my 
colleague Bonny Schoonakker." 

Gillian, we wish to apologise for this erratum. Sean 

From: Pete Probst 
Subject: Peter Clarke 
Date received: October 1 0 

I was interested to read your "bio" on Peter Clarke the South African artistlwriter. My father knew Peter in 
the early 1950s and bought a number of his early watercolours. In 2002 I visited Peter in Ocean View; 
fascinating work he does. We purchased some work from him and also he showed us around 
Simonstown where I was born . Thanks. 

From: Kathryn M. Hegarty 
Subject: Thank you 
Date received: October 3 

I'd like to say THANK YOU for your magazine. I am an avid reader and I very much appreciate being able 
to sit down with a magazine and read it as I would a book with stimulating and funny issues. So, thank 
you, for making a magazine that makes people think about things , instead of being told that one way is 
better than another. 

.... [jMII 1-'-LlJ8AC 
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My year as meat 
by Ed Young 

Jesus Christ. What a year ... a roller coaster ride that makes Chanie's Angels look like a 
Walt Disney production. A lot of ups and downs, and a little bit of sideways shagging 
thrown in for good measure. 

Congratulations, first off, to Kathryn Smith, the new Standard Bank Young Artist for 
2004. She is definitely my hero. James Webb hit the nail late one night on a noisy 
dance floor: "Ha ... Finally a young artist for the Young Artist Award". 

There has been a dramatic shift and focus on Contemporary Art production in South 
Africa over the last year, which is a good thing. Individuals involved in the art world 
seem to have finally woken up to what it is that is supposed to be Contemporary Art 
practice , But will It last? I have already been detecting some antl-contemporary art 

Ed Young 	 sentiments as the year draws to an end. And I don't mean contemporary as in Michael 
Stevenson Contemporary. A bit too '97 . But let us pause for a moment in reverie at 
what it was that actually pushed the contemporary shift, 

Art South Africa, the local arts magazine published by Bell-Roberts Publishing, has 
made it through the year despite the denouncing remarks by countless cynics. It has 
proven to be one of the most important platforms for contemporary practice and 
debate. In my opinion it reached an all time high with that issue with the matchstick on 
the cover [Vo1.01 Issue 03). The last two issues were a bit less edgy and slightly more 
conservative , with the exception of the articles on Moshekwa Langa and Stephen 
Cohen. 

We cannot afford to move back to the state the visual arts were in a few years ago. We 
have come too far. 

ArtThrob continues to provide a remarkable platform for discussion and records almost 
everything of importance happening in the South African art world. It provides a 
incredible support structure for artists and is easily accessed by intemational curators 
who jet in and take our tapes and are then never heard from again. It is insightful , 
serious when needed and light when necessary. We have seen another great year. 

Like almost everything good, we encounter little wobblies. An ArtThrob favourite of 
mine was Paul Edmunds' account of the YDEsire exhibition earlier this year. As I recall 
it went something like this: "Oh, Julia Clark is so great, so beautiful, so intelligent". No 
Paul , but what about the hundreds of artworks, the people, the party? Paul : "Oh Julia, 
how you make me feel like a seventeen year old 'sk8er-boi'. Oh, my cranky knees". 
(See Paul Edmunds' review: www·artlhrob co.za/03mar/reviews/ydesire.htmll 

Nice one Paul'. He did , however, manage to redeem himself a couple of reviews later. 

In many respects the year kicked off with YDEsire, the YDE sponsored art party at the 
'. 	 Castle of Good Hope, It was Big , It was so big that I had trouble locating my own work 

after a couple of Heinekens. In the first quad, immediately to the left, Julia Clark 
installed a skate ramp with a couple of hot, young , sweaty , half-naked teenage boys 
doin' their thang . Paul Edmunds was spotted slightly to the left of the ramp. 

Sanell Aggenbach made a floating bed that looked more like a collaboration between 
Brett Murray and Doreen Southwood. A general hit amongst the audience was Jean 
Brundrit and Dorothee Kreutzveldt's synchronised two-channel video of girl singers 
against a background of a tropical island. I think the piece was about love. Later in the 
evening the exhibition areas were closed down and thousands bounced to David 
West spinning Nirvana's Smells like Teen Spirit. 

More than 7,000 people attended this year's event. This figure marks Softserve's 
biggest success. But, as in the case of the previous Softserves, the curatorial 
judgements just weren't exactly there. There were too many works', not enough quality 
control and eventually rooms cluttered with artworks that later became objects on 
which to place one's empty beer cans. Andrew Putter reassured me that Softserve 

never attempted to be a kick-ass show, but rather an exhibition that provides 

possibilities for young artist to exhibit, as this country lacks the infrastructure to support 

our younger artists. So it's a good thing. 


Then Jeff Koons came to town and we were all very happy. He gave a lunchtime 

lecture at Michaelis where I found my quote of the year: "The art world (he pauses and 

stares into the distance) is a place of green pastures. It is a happy, comfortable place", 

I did not exactly understand what he meant and thought that maybe he was just jet

lagged, We all know how emotionally and economically difficult the art world is. It's not 

an easy job. 

Afterwards we all went for drinks and Jeff agreed to fill in and sign my ABSA I' Atelier 

entry form, to use as my artwork for the competition. He stood me up though . I went to 

his hotel the next morning finding a message saying: "Sorry, I had to leave". I had to fill 

out my own form. That's probably why I didn't win . 

So Andrew Lamprecht and I went off to Venice to make a documentary film about this 

year's biennale. We met up with the artwork known as Bruce Gordon, and his wife Sue 

VViliiamson , We had a great time. Halfway through press week my foot broke in three 

places. The doctor said it was a mosquito bite. The mosquito was almost as big as a 

medium-sized dog. 

The night before, I had gone off to the Haig's Bar and Grill with Swiss art duo Daniel 

Bauman and Sabina Lang, because this was apparently where Italian artist Maurizio 

Cattelan hung out at night and I really wanted an interview with him, At about 2a ,m , 

my foot started breaking. I had to leave because the pain was intolerable. I got a text 

message the next morning from Bauman that read : "Good Morning! I was at fifteen 

man party last night. Cattelan was there. Bye". I wanted to cry. 


Andrew bought me some crutches and we pushed through the rest of the forty-two 

degrees and humid press week. Sue VViliiamson got us into the 'Fault Lines' lunch with 

Salah Hassan and Okwui Enwezor. We arranged to meet with them for an interview 

and Salah gave us his business card to phone him. When we tried to call , we found 

that the card only had his Cornell University land line on it. That was not a very nice 

thing to do, 

We did manage to secure some shrewd interviews with a number of high profile 

individuals, including biennale director Francesco Bonami, French theorist Nicolas 

Bourriaud, and artists such as Moshekwa Langa and Santiago Sierra . We were able to 

put together an insightful dialogue pertaining to the politics of the biennale vis-'-vis the 

concerns of the artists. It's just a pity that 'Africa in Venice' pulled a fast one on us, and 

as a result the African voice had to be excluded to some extent. 

A definite highlight of the year was forming the curatorial collective Gallerie Pula [the 

writer's emphaSis) . Pula was founded by myself, Michaelis theory lecturer Andrew 

Lamprecht, and young artist Cameron Platter. It is an initiative that aims at 

circumventing the normal art elite structures in the small Cape Town art scene. It 

provides a platform for younger artists to show their work alongside more established 

artists, the latter in order to maintain public interest. 

Puta is a de-localised system that changes with every project. Andrew Lamprecht 

recently gave a lecture on Gallerie Pula at VVits University for the postgraduate 

students, in which he outlined methods for graduating students to make their mark in 

an art scene, something extremely difficult to infiltrate as a young artist. The students 

found the lecture extremely inspiring 

and this led to independent exhibitions such as DIY, which was held at the 

MuseuMAfricA in the Newtown Cultural Precinct in Johannesburg. 


Puta's first exhibition , in Cape Town, was an enormous success. Malcolm Payne 
contributed a memorable work titled Colin Richards-Red-Slim Medium: R. Butt, a 
prominent response to a remark that Richards made about the artist in an article on 
conceptualism. The work consisted of a red butt plug that was to be inserted in a \ 

gallerist's anus and worn for at least one hour during the exhibition. The object was 
accompanied by a legal document that had to be Signed by the gallerist and two 
witnesses. 

(See Tracy Murinik's review: www.artthrobco.za/03Iunelreylewslgalerleputa html) 

Puta later went to the Johannesburg Art Gallery (JAG) disguised as an artwork of mine. 
This event formed part of Christian Nerfs 24fT residency programme, which included 
artist such as Barend de Wet, Kathryn Smith, and Kim Lieberman. The residency was 
brilliant. Nerf set up a system by which all the partiCipants could spend 24 hours at the 
JAG and leave their residue or what Nerf calls 'evidence'. This evidence was then 

www.artthrobco.za/03Iunelreylewslgalerleputa
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collected at the end and reconstructed as an exhibition called 'Art as Usual'. - - 1. __•• ,,.. 

Once again we encountered the problem of people in power not being able to identify 
contemporary art systems. JAG curator Brenton Maart failed to understand how an 
exhibition of evidence was to work and also did not seem to get the fact that paintings 
and sculptures were not displayed as the product of the residency. In a recent fisting 
session on ArtThrob, Maart and Nerf had it out about 24f7 turning sour. The problem 
however, seems to lie with the power structures of our art institutions. They really just 
do not seem to understand or even attempt to engage with contemporary art. I felt that 
my "ashtray overflowing with butts" was the perfect evidence of our performance at the 1 artists 
JAG. 

(Refer to: www,artlhrob,co za!03ocVnews'24 7,hlmD 


Cape Town is no different Large parts of the Cape Town art world are extremely 

apathetic towards contemporary art production. It is not that we as artists can't do it It's 

just that powerful people are ignorant How will we compete in an international arena 

when our representation internationally relies on Dale Yudelman and Arlene Amaler

Raviv? 'Mly are we showing the world that we are still learning to paint? 


We should rather aim to realise our capacity to promote our contemporary artists. We 
will have to stand together and really educate ourselves with what is happening in edward young. 24 places outside our country. Maybe new super structures like the Cape international 
exhibition initiative will allow us to show the world that we are able to compete . We just 
have to concentrate and try not make the same mistakes twice. 

The increasing interest in contemporary art over the last year has been matched by a 
decline of art criticism 
in the popular press, with the exception to the new newspaper ThisDay. We see 
endless newspaper articles with critics hitting their heads on their typewriters and not 
actually engaging with what is going on. Chris Roper does not even attend most 
exhibitions , does not set a foot in the AVA, and - apparently - on one occasion even 
embarrassingly reviewed a show two weeks before it opened. Artists get upset The 
critics just don't seem to want to engage. 

Maybe it just boils down to good old laziness, or attention deficit disorder. Melvin 
Minnaar reviewed the tattooing of Bruce Gordon based on a two minute SABC news 
insert. The best he could come up with was that I was a doe-eyed artist and that 
Andrew Lamprecht was ugly . 'Mly was he not there? Instead of coming to the actual 
event, Minnaar made up for it by feeling my arse at Estelle Jacobs' birthday party. He 
continued doing so after I told him that I was a heterosexual male. I thought that I 
would at least get a nice review for that one - nothing! 

Wake up sleepy heads, and thanks to those who are actively engaged. In the words of 
liam Gillick: 

. it's not fantasy land anymore , it's like real life, and you can do it, too. You just make 
a slight conceptual Side-step when you wake up one morning. You decide to get 
involved." 

It has been a long year. I sold a bar owner and exhibited a string quartet. I am tired 
now. I want to fall asleep in the arms of Christina Aguilera. By the way , Andrew 
Lamprecht has read my article and complained that he was not mentioned enough. He 
suggests: "Just imagine this is Sue Williamson's Dairy and I am lisa Brice"

Cheers! 

..• 1- --1 
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Andrew Lamprecht 
Davie Hilber1 

Xerograph 
3 em)( 2.8 em 

Bartenders at 'Muse' 

Conceptual duo at Bell Roberts: Andrew Lamprecht and Ed Young 
by Sue Will iamson 

Andrew Lamprecht: 'Alterior' 

To paraphrase Jane Austen , it is a truth universally acknowledged that an artist in 
possession of a new body of work must be in want of an audience. Or is it? ArtisU 
theorist Andrew Lamprecht seemed determined to deny his opening night audience 
their usual art experience of some measure of enlightenment. 'Alterior', (you look the 
word up) although shown in the Bell Roberts Gallery, was in the untidy printing side of 
the business, the blurry miniature prints, hardly larger than postage stamps pasted 
directly onto the wall. 

Portraits, most of them were, photocopied in black and white, plus some other small 
illustrations. I thought I recognised one of the subjects at least - James Joyce, but it 
was not he. Must be the hat, I thought. The deliberately made double images have 
their charm, but one does wonder if Lamprecht really wants us to know - or care - what 
this series is about. A comsultation of the catalogue is not terribly helpful, (all the 
pages are blank except for the printed images) though the last page is a photostat of a 
page which includes the following statement: "Even if there is a seqlJence of 100 zeros 
in our calculated expansion, we could change the question to 1,000 successive 9's (for 
example) and still have an open question . The point is that there are now, and always 
will be, simple questions about x of this kind to which we never expect to have an 
answer." 

O.K. Everybody clear now? It's a history of important moments and figures in the 
history of mathematics. Next test please, Professore. 

August 29 - September 12. 

Ed Young: 'Muse' 

'Muse' was a one night event which took place on September 5 at the Bell Roberts, Ed 
Young's follow up to his 'Bruce Gordon' piece at the end of last year. 

The title of the event derives from the name of the four woman string quartet which 
played at the Bruce Gordon opening at the South African National Gallery, and who 
were engaged again for the occasion. 

The artist's mother, who attended the event, declared herself mystified and distressed 
to see no artwork on the walls. The 'artwork' was ali the people who came to the 
gallery that evening, and the events that took place: a mass performance, if you will. 
Young's artist statement lays out his position with perfect clarity : "I desire to force the 
art public who engage with this work to set their assumptions aside and to see the 
work as a statement of intent for future practice. Eit is my sincere desire that all who 
engage with this work enjoy it. The entire event is predicated on rich but wholesome 

designed to put cash strapped artists in a good mood. A black curtain demarcated the 
entrance to a VIP lounge. The evening was further enlivened by a chase and a 
contretemps between the bouncer and fellow artist Vuyisa Nyamende, who accused 
Young of stealing his exhibition date, and handed out his own coli aged artworks to 
visitors. 

For me, the lasting and most important element of the entire evening is the small black 
covered catalogue produced by Young with an amusing foreword by Andrew 

LISTINGS REVIEWS NEWS 

, 
! 

Lamprecht. Great photographs of the various participants are included. Young knows 
how to balance the serious with the witty - a rare skill. As with the Bruce Gordon 
catalogue, this one is masterly, and I have no doubt will become a collectors item. 

199 Loop StniGt. C.~ Town 
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pleasures. This mirrors my own form of art making. I reject the "art as struggle" milieu 
and opt for an engagement with art that sees it as primarily a space of living". In 
staking out this position, Young reflects an attitude which has become increasingly 
apparent amongst younger artists in recent years. 

On the evening in question, 'Muse' played agreeably in the centre of the gallery, 
specially clad bartenders handed out champagne , and plates of sushi circulated . Bit of 
a change from the boxed wine and peanuts if you're lucky routine, and one clearly 
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Jan Rap eli sy maat kan 'kunswerk' word 
YVONNE. anElls Youna. will VI"Oe€!t' hIIlIkl!ndheid ~3slonalt' Kunsmuseum noeer die kunswerk wees..- gese cute pan dalk sukkel om dIe 

V81V1erl bet n~da:t hV lIlJ1T. Bruce \'anjaar. Young het geie h)' self. asook die uitstallln" te \'t!rstaan. 
KAAPSTAD - me. Jan Rap e.n sy Gordon. elenallr \'an n krait in "DiUitrykkvi"ilrtet hetsleas agler· b60ekt!rs aan die uitstalling, "orm "Onl' wil egte r ko ntmnporke 
maat kan vanaand hier "kuns" LaJ:JgSTt:Ut. B 'n kun'SWtik \"er. erondmusiek Verskaftydens my l-t) ook deel van die kunswerk. baanbrekerswerk u)tslll en hou 
word op die ).;unsren:'t.1l' Ed Youn; koop bet, he! ~~ Sl Joll4!ste rll;. "Irn.illJn~ "nit is; eintHk die konsep war daarvan om die kun»aallewend1l 
se jon(itP. op$llrnak\\'~d* uu Jrunsvmrl< sal D •• .........m UIl ....al "Die keef LS die ttry~"'U"t'et t n l\uns is, maar besotkers kan seker t,e hou met 'I''e'rk soos di~." het 
stalJiJll \\ ~u mensc 'n kun.!tkriDp wtlrd. die ncr ~:elnennn!' ,...t d}t Ii!sle maar mfl mr en die d~lnemers Robons IfOSO. 
aan dla J'fUt het. Pie wnrk owal • .!I .\f1lBir bi,ki"l,d I.lI..u bMJ.lUI het , e&ter selfdia kuns an W. ul't6WlinIJ QDderbnndel as 8elangstenendes un di, ujmml 

Be_Un " .n dM ulb!aJlln~ In S1iJ.im, ~{a.ll'1. uJl dI.t t1tYkk wa rt'et W6fL h tille ~ deet , 'aU die ulutall ing wll ling vanaand om ge$uur iII dJe Bell 
die BeU·Rubd1.$rku~ IiIil .... t wn qter[!l"CJDdmusI1'.k \'errltaf het -'VU 'iliat ~\\""OOJ1llk by 'n Ultstal koop, '" het Yo~ b!i£C\"OOI:. Robens-kunl'saal by Loopstr~t 1'n Strykkwartet het kunsllefhebbers Donderdagaand laat kopkrap toe dl6 muslekgroep as kuns aangebled Is In die ware binnc dJe konm'ks \'i)1) dk: p . tr d ens. YoUI'll til tentOOnstellinc linJ. teenWoordig is maar nie dee! Me, Suzette- 8allRoberu. eienaar besoek. 
l l!'ry "d~1 word" ,tan die kunsu'erk. van Gordon In dJt. S:uid·Afn kaanse daan-an is nie_ gaan f)'dens .\lIL~ van die Bell-Robenl\-kuns.o;,aal. het .. ybeyersOdioburgor.eom Bell-Roberts-kunssaal. Ole kunstenaar Ed Young het die Muse-strykkwartet en vier kelnerlnne wat drankles aan 

gaste bed len het, as "kuns" ultgestal. Volgens Young was die gaste ook blnne die konteks van dIe kunssaal 
"kuns". Foto: EBRAHIM PRfGNOLATO 

http:unsren:'t.1l
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printmaker in the Little Theatre. I am concerned about some technical issues but the 
presentation goes off without a hitch. All this enthusiastic talk about printmaking is 
starting to make me think about working in the discipl ine again. 

In the evening I attend Andrew Lamprecht's exhibition at Bell-Roberts, entitled 

'Alterior'. The Michaelis theory lecturer has decided not to use the conventional dean 
white gallery space but rather the semi-dismantled Bell-Roberts printing works right 
next door. Amongst the discarded equipment and other debris he has wallpapered a 
series of Xeroxed prints directly to the wall . The first room shows tiny images on A4 

It's obviously conference season in the Cape. The 19th South African Association of 
Art Historians (SAAAH) are having their annual conference at Stellenbosch University 
today and tomorrow. Anyone expecting this to be a dry academic affair is surprised by 
the way things end up. There are a large number of papers on subjects ranging from 
murals in the Pretoria City Hall to monuments in post-Apartheid South Africa . A very 

E EOn IONS FOR ARTIl-tROB " ~ AI <./"".w ";ub..cnoo <><=,..{(.d 

AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 14 

Wednesday, 27 August 

The 3rd Impact International Printmaking Conference, hosted by the Michaelis School 
of Fine Art in co-operation with Rhodes University's Fine Arts Department kicks off 
today. The keynote address is by William Kentridge and he gives a charming account 
of his lifelong association with prints and printmaking, revealing the significance of a 
print of a cat by Cecil Skotnes, given to him while still a child. Hanging in his bedroom, 
it obviously had a deep affect on him as he demonstrated by showing several images 
and dips in which a cat appears in his work. The talk is lively and anecdotal and sets a 
fine tone for the rest of the conference. 

The address is followed by the opening of an retrospective exhibition of William's 
printmaking output at the Michaelis Gallery. Many international visitors are in town for 
the conference and I meet up with several acquaintances, such as Lynne Allen , 
Professor and Director of Rutgers University's Centre for Innovative Print and Paper. 

Thursday, 28 August 

Faye Hirsch, founding editor of Art on Paper and recently appointed to the editorial 
staff of Art in America, gives the second keynote address of the conference in the 
morning . Her paper is a survey of accidents and spontaneity in contemporary 
printmaking, starting with Rauchenberg's litho showing a crack in the stone, and 
moving on to fascinating examples, such as Damien Hirst's "splatter prints" which look 
something like the paintings kids used to make at school f?tes by dropping paint on a 
piece of black card that is spinning on a fast-moving wheel. Another example she 
gives is Rikrit Tiravanija's print which consists of two Thai-language newspapers and a 
Thai meal of your choice served to you in any city in the world. 

At the afternoon session , I attend a panel entitled Experimental Impressions; New 
Directions in Print. One of the panellists is the Baltimore-based artist, Mercury Roberts. 
It takes me and the rest of the audience a while to realise that he has been unable to 
attend and the figure sitting at the table on the stage in Hiddingh Hall is not Roberts 
himself, but a perfectly scaled photographic cut-out. A witty gesture at an academic 
conference. 

After the conference panels we all go off for an evening reception at the South African 
National Gallery to mark the opening of the exhibition 'Then & Now: South African 
Prints Before and After the Demise of Apartheid' . Curated by conference organisers, 
Dominic Thorburn and Stephen Inggs, it shows a representative group of prints 
illustrating the diversity of form, medium and subject matter that we have been working 
on in the last twenty-odd years . The curators have chosen to display the Winnie 
Mandela print from my A Few South Africans series of the 80s next to my 
print of 1999, Winnie Mandela and the Assassination of Dr Asvat, coincidentally made 
at Rutgers Innovative Centre for Printmaking . Someone points out to me that the 
colours used in both prints, separated by almost fifteen years, are almost the same. "It 
wasn't a conscious decision ," I tell them. 

The evening concludes with an open print portfolio session at Michaelis. Printmakers 
from around the world generously share the products of their labours. 

Friday, August 29th 

The conference enters its third day and the second day of presentation. Stephen and 
Dominic have invited me to present an hour and a half overview of my work as a 

'Mercul)I Roberts' IS second 
from !ho left al the prontmaklng 

conference 

Andrew LampreChI'$ .eroxed 
Images ror 'Alienor' can be seen 

on the extreme left 

,. ' 
~ 

Thief and 8.roS!: Vuylsa 
NyaTllE'nde end Ed YOtlng 

paper while in the back rooms he has blown those same images up on numerous 
sheets of paper and re-arranged them in the incorrect order. Lots of people come to 
the opening, including a number of visitors to the conference. As Marilyn Martin 
observed when Andrew expressed surprise at her wanting to come, "We are curious". 
think it would be best if a theorist like Andrew stuck to what he does best, or in his 
case , just what he does. 

Saturday, 30th August 

The conference comes to an end and is concluded with a dinner at the new 
Convention Centre . I wasn't planning to come but the opportunity to say goodbye to 
friends old and new provided an excuse. Freshly Ground provided the musical 
entertainment. A couple of members of the band are good friends and their presence 
is a pleasant surprise. 

Lynne Allen invites me to exhibit at next year's Southem Graphic Council conference 
to be held at Rutgers. This is a very large printmaking conference and will also give 
me an opportunity to visit Amanda and my grandchildren in New York. 

Seated next to me is Faye Hirsch and we chat about the South African art scene and 
ArtThrob. She is immensely interested in what is going on here. The dinner also gives 
me an opportunity to look at the art commissioned for the CTICC and purchased for the 
Arabella Sheraton hotel. I'm pleased to see Paul Edmund's red plywood construction 
standing proudly at the entrance to the hotel. 

Thursday, 4th September 

Following on from the 'Bruce Gordon' exhibition earlier this year, Ed Young has 
decided to put the string quartet who played at that event, MUSE, on display at Bell
Roberts . Ed has secured good sponsorship for the event and there is Pongracz 
sparkling wine, oysters and sushi on offer. The sponsors insist that there is a VIP 
section and everyone permitted into that area gets a copy of the exhibition catalogue. 
The same size and style of the Bruce Gordon catalogue, except that the cover is black 
rather than white, Ed's beautifully written artist's statement tells us that we are all part of 
his work: the event itself is what he has created , rather than just putting the quartet on 
display. Part of his work was to have two bouncers with a non-guest list of one person . 
Everyone was welcome to come to the exceedingly well-attended exhibition except for 
his friend Vuyisa Nyamende. It turns out that Vuyisa was scheduled to have an 
exhibition at the gallery on the night but Ed "stole" the date from him. Vuyisa arrives, is 
bounced , and proceeds to hail the police demanding that they arrest the artist for "theft 
of his work". It's a good thing they did not enter the gallery inSisting that the artist 
Young come with them on a charge of stealing other people's work as Gavin Younge 
was in the VIP room at the time and might have got a bit of a shock . 

Saturday 7th September 

Benin artist Joseph Kpobly and South African, Thomas Mulcaire have brought their 
work The Reading Room to the South African National Gallery. First displayed at the 
24th Sao Paulo Biennale and later at Marion Goodman in Paris, the work , here sub
titled The Library of Congress, consists of a collection of books by African or about 
Africa arranged in a film set designed to evoke infinity. This room-within-a-room is 
beautifully made and furnished with comfortable chairs upholstered in African fabrics 
and even has a hammock in the comer. Visitors are encouraged to take a book of the 
shelves and read . At the opening address Emma Bedford notes that anyone may 
donate books to the project and this indicates that the work will grow and develop over 
time . 

Friday 12 September 
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interesting panel, held at the Sasol Art Gallery, features Ashraf Jamal analysing terror 
and the work of Kendell Geers and two papers about Steven Cohen . 

However it is the last panel that really took centre stage . Pro Sobopha looked at the 
issue of white curators and black artists. He asked when will black artists and curators 

Minsk with love 

truly be at the centre of the representation of art in South Africa . This was followed by a 
scholarly paper by Thembinkosi Goniwe critiquing a project by Zwelethu Mthethwa 
and Beezy Bailey in which the latter, in "blackface" dresses up as a black woman, 
alternatively "maid" and "madam". He takes the work seriously but finds it highly 
problematic. He sends out a challenge to the SAAAH by asking why he, as a man, 
must address the gender issues raised here. "You should be ashamed there are so 
few black women here" he charges. Vuyile Voyiya and Julie McGee end the session 
off. One distinguished art historian chooses to sleep through most of Vuyile's talk: an 
impassioned plea for racial equality in the arts. 

The session almost runs over time but chair Zayd Minty allows a few questions. 
Suddenly all hell breaks loose: Anitra Nettleton from Wits says that she has had' 
enough of all this, noting that she has been involved in promoting black artists for over 
thirty years. She says that these papers lack rigour and are unacceptable. Sandra 
Klopper of Stellenbosch refers to a video made by Voyiya and McGee that was shown 
the previous evening on the subject of black artists. saying that Thembinkosi has 
betrayed her and Michael Godby by mentioning them by name and portraying them as 
"unreformed racists" . She notes that Michael and her helped Thembinkosi get into his 
PhD programme at Cornell. The discussion is ended by a call to board a bus for the 
conference dinner at the Gold of Africa Museum in Cape Town. After a welcoming 
address from museum director Christopher Till, the debates continue over snacks and 
wine. 

Saturday 13th September 

The conference carries on its business but there can be no doubt that the debates of 
the previous afternoon have got the delegates thinking. 

Sunday 14th September 

Felling rather ill today and spend much of the day trying to recover in bed. Really can't 
face doing the diary in this condition so I arrange to have the whole thing ghost-written 
for this update which will explain the peculiar style and odd reference to one or two 
events at which I was not present. The writer of this edition of the diary insists that it is a 
conceptual piece. 

ion ofSue w.lllnmsoo's dlJlry In liS enl.1'1Ity 5 ghost wriiten by AndfBYi 
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'Meeting' 8t Galette Pula 

tnvllatlon image 

Bruce Gordon lit Ganruy Puta 

REVIEWS I CAPE 

Meeting: Art in the Water Closet 
by Tracy Murinik 

If Duchamp brought bits of the bathroom into the gallery, then Gallery Pula 
takes the gallery rnto the bathroom. 

"Not a '...alon des refusees"', Andrew Lampre.cht - one of the three curators for 
Galerie Pula, alongside Cameron Platter and Ed Young - clarifies for me when 
I ask him about the concept behind 'Meeting Art in the Water Closet' and the 
launch .:31 Galene Puta. Rather, Lamprecht offers, this 
"Gallery of the Prosbtute" (pula meaning prostitute In Portuguese), is a 
"proactive" venture, "where a group of artists have gotten together" and created 
their own space where they can exhibit, and sell , new work 

Lamprecht descnbes the group as being made up of "senous, established 
artlstsE and young, new emerging artists doing oUlling-edge til ingsE (with] 
people not ordinarily considered artmakers being given opportunities to make 
somethmg" The general Idea is fun and nght-hearted, but ultimately taken 
quite seriously by those im/olved (who hope thai viewers/visitors to the space 
will lake it quite seriously looE while also being fun :and light-hearted about it) 

Lamprecht further comments that this marks the first of what wil l become a 
regular programme of Galene Pula events Judging by the quality of several 
spectacular martrnls, great musIc to ctu-chi to, delightful viSitors to the space 
and, well , even some very cool artworks, we should all be looking forward to 
the next editions to come. 

To begin: Galena Puta was launched on the ni ght of May 17, eXisting as the 
transformed living space of Cameron Platter and VUyisa Nyamende In a Green 
Point 110use belonging to Bridget Baker. The exhibition, curated by Lamprecht, 
Platter and Young, With Platter functioning also as the gallens!, was proliferated 
throughout the house, with an art-located emphasis in and around the 
bathroom. 

Coming up the stairs, then, entering through the front door, was Zen Mane's 
(Who's currently based In Amsterdam) series of digital pnnts - reminiscent in 
styte to plcs from a photo booth - of himself eatmg a Burger Kmg burger, seen 
through its various stages of burger consumption. Further up above the 
landing, was a diptych of small paintings by Peet Plenaar 

A bit further on along the wall leading off the stairwell, above the light SWitch, 
was Vuylsa Nyamende's Inscrutable little soap man presented to Nyamende 
and Plalter when they moved into the house. The s!ory goes that the original 
soap man was a gift of soap by Bridget Baker - beanng a picture of a man. 
Nyamende finally carved the resullant soap man to echo the original picture, 
and subsequently added a stuck-on PIC of tab abs, strategically placed, to 
newly endow him. 

At this point of entry Into the house, and from a qUick glance around the room, 
what became quickly apparent was a predominant trend amongst those 
already there, of wearing a white and red woollen mitt on one hand (or both 
hands on some) , while holding an elegant-looking martini glass in tile other (if 
un-mitted, that is). So, to mention first Bridget Baker's won< for the exhibition 
(being responsible for the woollen mitt phenomenon), which was the sensual 
offer to anyone willtng to insert a hand through a hole in the wall and receive a 
delectable hot wax treatment. This would then be followed by a ten-minute 
treatment period during which your hot-waxed hand was left to soften, covered 
in cling-wrap, and protected by said woollen mitts - all of which would then be 
removed to reveal a sweet-smelling, gorgeously softer paw than you would 
have had before. 

The elegant martinis, though, were the won< of the evening's gallerist , curator 
and spectacular cocktail mixer, Cameron Platter, whose exquisitely crisp, 
delicately dry vodka martil'lls With single pimento-stuffed green olives mayor 
may not have been Platter's artwork for the evening (apparently he's undecided 

may not have been Platters artwork for the evening (apparently he's undecided 
on that point) 

Bumping into artist Ed Young, I later leamed that his artwork for the exhibition 
was, In fact, his conscious act to "do nothing for the exhibition" - a nice self
conscious twist, perhaps, to his other recenl project of havmg the person 
(Bruce Gordon In that instance) be the artwork 

On that score, enter Bruce Gordon: Bruce Gordon, (the artwork and in this case 
also the artist), brought with hIm to the exhibition joumalist Bonny 
Schoonakker, as hiS artwork for the night, (another nice twist on the I am/he is 
the artwork scenario) and encouraged people to ask Schoonakller to tell 
stories of his first-hand experience, as a Joumallst. covering the recent war in 
Iraq. 

If it felt occasionally challenging trying to determine whether the people around 
you were or were not part of the evenrng's artworks, then Matt Hindley's video 
prOjection - which beamed the words "No Content" onto (what became Into the 
night) the dancenoor, and often onto people's heads and bodies - was a 
shrewd and charming tum both in Its reftexive scrutiny as a work being 
essentially projected light and thus essentially haVing "no content" , and in its 
capacity to brrng into question whether those that its words labelled in the 
process, were required to declare or defend their "substance" as people or 
lurking artworks. 

Oh , and also a good time to mention another lurking artwork-as-person or vice 
versa in the form of Joao Ferreira, whose allotted role in being an artwork for 
the evening was "being a dodgy de.aler" wearing a suit 

Staying in the lounge/dancefloor area was Teboho Edkins' video created for 
the exhibition, based on a longer documentary that he is working on which 
documents HIV roads haws in Lesotho. The video records an exchange 
between friends, chatting over drinks, descnbing their sexual exploits and tips 
on how to please their women . But the light, fnendty bravado of the 
conversation is casually shattered at a certain point in their conversation by the 
offhand mention by one of the friend's of his HIV positive status. 

Dan Halter, ex-Michaelis graduate, now successfully runnrng a coffee shop In 
Switzerland , apparently, and making art, occaSIonally, when he chooses to, 
created for the exhibrtion a compilation CD which, for the first part of the 
evening, was displayed, subtly, as an object placed to the right-hand-side of 
the television , and tater played and danced to. 

MOVing IOta the passage, on the wall , towards the bathroom, is Malcolm 
Payne's 'rebutlal' work for the exhibition: Colin Rlchards-Red-Slim Medium 
subtitled R. Butt, which comprised a red "butt-plug" which was to be inserted 
(by Instructlon in a printed letter to the gallerist of Galene Pula, i.e Cameron 
Platter, and signed by two Witnesses) into the gallenst's buttocks for at least 
one hour dunng the exhibition, and then removed and placed , as IS, into tIs 
original container As far as slanging-matches go, this one might well have 
made it completely into the bathroom. rather than Just the passage. 

And in the bathroom: James Webb's offering was an elegant sculpture circle 
made of audio-cassettes - a nicely Ironic play using the physical vessels of the 
art he's better known for (Webb Is a sound artist) as self-reftexive reference, 
inferring sound not played . Richard de Jager's bathroom work was an exqUisite 
gold knitted toilet set with bunny 100 roll holder. Sean Siemon Installed his 
artist's notebook, attached to the bathroom mirror. And prettJ ly (although with a 
hazily sIOister air) was Kathryn Smith's offering of "bathroom art" an image of a 
Victorian- looking woman, innocently enclosed in an oval frame, imparting the 
message, "Never look for unicoms until you run out of ponies". 

And finally , back towards the kitchen, where, held in place by a (carefully 
selected, I'm tOld , broken) buffalo magnet, Is Sue Williamson's work, a 
"Souvenir de Bruxelles": a caricatured commentary to a nun by the priest she's 
with , as they look up at a sculpture of a peeing putti : "Come Sister, dan', be in 
ecstasy like that. " 

And to the right of the fridge, cheerily soaping and buffing away was Andrew 
Lamprecht, being his artwork, namely, the ultimate professional dishwasher, 
and keeping the martini glasses in spectacular nick (edition one of his services 
was snapped up on the night at the sight of hiS gleaming display) AsklO9 
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declared: "Most dishwashers use one cloth for drying and polishing . My 
technique is to use a highly absorbent cloth for drying, followed by treatment 
with a lint-free one for that fi nal crystal glinf' . 

Don't say you don't learn anything practical from visiting art exhibitions . 

May 17 

Ga lene Puta 
2A Dysart Road, Greenpoint, Cape Town 
(Off Greenpolnt Main Road , turn up Wigtown Road . Take the second stop street 
left into Dysart. It's the last house on the left.) 

Fo r further details co ntact Andrew Lamprecht 
on 083 5306141 or alamprec@hlddlogh uet ae za 

® ,Ue,MIT II ••' . .... 

REVIEWS I C.AP 

Wori<lng the White Cube 

by Colin Richards 


"Something there badly not wrong" - Samuel Beckett WOffllward Ho. 

Conceptual art tends to make ironisls of us all. A certain knowingness, winking 
at the work, ourselves, what gets between us, the work , and the world Inflltrates 
our aesthetic experiences. The tone of appreciation - or is it understanding? 
In this mode is cool, cosmopolitan, diffident. There is little of that earnest, 
energetic wrestling with demonic creatIVity, breaking expressive sweats in the 
messy, manic and mad doggedness of our more muscular aesthetic deSires. 
But conceptualism is also not entirely free of all this. It has Its own romances, 
gravitas and sense of the game. Its pleasures are indirect. 

This review is about how I know this particular performance of 'conceptual' art, 
that is, through the catalogue. A bad sign tor those who like their art less 
adulterated . or more adulterated with 'expressive' 'tradlUonal' art forms. For 

Bruce Gornon 	 these art people, to mistake the cover for the book, to mistake the art tor the 
comment, amounts to an aesthetic atrocity. They really should get out more. At 
any rate, here, the catalogue, cover, contents, pictures, performances, press, 
actors, documents, designs, reports and rumours all fall within the frame of 'the 
work' 

Immediately striking, this little book is literally a nat, white cube. And, as we 
might reca ll , the white cube of the ideal modemlst gallery was the haunt of 
visual art's affair with medium purity and 'flatness', the affair which incubated 
conceptualism all those years ago. So, in a way thiS book describes a tight 
circle. It Is worth paUSing to remember a 
conservative Tom Wolff practising his faux philistinism tn satirising 
conceptualism in the The Painted Word (my Bantam copy IS dated June 16 
19761); 

And there, 131 last, it wasl No more realism, no more representational objects, 
no more lines, colour, forms, and contours, no more pigments, no more 
brushstrokes, no more evocations, no more frames, walis, gallen'es, museums, 
no more gnawing at the tortured face of the god Flatness. no more audience 
required, just a 'receiver' ... just 'artist', and in that momant of absolutely 
dispasslollate abdication, of insouciant Withering away. Art mede II final flighl. 
climbed higher and higher in and ever decreasing tighler-Jummg spiral untIl, 
wilh one last erg of froodom .. II disappeared up Its own fundamental aperture ... 
and came out the other side as Art Theoryl (pp.108-109). 

Nothing is given In art, and to expect more these days Is to date 
disappointment. In situations like these, the work becomes what a viewer will 
notice, and what we as viewers will make of what we notice. This is an elastic, 
nuid field, and all of us are drawn into the devils dance of choreographed 
indirection that conceptualism stages. 

The outside of this catalogue-cube is not sheer. Secreted on the front surface IS 

a glossy name "Bruce Gordon", mirrored on the back by "Scan Shop", patron 
printers of the project The title page lists the dramatls personae In CAPITALS, 
BRUCE GORDON AN ART WORK BY ED YOUNG ANDREW LAMPRECHT 
CAPE TOWN SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL GALLERY 2003. The dedication 
page memorialises a cute canine called Roger in a rounde!. Reproductions 
surprisingly sensuous - of news posters and cuttings follow. In these the 
artwork becomes a 'BAR OWNER', a 'Conceptual Husband', 'n Kaapse 
Kroegbaas [a Cape Barkeeper} ... In the second to last cutting we see the artist 
and artwork pictured together; one unamused, one bemused The final image 
is amst and artwork lounging with other artworks The buyer, one Suzie Bell , Is 
mentioned but not seen, while the white-gloved Teboho Edkins - the 
auctioneer functionary - Is also pictured The money IS also mentioned. 

After the essay-text (of which more soon) the book closes with FIFTY YEARS, 
an autographiC text associated with artwork (,BRUCE GORDON,) written on the 
visually exquisite pages of an Drdre RemIS in some disorder, p.12, p.9. p.1 0, 
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p. 11. PLATES of 'BRUCE GORDON' follow; the first is blank, then we come 
upon the artwork in pensive pose, puffing on a cigarette. sans cigarette. 
drinking. not drinking, on auction, a shot of the dealer. two low intensity 
interactions in front of blue-lit Lo/as, artwork with a red bakkie looking upright, 
next artwork flashing light and artist squinting, the artwork making the business 
call, the social call. artwork concealed in a blank page (quoting the first plate). 
artwork revealed in Italian leather, and, almost finally, a cartoon coupling 
artwork and art Madame. Then, acknowledgments owned to. All these make up 
this conceptual gesture. this material spectacle of social and aesthetic 
deliberation. 

What more can we make of this overdetermined spectacle designed by Ed 
Young (never mind why)? One direct, 'intemal' response is offered by the text 
by Andrew Lamprecht. Setting aSide the reproduced newspaper cuttings in the 
catalogue, the text presents in roughly three interweaving registers. First are 
the quotes. One, by one Cennino Cennini (Italian leather?), dated 1437, 
announces the text; with cautionary tales of moderation and the exhaustion 
occasioned by consorting with women. Then there is the voice of the author. 
This voice is orthodox, instructive, citing, arguing, quoting. And finally, there is 
the voice of the artwork; a laconic, confeSSional, narrative, anecdotal auto
history. These words too are quoted, this time from a birthday speech. 

The middle voice - depending on how one does the ordering - is that of Andrew 
Lamprecht. Lamprecht is given spine by a formidable armature of authority; 
quotes Jean Baudrillard, Gilles Deluez, Theo Adomo (it requires a generous, 
even indiscriminate world where the third would even be seen dead with the 
other two). This voice establishes a quick archaeology and a genealogy. We 
find mention of "precedentsE going back to classical times", with Plotinus and 
Ernst Gombrich providing art histOrical collateral. On the side of art, are 
references to Kostabi and Koons, Rubens and Rembrandt, Michelangelo, 
Jacques-Louis David, Marcel Duchamp. There is also a report - some sort of 
last word - from Iziko. A generous, but masculine wond. Perhaps Cennini's 
caution is serious. 

These artistic luminaries introduce the aesthetic Iynchpin 'Bruce Gordon', "bon 
vivant. raconteur, and general good chap", once "Mosquito Weight boxing 
champion of Matebeleland" (shades of Joseph Beuys, Lynda Benglis, Nelson 
Mandela?), "Chicken fucker" (masculinity again) to "Cape Town's art world". 
The artwork has clearly been around, is textually politically credentialed, 
relaxed, social, and has "deep concern for the oppressed, especially women" 
(Cennini notwithstanding). 

What is awkward, is the rather toxic atmosphere of socialite dandyism and 
artiness around the project. This feels like a clique. And, in a way, this is as it 
should be, as conceptualism is no more immune than any artistic orthodoxy of 
recent vintage to a certain disciplined clubbiness. As a performance of this 
particular kind of cool sociality, this aspect of the work touches on something 
critical. 

But that potential for critique is unevenly sustained in the text and indeed the 
project. When the author tells us that "Ed Young's Bruce Gordon ... has nothing 
to do with Bruce Gordon's narrative", alongside narratives which take a good 
deal of space, there are stresses at work. The critical and artistiC challenge is to 
create some vital and dynamic common cause between the peculiarities of a 
"found-object" as itself, as "the idea of Bruce Gordon", as a 'real' thing, as 'art', 
within the frame of this extended performance. The kind of common purpose I 
have in mind would be mindful of the prinCipled disposal of 'declared 
intentions' expressed early on in the text. It is on the playing out of these 
entanglements and their infiltration into the wider public world that the promise 
and power of this work rests. 

In a way the discourse of newness, of transgreSSion, questioning; challenging, 
irreverence, significance are pretty standard for all contemporary art of 
ambition. It is in precise and unstable the articulation of these conventions, in 
the invocation of histOries - cultural, artistic, institutional - in the citing of key 
agents in the canon-formation, that the real and very traditional treasure of 
cultural capital rests. All this in the text operates in a conventional direction, but 
there are also some unexpected turns. One, touched on by Lamprecht, is a 
rather sophisticated piece of speCial pleading for a 'pure' concept, for 'truth" 
and routing these to - in this context surprising - to an idea of beauty. 

This tum to abstraction and beauty clashes harshly with the elaborate set of 

Being sold at auction might not be so liberating for a Cape Slave, to state the 
obvious. Being tattooed with a number invokes an atrocious history within 
living memory. These darken the spectacle in uncomfortable ways, not least in 
questioning the bad faith of liberal voluntarism. This clash is also reflected in 
the counter narratives of social persona as against the phenomenal integrity of 
a 'found object', or between the intimate personal anecdote, mixed with a dose 
of local celebrity to end being a social cipher of sorts. 

It is also specifically acknowledged in the odd conjunction of the 'sitter' and the 
'subject', introduced by Lamprecht. Again, this reference to conventions of 
portraiture seems a peculiarly precise digression, even if abandoned quite 
soon. But I want to consider Lamprecht's critical move. of which this digression 
is part, a little more before ending. This review is already well over its word
limit, and we may as well die for a sheep as for a lamb. The sheep is 
interesting, even if chickens enjoy a sexier reputation in this world. 

Lamprecht's willingness to speak of the "ultimate significance", the "true nature" 
of the work, all other claims notwithstanding, suggests the direction he would 
want this instance of conceptualism to move. These statements are 
symptomatic of a desire for some sort of transcendental 'holism' in the realm of 
a metaphysical harmony, this last referred to under the rubric 'symmetry'. This 
desire requires a drastic division of the physical instance from the abstractly 
'beautiful', restaging in broad terms a very ancient Platonic discourse, where 
illUSion is delusion. appearance betrays essence, mimesis tricks the true, 
where material is a crime against form. 

Here Lamprecht's ventriloquist is Plotinus. whose history with neo-platonic 
thought is complex and in some ways antagonistic. But what is surprising here 
perhaps is that this is one of those relatively rare instances in conceptualism 
(often so historico-materialistic and 'situationist' in almost every sense) where 
the mode unabashedly speaks about a beauty beyond history, about spirit In 
the early 21st century this is a bloody and fiery road to look back on, and the 
effort takes some courage. 

Looking far back we might recall Plato banished the artists from his Republic, 
and he was no democrat, civil or otherwise. Yet the words of Joshua Reynolds 
which close Lamprecht's text pose a challenge to this esoteric. The intelligibility 
he seeks requires clearing clouds and mists, a resistance to the false 
magnitude with which the metaphysical attitude covers the object wond, and 
effort to "see things as they really are". 

And where all this leaves us is presumably what this work means, and wherein 
its beauty lies. The aesthetic import bracketed by all these thoughts, these 
quotes, these ideas, people, institutions ... the artwond, is what we presumably 
need to see and heed. This is a lot for a middle-aged white man to carry, even 
equipped with the prophylactic of owning a bar called Jo'burg in Cape Town 
and buttressed by the memories of chickens. But I guess that is what comes 
from ambition. 

Bruce Gordon: An Art work by Ed Young by Andrew Lamprecht. Published by 
the South African National Gallery Iziko Museums of Cape Town. 

Colin Richards is an art critic, curator, academic and practicing artist based in 
Johannesburg. 

@ SUBMIT Re" ew 
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REVIEWS I CAPE 

Bruce Gordon at the SANG 

by Paul Edmunds 


Of course, what everyone's neglecting to say is that this whole lark is mad. 
R52,OOO exchanged hands for a 'Kaapse kroegbaas', although it wasn't rea lly 
for him, rather the 'concept' of him. In a further twist. said 'kroegbaas' owns a 
bar called Jo'burg , which is situated in Cape Town Anyway he (or 'ii' , I'm not 
sure WhiCh pronoun to choose) was bought by art patron and bon vivant Suzy 
Bell , who just Pipped the SANG's Marilyn Martin at the post Bell kindly donated 
Gordon to the SANG. 

Following this, people flocked to a first showing at the venue (and not Just for 
the free drinks and nuts) where they listened to well-respected artist and 
academic Penny Siopis (her g lasses slipping critically far down her nose) 
expound the virtues and ramifications of the museum's latest acquislbon. We 
also heard the artwork 0nsofar as the artwork comprises him in the nesh) speak 
for himself, welcoming us all to his new home, where "some changes are going 

Bruce Gordon 	 to have to be made", A poker bar In the annex. he proposed, and conceptual 
strip shows In the Lieberman room . 

And let's not forgel the artist at the centre of all this Edward Young. Says ~d 
"My work is cool to do. Bruce took me 10 seconds to come up with ." Young got 
R26,OOO for his troubles, a tattoo thrown in for good measure and he also got to 
keep his vintage Mere, which he had originally planned to auction . 

lost? Read on. In December last year, Michaelis School of Fine Art held their 
annual auction, takings from which are used to fund scholarships and other 
special projects of the school. Staff and senior students are expected to donate 
work for the auction and are given, In return, 50% of the funds generated Ed 
Young chose to sell 'Sruce Gordon' (with and without the quotation mark.s), 
whose medium is described as 'found object (concept), . Gordon's wife and 
ArtThrob's founding editor, Sue Williamson started the ba ll roiling with a R100 
bid. Eventually MaNlyn Martin was left to battle It out with Suzy Bell , known to 
most US for her early involvement with the Durban Art Gallery's 'Red Eye' 
events. Her RS2,OOO bid won and she duly packed 'Bruce Gordon' off to the 
SANG's acqUIsitions committee, who approved their latest donation 

Now personally I got a little lost when reading the texts accompanying this 
whole shenamgan Prepared by Andrew Lamprecht. Michaelis Art Theory 
leelurer and Ed Young's colluder in all of thiS, these texts descnbe in detail the 
art historical precedents and Ihe ramifications of this artwork , both for the SANG 
and the art-world in general I believe Lamprecht impliCitly, and I do enjoy the 
IiItie bits of French and Labn he throws In too. He appears to enjoy this himself 
and chose the latter for a 'sympathy tattoo' , which Lamprecht also acquired. 

As a permanent fixture In the SANG's collec1Jon, like all the others, BnJC9 

Gordon is required to bear an indelible 'accession number' It was elected that 
Gordon (the person) should bear this number in a tattoo. Young and Lamprecht 
each had one in sympathy. Young chose a black rectangle and Lamprecht the 
word 'felicitas' - Latin for 'luck' . 

I think it's Important that we don't ignore the person of Gordon in favour of the 
10ftJer 'concept'. Gordon's bar, after all , is Cape Town's unofficial art HQ (at least 
for those of us young enough to s1ay awake until a suitable arrival time) His 
career has spanned anything from clothing salesman, to manager of 
Amampondo, to Journalist and, most recently , bar-owner He's not short of 
charisma or stamina and loves a good yam and a few drinks. He's a founding 
member of Public Eye, and Suzy Bell paid for him with the money she got from 
the sate of a stud bull Apparently , though, she couldn't keep her acquisition 
because it clashed with the curtains and the Tretchlkoff print. (I think she's 
serious.) 

So while Penny Siopis, who flew down from Johannesburg ostenSibly to open 
the showing , opined on 'Bruce Gordon' the 'object' and the 'subject', and further 
related his acquisition to the military's legal possession of conscript's bodies 

while pondering the collection's responsibility tor his preservation (,VVheesky 
awn eyes' said the colourtully bespectacled Frenchman next to me), Mari lyn 
Martin did a great Job of mi lking the event for all the media kudos the gallery 
could get. 

Gordon, who was apparently not required to be at the opening, elected to 
speak and was very amusing, even whi le appeanng to take his acquisition 
quite seriously . I confess that It Is to the real figure of Gordon I continually 
retum, and I don't think I'm alone. On the other hand, Irs interesting to ponder 
just what the said RS2,OOO bought How can it be utilised? Or IS it Just the art
world having a little laugh at itself? Or (oops!) is this fiddilng while Rome 
bums? Go figure. 

For a more sober view of things, check out the catalogue which Ed Young and 
Andrew Lampnecht have put together It's a solid, sexy littJe booklet that 
adequately explains what I have failed to. But don't think that there aren't some 
tongues firmly In cheeks there too. 

'Bruce Gordon' opened at the SANG on Saturday March 29. 

South African National Gallery, Government Avenue, Company Gardens, Cape 
Town 
Tel' (021) 481-3823 from 8:30am-1pm 
Fax: (021 ) 461 0045 
Email : ebedford@iziko.org.za 
Website. wwwmuseums.org za/sang 
Hours: Tues - Sun 10am - 5pm 

® SUBMIT II. 

http:wwwmuseums.org
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Tug-of-war battle 
over living art work 

4 Cape'hwBer 

Marking off life with indelible ink 

Tattoos not just for bikers and rockers 
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NEWS 

It might have started out as an 
idea over drinks in the Inimitable bar, but it 
ended up bringing In R52 000 at the 
Michaelis School of Fine Art annual auction, 

AI 

• Where's R52 OOO? 

Beezy Bailey 
CapeTown 
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SUE WILLIAMSON'S DIARY 

Sawrday, April 15 

Rise before dawn to catch an early flight to Johannesburg for a briefing session 
on the new Constitutional Court currently going up on Constitutional Hili, next 
to the site of the Old Fort prison, Hillbrow. Unique in the world, the 
Constitutional Court is the highest court in the land, an expression of 
democracy at its most democratic. Here, eleven judges listen to cases and give 
rulings according to the new constitution. even parliament and the president 
must accept the rulings, and all may come and listen to the proceedrngs. 
Currently working from buJldings nearby, the judges will move into the new 
court buildings at the end of 2003, in time for the significant year of 2004 , which 
will mark 10 years of democracy. 

By 10 15 a,m, around thirty invited artists from around the country have 
gathered at the entrance to the Old Fort prison . Judge Albie Sachs welcomes 
us warmly, sketching the history and background of the project \/Vhile all artists 
have been Invited to submit proposals for certain open sites and such details 
as screens, carpeting, even stair edgings , five selected sites in the new 
buildings have been reserved for limited competitions by invited artists. Albie 
tells us of a federal court In Boston he viSited where there was no art to be 
seen . "We Americans can't agree on iconography," he is told. "We trust our 
artists", Albie says now, assuring us that he knows each of us could make a 
strong and compelling artwork for our selected site Artworks that are not 
chosen retain the possibility of being sited elsewhere, perhaps at a later stage. 

Senior architect Herbert Prins gives us a tour of the Old Fort prison, now In a 
state of extreme di lapidation, and describes the appalling conditions under 
which the prisoners, many of them 'politicals' or pass book offenders, had to 
survive. MOVing on to the construction site, artworks co-ord inator Bongl 
Dhlomo-MauIJoa gives an introduction to the artworks programme. 

The aesthetic which has determined the form of the new court buildings Is very 
African - based on the idea of the tree In the village beneath which all may 
gather 10 debale and discuss matters of common Interest. The support columns 
in the court foyer lean at angles, like the trees of a forest around which a 
building has been constructed, and Irregular slots In the ce ihng will allow 
dappled splashes of light to move across the floor through the day leading up 
to the foyer from the lower side of the site are the Great African Steps, flanked 
on one side by the old slone wall of the prison. and With a wheelchair ramp 
zigzagging across the steps. 

The site to which I have been allocated is a small courtyard flanking the library, 
and my fellow artists in competition for this site are Penny Siopis. Patnck 
Mautloa, Kay Hassan, Wilma Cruise and Sam Nhlengethwa. Submission date 
for the concept IS April 23 - five weeks hence. The sile IS so different to what I 
had imagined it would be, that my original Idea falls away completely. It will be 
back to the drawing board Immediately in front of the site, Is one open to the 
public to submit a proposal for a fountain. Admirable and democrabc as Ihe 
artworks programme is, the architects and others who will decide on the 
accepted works will have to be careful that more is not less . 

I am flying back to Cape Town tonight, but first I want to make a trip to the 
Goodman Gallery in Rosebank to see William Kentridge's exhibition . Wilham 
was one of the artJsts involved In today's bnefing seSSion, hsted to make a three 
dimensional piece at the bottom of the Great African steps, also not a large site. 
William's work at the Goodman is around the work he did for Confess/ons of 
leno - the Video, etchings, draWings - a remarkable display of power and 
virtuosity . There are large numbers of people In the gallery. Almost everything 
has been sold. I am excited by the thought that the next print for the Editions for 
ArtThrob series will be William's, and can 'I wait to see what he will do. He told 
me Ihis moming It wil l be wol1\ed on this week 

Thursday, March 20 

Art Night kicks off the Cape Town Festival tonight. Budget cuts have prevented 

~ 
Jeff Koons lecture 
and visit from New 
York's New 
Museum 

~ 
Sue Williamson 
arts it up in Oz 

~ 
Deadline woes 
beset Sue 
Williamson as she 
negotiates with 
two translators to 
finalise her new 
catalogue· and 
prepares to go to 
Austra lia. Phew l 

Q1..QZ.M 
A visit by 
Fernando Alvim, 
Art Basel in Miami 
and a planned trip 
to Australia 

~ 
Gallery hopping 
with RoseLee 
Goldberg and 
talking to students 

16.12 .02 
Three Cape Town 
openings & a 
workshop in 
Argentina 

Q.1J.l..Ql 
The William 
Kentridge opening 

illJ...QZ. 
Reflections as a 
crrtic 

&'a'J,A ~~unge's 
opening and a 
parcel from 
Sweden 

~ 
Visit to JO'burg 

01.1 002 
HlslOlYlNow in 
Stockholm 

~ 
Documenta at 
speed 

http:illJ...QZ
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'pede' or one of the other derogatory names used to label gay men Minimal Brother II 

and to the point. Less IS more. 

any funding for street performances as In some previous events, but a band is 
playing on the pedestrian mall outside the Association for Visual Arts, and the 
crowd sips wine while waiting to enter, one by one, the gallery to view Mark 
Coetzee's new installation , All our Sons /I . Ex Capetonlan, now director of the 
Rubell Collection In Miami, the suave and immaculately dressed Mark is here 
for the event. Entering the AVA, one finds that the entire gallery is darkened, 
the single source of light emanating from a tiny monitor behind a jagged cutout 
The monitor displays the classified ads announcement of Mark's birth , but as 
one watches, the words 'bonny son' metamorphaslse inlo 'faggot' or 'bugger' or 

Across town, Joao Ferreira is shOWing work by American artist lorna Marsh 
downstairs, and in his new upstairs space, work by Robert Hodgins and others 
Curator Emma Bedford and I stroll up Long Street, take in a fashion show with 
gasmasked models in war protest fashions, and finish al a welcome to the 
festival party at the Bell Roberts Gallery . I am ejected for not being on the guest 
list , but Mike van Graan Intervenes and I am invited back inside 

Thursday, March 27 

The Western Cape launch 01 VANSA, the Visual Arts Network of South Africa , 
takes place tonight at the Centre for the Book , part of the Cape Town Festival 
As e member of the steering commitlee, along with the AVA's Estelle Jacobs 
and BLAK founder Zayd Minty, I am delighted to see that our advance 
campaign has persuaded almost 100 people to turn up, The (unction of VANSA 
wi ll be to act as an organisallon which will lobby for the rights of visual art and 
artists, to provide a voice and conduit through which state, local government 
and business can communicate. 

PANSA (the Performing Arts Network of SA) founder member Mike van Graan 
lays out (or the meetmg ways In whiCh PANSA has been effectJve, Sandra 
Klopper hopes that the new organisation will not founder and come to up a 
stop like others have in the past, and Lionel Davis adds his endorsement An 
enthusiastic new committee of no less than 16 is elected, to work towards the 
national launch ill July, 

Friday, March 28 

Pick up Penny Siopis from the airport She has been Invited to Cape Town by 
curator Andrew Lamprecht to open the exhibition 'Bruce Gordon' at the SANG 
tomorrow, Not since one of 8eezy Bailey's escapades, and not even then , 
actually has an art project had as much publicity as this one. For those who do 
not read the local and national press or watch television news, Bruoe Gordon, 
owner of popular long Street bar Jo'burg was sold on audion as the artwork of 
Ed Young on the Michaelis School of Fine Art auction at the end of last year. 
Bruce happens to be my husband, and I was In Argentina at the time, and the 
bidding was opened with a mock phone bid from me of R100 ThiS miserable 
offer was soon overtaken, and the bids shot skywards, with the hammer fall ing 
to soclallte and arts organiser Suzy Bell , who then donated her purchase to the 
SANG. A headline In lheWeekend Argus read 'Conceptual husband fetches 
R52 000' Sinoe then, Bruce has been tattoed With an accession number and 
inVitations and a catalogue printed, 

Saturday, March 29 

A packed South African NatIonal Gallery audience hears Marilyn Martin 
describe how the artwork Bruce Gordon pushes the boundaries of conceptual 
art, Penny Slopis talks of the slippage between life and art that has opened up 
through this concept, and Bruce himself announces that now he is part of the 
gallery collection, he envisages a few changes - like turning the Annexe into a 
venue for poker evenings In fact, it is interesting how what first seemed 
perhaps a slight Idea has gathered weight over the intervening months through 
the development and framing of the concept · the tattOOing of the accession 
number, the witty and challenging little catalogue, the endorsement of the 
SANG in holding a full scale event. Official prooeed'ngs concluded With 
Penny's announcement that "Bruce Gordon now declares himself open", 

~ 
Sue Williamson is 
out-and-about in 
Cape Town 

~ 
Sue Williamson 
catches the 
opening of Big 

1.!l..QLQl 
'Grime' at Bell
Roberts, Jo'burg 
Art City & the CT 
Convention Centre 

.1LO.2...Ql 
Gallery-hopping in 
Cape Town 

~ 
The Oak/Art 
Biennnial in 
Senegal 

~ 
Sue Williamson in 
Jo'burg 

~ 
'Who defines the 
contemporary? 
Biennials and the 
global art world' 

2M1.Ql 
Smithsonian's 
National Museum 
for African Art, 
Washington 

ll.lLQ.l 
Homeport at the 
V&A Waterfront 

ru1..Q.1 
Jo 'burg & the 
Joubert Park 
Project 

QLll..Q1 
Artist Matthew 
Hindley at the 
Wond Wide Video 
Festival 

~ 
Exhibitions in 
Chicago and 
Washington 

.uL1QJU 
A visit to South 
Africa House in 
London 

1.1.Qll1 
Joubert Park 
Project; Art 
Spaces in Gender 
Perspective, 
Germany 

10 ~pe1'o.-r 

Bruce Gordon's infamy gets him framed 
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Tattoo puts Bruce among gallery's body of work 
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NEWS 

Bruce Gordon Gets Tattoed 

On Saturday, March 29, Bruce Gordon, a well known Cape Town art 
personallty, will be e.xhibJIed atlhe South Afncan National Gallery as a work of 
art Bruce Gordon, the found object, was a project Initiated by young arost 
Edward Young. The work was purcha.sed for R52 000 at the Michaelis School 
of Fine Art annual auction and donated by Suzy Bell to the National Gallery . 
The ellent attracted some media attention, ellen making the Sunday TImes The 
work now forms part of the permanent collection of the Gallery. 

As a precursor to his display, Gordon will be tattooed Tuesday, March 18 at the 
National Gallery, be1ween 1 p.m and 3p.m The tattooing is necessary as all 
objects acquired by the gallery must have an Indelible accession mark applied 
to them. The artist, Edward Young, and exhibluon curator, Andrew Lamprecht, 
will also be tattooed. Lamprecht describes this act as an act of artistic solidanty, 
or as he frames II personally, a "sympathy tattoo" . 

L -

Ed Young 
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Michaelis 

NEWS 

The Sale of Bruce Gordon 
by Andrew Lamprecht 

Bruce Gordon, owner of Long street's Joburg Bar (the watering hole of choice 
for many in Cape Town's art world) , was sold for R52 000 at a charity auction 
recently held at the Michaelis School of Fine Art to raise funds for student 
bursaries and special projects 

Edward Young, a Masters student at Michaelis, submitted Gordon as his work 
of art for the auction, which also Included works by Cecil Skotnes. Bruce Amott, 
Jane Alexander, Gavin Younge, Sue Williamson, Beezy Bailey, Pippa Skotnes, 
Malcolm Payne, Peggy Delport and a host of other mends, staff members and 
students of Mlchaefis, 

Young's wor\(. entJUed 'Bnlce Goq:lon', reached the top price at the event, held 
after the opening of the graduate exhibition of the School on Wednesday 
December 4 Other high prices included two photomontages by Jane 
Alexander, which fetched a total of R26 000, and boxed wor\(s by Pippa 
Skotnes, Which made R14 000. After an opening bid of R100 conveyed from 
Argenbna by Sue Williamson. the bidding soon escalated for 'Bnlce Gordon' , 
with Mari ly" Martin being pipped at the post by art aficionado Suzy Bell. In an 
act of conSiderable and unexpected generosity, Bell donated the wor\( to the 
South African National Gallery at the end of the auction to rousing applause 

"Obviously it's a very innovative and exciting form of conceptual wor\(" noted 
Lyndi Sales. exhibit ion and auction co-ordinator. "The Idea of being able to 
auction a person at an art auction is somethIng new and refreshing." 

The work has raised much discussion and was the subject of a weekend 
newspaper artlcle. Responding to the media allention MIS wor\( has received, 
Young stated' "The worll of art is no longer necessary." In spite of this it is 
hoped that the work will soon be on display at ifs new home, the National 
Gallery 
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BAR OWNER 

SOLD AS 


OF ART 

www.sundaytimes.co.za 

THE REAL THING: Bruce Gordon, '" the foreground, and Edward Young, 
who came up ..nth the concept Picture: RUVAN BOSHOFF 

Bar owner sold 
as work of art 

BONNY SCHOOHAKKER Th.\: lirsl bid for IJruot (;QnSuft canle 

Irtll(, C"Pc Tow" ,l.ftist Sue WI'ti.J m:;Of). 

",tlu also halltJl"fU. In be Bruce Gbrdon'~ 

",'ilc. WiIlloimson, biddin~ by tdephonc 

Irorn ~cnlin... nwlt: the hf~t bid, '>1~~~~.~':,7t:~~C:,t - tcnn, • (m:ft: IHCO Wijf~ dId.Iotd

bit",·or" '~ lIn .",,,"" Jirl ,. I;"'dot'l. .'J~ In 1.mr.o:m.-..: her . r. buI. rival tMds by 
tm ,,\:10111111 kill'" 'w. II."" 1Il""I'''' '1"\(! hOI.." <:.tJLY Bd1. 1I lJublkist . and M.rilyn Martin. 
Pt1~ R52 ~ tI. pull Ihto .. (~r "nd 1,lIt' 1'(,,\1 .....1 (",allt'ry'!Ii d irt:('tm. Quickly 

l~r Jt.lUf't...utJ''''llT+,'')·_..a I ;.r I  chawd uiJ the bHkIinl. with Bdt" 
work III l be ~lUth Atrk.n ~ ...'i/onill R.I)! 00II Cklt doi~ Mu1 ill';;; fir.:.! nfle, M 
G.llkry in l .., l.lWl ' R5I1 001i 

Simply IiU,d IJMr r.Vf11o'fl, rbt li.n ntJ It)\1 01 the 1G2 (l(i1 ".m~. to YVI.!IIJ 
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;JUrliUll l;tld for 1J~ beidll tI4 the c"y·. 
"'lchddi~ ~: hrl!ll rJ4 Fine Art .•!l..Id itb~ =~fI,~ ~~f~"~r~~=~ 

lor B~ Gmt/{I#J. '\' :Irtb, ""rI tt"wrt~
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Bruce Gordon on auction at 
MlcMells 

ART 

NEWS 

The Sale of Bruce Gordon 
by Andrew Lamprecht 

Bruce Gordon. owner of Long Streel's Joburg Bar (the watenng hole of choice 
fo r many in Cape Town's art world), was sold for R52 000 al a charity auction 
recently held at Ihe Michaelis School of Fine Art to raise funds for student 
bursaries and special projects. 

Edward Young. a Maslers student at Michaelis, submitted Gordon as his work 
of art for the auctJon, which also Included works by Cecil Skotnes, Bruce Arnott. 
Jane Alexander, Gavin Younge, Sue Williamson, Beezy Bailey, Pippa Skotnes, 
Malcolm Payne. Peggy Delport and a host of other friends, staff members and 
students of Michaelis. 

Young's work. entitled 'Bruce Gordon' , reached the top price at the event, held 
after the opening of the graduate exhibition of the School on Wednesday 
December 4. Other high prices Included two photomontages by Jane 
Alexander, which fetched a total of R26 000, and boxed works by Pippa 
Skotnes, which made R14 000 After an opening bid of R100 conI/eyed from 
Argentina by Sue Williamson, Ihe bidding soon escalated for 'Bruce Gordon', 
with Marilyn Martin being pipped at the post by art aficionado Suzy Bell . In an 
ad of considerable and unexpected generosity, Bell donated the work to the 
South African National Gallery at the end of the auction to rousing applause. 

"Obviously it's a very innovative and exciting form of conceptual work" noted 
Lyndi Sales, exhibition and auction co-ordinator. ''The Idea of being able to 
auction a person at an art auction is something new and refreshing," 

The work has raised much discussion and was the subject of a weekend 
newspaper article. Responding to the media attention his work has received. 
Young stated' "The work of art is no longer necessary ." In spite of this It is 
hoped that the work will soon be on display at It's new home, the National 
Gallery. 

http:pjh!1Uli1.li
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REVIEWS I CAJ)£ 

Michaelis exhibition 2001 
by Tracy Murinik 

It is that generall y exciting time on the local arts calendar when the up-and
comings get to show their student work to the public, And although intriguing to 
see whars new in the creative lurk, this can Simultaneously prove potentially 
confounding to viewers who get to experience a broad and vaned range of the 
art experience, from the "my-god-the-being's-a-genius"-type encounters, to 
those visions that feel somewhat treacherous and III-fated to one's viewing 

This year's Michaelis exhibition lives up to all that. There are profound and 
playful sightings worth returning to multiple times, and many that are not. 

or the ones I'd gladly spend any portion of a holiday hanging out at, Ed 
Young's spectacular room of primary colours, eclectic soundtracks, moving 
images, cheesy icon(oclasm)s and unfortunate teddy bears assertively gets my 
vote. Irs a jam-packed variety show of the banal with a loopy twist 0(, as 
Young descnbes it in his artist's statement about the work, "it's a circus " 

Young has plotted an extensive and elaborate circuit of triCks and acts that roll 
themselves out in a chortle-Inspiring maze around and through the space 
Each video monitor, vase, mooing cow and bandannaed plastic pig has been 
deliberately placed and arranged: on perhaps, but nothing's random - and 
Irony pervades. 

One gets to move along a gratifying trail from story 
to story (to a blaring Superman soundtrack): a hypnotic primary coloured 
pelvllrswinging trio sequence in Crotch; the bare-breasted, red/yellowlblue 
coloured bik.inl-donned babe athletes in Breast (who Wisely wear helmets 
whilst in motion). A spectacular cautionary demonstration of the hazands of 
trying to speaK with your mouth full , featuring a splice of young Travolta in 
Dia/og1l9. The ambivalent adulation and concurrent ridicule of icoOic figures IS 

fabulously approached In Unfilled (Superman), followed by a whopper grin in a 
Schumacher poster, but taken to rts heights in the abuse and abandonment of 
a childhood teddy bear In Killing Teddy. 

"If I can give you only one tip for the future," writes Young in his artist's 
statement, "monotony would be it." And he ends the statement· "As Chns Wool 
pointed out: 'If you can't take a Joke get the fuck out of my house '" It seems a 
reasonable premise. 

In the adjOining room to Young's Installation, grazing, not inappropriately , is a 
flock of perfectly pleasing and consumable wax sheep (among other ruminant 
encounters, revealing an apparent sheep fetish) by Megan Shipman . Light, 
pretty and playful 

Staying with the anlmal lheme are Samuel Allerton's bold and wonderful 
wooden Orangoutans out on the lawns In front of Michaelis, apparently 
produced in his third year. His fourth year work (also on show) is far more 
formalized, though, and lacl<s the same engaging energy. 

Sean Siemon's skillfully crafted sculptures of heads and busts, exploring the 
complexity of being, are sleek, meditative and beautiful. 

Zen Marie, who walked away with thiS year's Michaelis Prize, offers an 
installation featuring brown paper-wrapped, numbered bottles in a precarious 
skittle-Ilke landscape. These are prlstinely framed by two canvases by 
Cameron Platter: one of pinned green silk bladed leaves and another of 
pinned red strips on white canvas. I~s an aesthetiC, serene and conceptual 
haven. 

Bronwyn Carr's self-portraits in red and in white bring an exciting and 
incredibly competent new edge to the painting generally on offer. Interfaced by 
1IIed panels of abject foond objects (from speCIfically identified street locations 
In Durbanville - and with the exception of one gift). these worKs are 

introspective and self-scrutinising and highly evocative. 

And then there's Masters student Mgcineni Pro Sobopha, whose works on the 
subject of circumcision and in particular, of botched circumcisions , profoundly 
chill the space that they inhabit. Experiencing these works specifically at this 
time of the year, when reports of ritual circumcisions during the annual initiation 
ceremonies that have gone seriously wrong abound, has them take on a 
particular urgent significance. Sobopha's work is engaged and insightful . 
exploring the beauty of the masculine form as well as issues surrounding 
Ideals of masculinity and, occasionally, its dire contradictions . 

There 's a lot of work to get through at this year's student show, but there are 
undoubtedly intermittent treasures worth the sifting and enou gh of them to want 
to bother. 
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